
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Leading experts from China have partnered with some of the world’s most respected 

Master Sommeliers, Masters of Wine, wine media and wine judges to rate, review and 

reward the best wine lists from greater China’s finest restaurants, hotels, cafes, wine bars 

and clubs. 
 

来自中国领先的专业人士们与一些世界上最受尊敬的侍酒大师、葡萄酒大师、葡萄酒媒体和评委们对来自大

中华区最优秀的餐厅、酒店、咖啡馆、酒吧和俱乐部的最好的酒单进行排名、点评和表彰。 

 

 

Any restaurants that have been given a Glass Rating are commended lists, and they are all 

here for you to discover. See how they’ve rated, read the judges review, use this as a guide 

and you can explore with confidence new wine and dining destinations from across China, 

Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan. 
 

任何被授予了一个杯数排名的餐厅都是推荐的酒单，他们在此等候着您去发现。看他们是如何被评委排名和

点评的，并以此作为指南帮助您信心满满地去探索来自中国、香港、澳门和台湾的新葡萄酒和餐饮机构。 

 

 
 

 

Understanding this Results and Review Guide: Only wine lists that have been awarded a Glass 

Rating are included in this Results and Reviews Guide. 
 

了解点评：只有获得一个杯数排名的酒单被包含在此获奖结果和点评指南内。 

 

=Recommended =Outstanding =Excellent 

推荐的                            优秀的                                  卓越的 

                 Award Winner     $, $$, $$$ = an indication of wine prices 

                             获奖者                                                                         葡萄酒价格的指示 

 

 

2018 CHINA’S WINE LIST OF THE 

YEAR - RESULTS AND REVIEWS 

2018 中国酒单大奖 – 结果和评语 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Our sincere thanks to our Partners and Sponsors who have made these Awards possible, on 

behalf of the Tourism and Hospitality industries across greater China and discerning consumers 

everywhere. 
 

我们仅代表大中华区的旅游酒店服务业和最富洞察力的消费者们，十分真诚的感谢所有奖项的合作

伙伴和赞助商 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

China’s Wine List of the Year Awards  

HALL OF FAME 

 

Wine List of the Year Winners 

 

2017 Mainland China   House of Roosevelt (Shanghai) 

2017 Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan  Yan Toh Heen (Hong Kong) 

2016 Mainland China   Hakkasan (Shanghai) 

2016 Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan  Aux Beaux Arts (Macau) 

2015 Mainland China    Franck (Shanghai) 

2015 Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan  Restaurant Petrus (Hong Kong) 

2014 Mainland China    NAPA Wine Bar & Kitchen (Shanghai) 

2014 Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan  L’Atelier de Joel Robuchon (Hong Kong) 

2013 China      Robuchon au Dome (Macau) 

 

 Three-time Special Award Winners 

 
 

Duke’s (Guangdong)   Best List Southern China (2013,2015,2017) 

121BC (Hong Kong)        Best Wine Bar List (2014,2015,2016) 

Oyster & Wine Bar (Hong Kong) Best Wine by the Glass List (2013,2015,2016) 

 

Individual Winners 

 

Lu Yang MS (2017/2018) 

 



12000 FRANCS 🍷🍷 
43 Elgin Street Soho, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

852 25293100 

https://12000francs.com.hk/ 

Cuisine: Modern European 

Wine list by Chris Woodyard 

Wine on list: 87 (46 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 50 - 205 HKD 

 

                Winner Best Medium List 

 

 

There are is a lot of deliciousness to be found within this 

concise but well chosen selection of wines. This is not your run 

of the mill bistro wine list. A combination of some classics but 

with a number for exciting up and coming producers, 

particularly from Australia. Well priced, there is a lot to be 

found at reasonable prices across both the old and new world, 

along with some rare and aged treasures for the more serious 

drinkers. With plenty by the glass, this is a venue you will be 

able to return to time and time again, without ever drinking the 

same thing twice. 

121BC 🍷🍷🍷 
Shop E & F, G/F, 42-44 Peel Street, Central, Hong Kong (and 

SAR) 

23950200 

http://www.121bc.com.hk/ 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Vincent Kwong 

Wine on list: 77 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 75 - 160 HKD 

 

A clever wine list that showcases the breadth of personality of 

Italian wine, from fine-boned alpine reds and whites through to 

warmer, generous expressions from the south. It's a list that 

anchors itself in natural wine producers and those who are 

working organically, so the more classic producers are absent 

but the exploration of Italy's avant garde wines is thrilling. 

Highlights come from obscurities like nebbiolo from Valtellina 

or orange wine produced by superstar Friuli vigneron Dario 

Princic, but there's some more familiar ground in a stellar 

vertical of Giuseppe Cappellano Barolos or Donnafugata's 

SurSur refreshing grillo. The venue offers a multitude of snacks 

taking cues from various western European cuisines, so 

working through the well-chosen by the glass offering is as 

tempting as settling in for a bottle of something special. Don't 

miss the neat collection of rare amaros too. A brilliant little 

wine bar here. 

1515 WEST CHOPHOUSE & BAR, JING AN 

SHANGRI-LA HOTEL 🍷🍷 

1515牛排馆&酒吧 

1218 Middle Yan'an Road, West Shanghai, Shanghai 200000 

22038888 

http://www.shangri-

la.com/shanghai/jinganshangrila/dining/restaurants/the-1515-

west-chophouse-and-bar/ 

Cuisine: American Bar and Grill 

Wine list by Jasper Sun / Lewin Kong / Yulia Zhu 

Wine on list: 423 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 70 - 190 RMB 

 

This year sees a new-look wine list from sommelier, Jasper 

Sun, and more than a hundred new wines make an appearance. 

The result is a strong, well-rounded, world wine listing, where 

drinkers seeking organic and bio-dynamic wines can search by 

style. Alternatively, there are Jasper Sun's own 

recommendations to consider. Here, the drinker is offered 

everything from top shelf Bordeaux and Burgundy through to 

small makers rarely seen outside their own countries. Focus on 

individual makers such as Bollinger, Penfolds Grange and 

DRC show the depth of cellaring at the restaurant. The Chinese 

wine listing is worth a second and even third look. 

28 HUBIN ROAD, HYATT REGENCY 

HANGZHOU 🍷🍷🍷 

湖滨28中餐厅 

28 Hubin Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310006 

8657187791234 

https://hangzhou.regency.hyatt.com/en/hotel/dining/28HuBinR

oad.html 

Cuisine: Hangzhou 

Wine list by Olive Gao / Johnny Sit 

Wine on list: 255 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 65 - 220 RMB 

 

What wine goes with poached pigeon eggs or imperial-style 

fish head? The exotic flavours of Hangzhou cuisine find their 

match with this 255-wine strong list of some of the world's 

leading wines. The sommelier has incorporated many wine 

styles from the bright and crisp to the rich and textural, with 

plenty of scope for wine and food matching. The menu offers 

good matches, including shaoxing rice wine. The French and 

Italians shine here. 



8½ OTTO E MEZZO BOMBANA HONG 

KONG 🍷🍷🍷 
Shop 202, Landmark Alexandra, 18 Chater Road, Central, 

Hong Kong (and SAR) 

852 2537 8859 

http://www.ottoemezzobombana.com/ 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Marino Braccu 

Wine on list: 1860 (20 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 500 HKD 

 

                Winner Wine List of the Year 

                    – Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan 

                Winner Best Wine List Hong Kong SRA 

                Winner Best Listing of One Country’s Wine 

 

A superb array of fine Italians, including verticals of many of 

the great names, highlight this comprehensive and impressive 

list. There is much more, of course, especially champagne, 

including an exciting collection from Krug. Old vintages are no 

issue – Masseto back into the 80’s – and some terrific value. 

8½ OTTO E MEZZO BOMBANA MACAU, 

GALAXY MACAU 🍷🍷🍷 
1st Floor, The Promenade, Shop 1031,<br/>Estrada Da Baía De 

Nossa<br/>Senhora Da Esperança, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 

853 8886 2169 

https://www.galaxymacau.com/en/macau-restaurant/restaurant-

directory/recommended/otto-e-mezzo-bombana 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Han Yew Kong 

Wine on list: 592 (19 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 480 MOP 

 

A stellar selection of of some of Italy's most treasured wines.  A 

large selection of hard to find producers from both Piedmont 

and Tuscany with a wonderful depth of vintages. There is also 

plenty of Bordeaux and Champagne for you to sink your teeth 

into if thats more your style. Loving the range of wines now 

also being served by the glass, thanks to Coravin, perfect for 

those interested to try something new at the more premium end 

of the spectrum. A great list for those interested in everything 

Italian from the more obscure and lesser known regions and 

varietals to the reigning kings and queens - there is no where 

better to splash out on a once in a lifetime bottle of Barolo that 

here. 

8½ OTTO E MEZZO BOMBANA SHANGHAI 

🍷🍷🍷 
6th-7th floor, Associate Mission Building, No.169 

Yuanmingyuan Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200002 

021-60872890 

http://www.ottoemezzobombana.com 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Gian Luca Fusetto 

Wine on list: 750 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 360 RMB 

 

A fine collection focused very much of the best of Italy. It also 

offers an appealing mix of recent vintages with some 

impressive older choices. There is value to be found and while 

there are numerous other options, Bordeaux has also has a 

special place. 

AIR FRANCE - BUSINESS CLASS, N/A 🍷🍷 

法国航空公司商务舱 

Room 1601,Building 3, China Oversea Plaza, No 8, Guanghua 

Dongli, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020 

010-59220809 

https://www.airfrance.com.cn/ 

Cuisine: Business Class 

Wine list by Paolo Basso 

Wine on list: 1 (1 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 

Air France looks after its Business Class clientele by offering 

carefully chosen, quality wines.  The selection changes with the 

season and is complementary to the cuisine.  Enjoy fine 

Champagne, Burgundy from respected produces and Bordeaux 

with age.  The astute wine selection is one of the real highlights 

of flying with Air France. 



AIR FRANCE - LA PREMIERE 🍷🍷🍷 

法国航空公司 
Room 1601, Building 3, China Overseas Plaza,No. 8, 

Guanghua Dongli, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020 

010-59220809 

https://www.airfrance.com.cn/ 

Cuisine: La Premiere 

Wine list by Paolo Basso 

Wine on list: 6 (6 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Airline List 

 

 

 

A stunning wine list of the highest quality enticing high-flying 

wine lovers to choose Air France as their premier airline.  Let 

a glass of Krug fade worries from the ground before selecting 

from a compact set of exceptional wines.  Vintage and producer 

are carefully considered, and the informative descriptions will 

have you an expert before landing. 

AKME 🍷🍷 
No.55 Wulumuqi South Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 

200031 

021-64699969 

http://www.wineliststoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: French Creative Dining 

Wine list by Louis Lu / Stan Fang 

Wine on list: 411 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 360 RMB 

 

Akme opened last year offering "French Creative Dining" and 

a wine list that embraces the best of France.  Francophiles will 

love the near exhaustive array of white and red Burgundies and 

Bordeaux wines. However, they don't have exclusivity. 

Germany, Austria, Spain and Italy also have a strong 

supporting role. The emphasis, grape-wise, is on chardonnay, 

cabernet sauvignon and pinot noir. Multiple vintages from top 

producers are a feature. 

ANGELINI, KOWLOON SHANGRI-LA 🍷🍷🍷 
64 Mody Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

85227212111 

http://www.shangri-la.com/hongkong/kowloonshangrila/ 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Raducki Stephen 

Wine on list: 280 (23 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 85 - 900 HKD 

 

Starting with the Sommelier's Private Cellar selection, really 

sets the tone for the intention of this wine list. The best of Italy 

with a serious appreciation for the rewards that patience 

brings in the wine world. This list is a delight to read through, 

with each page playing host to some of Italy's (and France) 

most sought after wines. The depth of vintages across the 

regions of Piedmont, Veneto and Tuscany does not go 

unappreciated, these wines are hard to find, and it seems as 

though the cellar at the Shangri-La Kowloon is a treasure trove 

of these rareties. So often are, the great wines of the world 

drunk before their time, you will be in no harm of this at 

Angelini, with so much listed, in the perfect drinking window. 

For those just hoping for a taste of these delights, there is a 

coravin program, so you may be in luck and find them also 

being served by the glass. 

ARIA, CHINA WORLD HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷 
No.1 Jianguomenwai Avenue, Beijing, 100004 

65052266-38 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: Western Style 

Wine list by Gary Zhang 

Wine on list: 452 (22 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 90 - 300 RMB 

 

A high calibre list, beautifully presented, with care given to 

vintage selection.  A  balanced, classy selection by the glass.  

Helpful maps set the scene for the different regions.  There is 

an impressive selection of Burgundy and Bordeaux as well as a 

strong New World listing.  Serious wine lovers will be in their 

element. 



ARIA BAR, CHINA WORLD HOTEL 🍷🍷 
No.1 Jianguomenwai Avenue, Beijing, 100004 

65052266-5743 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: Tapas 

Wine list by Gary Zhang 

Wine on list: 18 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 90 - 230 RMB 

 

Settle in for an evening a tapas and cocktails at the 

sophisticated Aria Bar.  Enjoy vibrant signature drinks or 

perhaps a nip of aged Cognac or Grappa.  However, it will be 

hard to resist the single malt collection with over forty on offer.  

The wine offering is succinct but well-chosen with strength 

across the range.  Enjoy a glass of Champagne, white 

Burgundy, or an aromatic New Zealand pinot noir.  Care has 

been taken with vintage selection, which is always good to see. 

AUX BEAUX ARTS, MGM MACAU 🍷🍷🍷 

寶雅座 
Avenida Dr. Sun Yat Sen, Nape, Macau (and SAR) 407013 

853 

https://www.mgm.mo/ 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by David Chang 

Wine on list: 2150 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 60 - 500 MOP 

 

                Winner Best Listing of French Wines 

                Winner Best Listing of Portugese Wines 

 

 

A very prestigious and comprehensive wine list.  The menu is 

French and the French theme is continues strongly in the wine 

list which has a phenomenal range of French producers, wines 

and regions, recognised as the world’s best. In many cases too, 

extensive ranges of vintages are provided. The rest of the world 

is also thoroughly represented by very high quality producers 

and wines in this complete wine list ensuring all diners will find 

the perfect wine to complement the occasion. 

AZUR, SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, BEIJING 

🍷🍷🍷 

聚 
29 Zizhuyuan Road, Beijing, 100000 

(86 10) 8882 6727 

http://www.shangri-la.com/beijing/shangrila/dining/ 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Jack Zhang 

Wine on list: 216 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 70 - 155 RMB 

 

A tailored list of high-quality producers from around the globe.  

A refreshing mix of icons and lesser-known labels.  France is 

particularly strong, including a very strong Burgundy 

collection.  Attention has been paid to vintages which is 

excellent to see.  This is a premier list, full of top wines so you 

can choose with confidence. 

BAIYULAN, OKURA GARDEN HOTEL 

SHANGHAI 🍷 

白玉兰中餐厅 

58 Maoming Road (S.), Shanghai, 200030 

86-21-64151111 

http://www.gardenhotelshanghai.com 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Yinhua Liao 

Wine on list: 145 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 90 - 120 RMB 

 

Overall, Baiyulan presents an impressive beverage selection.  A 

lovely range of Chinese tea and an excellent selection of spirits, 

particularly Chinese liquor and rice wine.  An incredibly 

extensive collection of Japanese sake and shochu.    French 

wines are a strength, and there is also a good offering of 

Italian and Spanish reds.  Keep an eye on vintage when 

ordering. 



BAROLO, THE RITZ CARLTON BEIJING 

🍷🍷 
83a Jianguo Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100025 

86 010 59088151 

http://www.ritzcarlton.com 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Billy Tao 

Wine on list: 232 (22 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 300 RMB 

 

As expected for a restaurant of this calibre, this is a 

comprehensive international wine list with appropriate breadth 

and depth.  Its real strength lies in its collection of red wines, 

with Italy, as expected, well-represented.  However, it is also 

great to see an extensive listing of Australian and American red 

wines.  The French collection is sublime. 

BEBA RESTAURANT AND BAR, HYATT 

REGENCY QINGDAO 🍷🍷 
88 Donghai East Road, Qingdao, Shandong 266061 

86 532 8612 1234 

http://www.lshyatthotel.com/ 

Cuisine: Southeast Asia 

Wine list by Allan Li 

Wine on list: 80 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 55 - 110 RMB 

 

Although this bar has a highly impressive beer list, it's the wine 

that has taken pride of place in the menu.  The offering has 

steadily improved over the years, with the wines on offer 

tailored to the South-East Asian cuisine.   Care has been taken 

to list quality producers from around the globe, and there's a 

wide range of prices and styles to cater for everyone's budget 

and palate.  A small, well-balanced wine list with much to offer. 

BEIJING HONG KONG JOCKEY CLUB 

🍷🍷🍷 

京华阁 

No. 68 Jinbao Street, Dongcheng District, Beijing 100005 

86 10 5911 8888 

http://www.beijingclubhouse.com/gb/index.html?v=lite 

Cuisine: Chinese & Western 

Wine list by Wang Xi Quan 

Wine on list: 300 (100 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 100 - 1000 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Listing of Chinese Rice Wines 

 

 

A high-class, exclusive, international list with a prestigious and 

extensive collection of top-end Bordeaux.  Blue-ribbon names 

are in abundance, including a collection of Domaine de la 

Romanée Conti. A sophisticated set of aged spirits with many 

Chinese liqueurs.  Always keep one eye on the vintages when 

ordering. 

BELLE VUE, GRAND HYATT 🍷🍷 

悦景扒房 
1881 Baoan Nan Road luohu District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 

518000 

75522187338 

https://shenzhen.grand.hyatt.com/en/hotel/home.html 

Cuisine: Steak and Seafood 

Wine list by Grant Wu 

Wine on list: 200 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 98 - 158 RMB 

 

A solid list brimming with premium, dependable labels.  All 

bases are covered, whether you are after a top Italian or 

Australia red, or a first growth Bordeaux.  Names like Egon 

Muller, Ata Rangi and Antinori grace the pages and there are 

plenty of icon wines on offer such as Opus One and Chateau 

Latour.  Good to see a solid selection of local Chinese wine 

too. 



BENE, SHERATON GRAND MACAO HOTEL, 

COTAI CENTRAL 🍷🍷 

班妮 
Estrada do Istmo. s/n, Cotai, Macao, Macau (and SAR) 

853 811 31200 

http://www.benemacao.com/ 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Ben Bost 

Wine on list: 166 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 75 - 120 MOP 

 

Bene combines both quality and diversity in their concise and 

interesting wine list. There is something to suit everyone’s 

tastes and budget and although Italian wines are a focus, in 

keeping with the Italian cuisine, there is a good range of other 

delightful wines from around the globe. The wine by the glass 

or carafe list provides a small but very nice selection of 

international wines and if you are there on a Wednesday or 

Thursday, enjoy one of the mid-week, well priced, wine 

specials. 

BISCOTTI ITALIAN RESTAURANT , SOFITEL 

JINAN SLIVER PLAZA 🍷 

比萨高意大利餐厅 

No.66 Luoyuan Avenue Lixia District, Jinan, Shandong 250063 

86 531 8606 8888 

http://www.sofitel.com/gb/hotel-2875-sofitel-jinan-silver-

plaza/index.shtml 

Cuisine: Italina Cuisine 

Wine list by Andy Liu 

Wine on list: 154 (31 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 60 - 299 RMB 

 

Extensive offering of Old World wines with plenty of options 

from the New. There is a good ‘by the glass’ selection with 

some big names – Dr Loosen, Craggy Range, Jaboulet and 

others. And also a selection of organic wines. Plenty here for 

all. 

BRASSERIE, THE PARISIAN MACAO 🍷🍷 

巴黎人法式餐厅 

Level 3, Estrada do Istmo, Lote 3, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 

85381119200 

https://www.parisianmacao.com/macau-

restaurants/brasserie.html 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Arnaud Echalier 

Wine on list: 412 (19 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 65 - 138 MOP 

 

French flair abounds here from the menu that includes 

specialties such as Fondue à la Raclette through to the very 

thorough, French focused wine list. The excellence and 

diversity of French wines is showcased, including plenty of 

choice of appellation and vintage for the Bordeaux fans. But it 

doesn’t stop there. The list has been very carefully crafted and 

includes a wonderful spread of wines, styles and price points 

from around the globe. Enjoy. 

BRITISH AIRWAYS 🍷🍷🍷 

英国航空公司 
China, Shanghai, 200001 

4008810207 

http://www.ba.com 

Cuisine: N/A 

Wine list by British Airways Catering Team 

Wine on list: 12 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 

Choose from a fine Champagne or a quality English fizz to ease 

your transition from land to air.  The international table wine 

offering is comprehensive and astute, with Euro classics and 

new world gems.  The aged Pauillac is a real treat, though 

don't pass up a glass of Warre's aged Colheita Tawny to finish 

off your meal with style. 



CAFÉ GRAY DELUXE, THE MIDDLE HOUSE 

🍷🍷🍷 
366 Shi Men Yi Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200041 

021-32168088 

http://www.themiddlehousehotel.com 

Cuisine: Modern French 

Wine list by Feifei Liu 

Wine on list: 248 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 70 - 175 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Wine Bar List 

                 

 

 

A new name in Shanghai and definitely one to watch, Cafe 

Deluxe, shows a deft hand with its wine list, delivering some 

serious imbibing alongside wines more playful and, at times, 

controversial. The emphasis, in keeping with its modern French 

food mantra, rests on France but the diner is far from 

restricted, with Old World as well as New World wines 

showcased. Start with a glass of aged Chablis served under 

Coravin or a small flight of wines for comparison and take it 

from there. 

CALYPSO, JING AN SHANGRI-LA HOTEL 

🍷🍷 

地中海餐厅 

West Shanghai，1218 Middle Yan'an Road, West Shanghai, 

Shanghai 200000 

22038889 

http://www.shangri-

la.com/shanghai/jinganshangrila/dining/restaurants/calypso/ 

Cuisine: Casual Mediterranean 

Wine list by Jasper Sun / Yulia Zhu 

Wine on list: 180 (20 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 70 - 150 RMB 

 

Care has been taken to offer a diverse selection of high-quality 

wines from around the world.  Many renowned producers are 

listed, such as Two Paddocks and Stefano Lubiana from the 

new world, and Vietti and Domaine Ramonet from the old.  

Care has been taken with vintages, and there's a great range of 

prices and styles.  There is also a top selection of tea, cocktails 

and aged spirits which adds to the appeal. 

CAMPUS, HYATT REGENCY CHONGMING 

🍷 

凯悦校园 

Lane 799, Lan Hai Road, Chenjia Town, Chongming, Shanghai 

202162 

86 21 6703 1234 

https://chongming.regency.hyatt.com/en/hotel/dining.html 

Cuisine: Snacks 

Wine list by N/A 

Wine on list: 52 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 50 - 80 RMB 

 

The food menu at Campus contains just nine snacks, including 

duck neck, chicken feet and fries. It's modest in number, no so 

the 52-strong wine list that accompanies it. There are some 

surprises in store, like the Cellar Collection with Henschke 

2005 Hill of Grace shiraz, 2008 Opus One and Antinori's 2008 

Solaia . It's also possible to order some tasty wines by the glass 

from around the world such as Dr Loosen riesling, Les 

Jamelles and Chateau Lagrange. <br/> 

CANTON, THE VENETIAN MACAO 🍷🍷 

喜粤 
Cotai Strip, Estrada da Baia de N. Senhora da Esperanca s/n, 

Taipa, Macau (and SAR) 853 

853 81189930 

https://www.venetianmacao.com 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Christian Calipusan / Jimmy Valentine 

Wine on list: 645 (11 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 48 - 133 MOP 

 

This is a solid wine list with a broad selection of wines from the 

old world and USA. If you are a lover of the classic regions of 

Barolo, Bordeaux and the cult wineries of the Napa Valley then 

you will find a happy place amidst it's pages. There is a strong 

selection of older vintages from these areas, along with a few 

gems hidden amongst them such as a 2006 Domain Sigalas 

Assyrtiko from Santorini for something a little more quirky. 

Lovers of the new world may be left wanting a little more, but 

perhaps given you are in Macau, it might be a good 

opportunity to try some of the wines of Portugal, there is a 

good selection to be found here. 



CAPRICE, FOUR SEASONS HOTEL HONG 

KONG 🍷🍷🍷 
P6, 8 Finance Street, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

85231968860 

https://www.fourseasons.com/hongkong/dining/restaurants/capr

ice/ 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Victor Petiot 

Wine on list: 1300 (20 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 150 - 410 HKD 

 

The Caprice wine list is a beautifully composed journey 

through the regions of France. All of the best wines from the 

best producers can be found, along with some lesser known 

producers and appellations. This however is not a list where 

every wine is simply listed for the sake of it, each wine has been 

carefully selected and therefore whilst still being extensive, is 

not difficult to navigate. If France is not your thing, fear not, 

each major wine producing country is well represented. A list 

to rival the top restaurants of Paris, with something for 

everyone. 

CAPRICE BAR, FOUR SEASONS HOTEL 

HONG KONG 🍷🍷 
P6, 8 Finance Street, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

85231968860 

https://www.fourseasons.com/hongkong/dining/lounges/caprice

_bar/ 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Victor Petiot 

Wine on list: 60 (25 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 140 - 260 HKD 

 

French wine and food are the focus here at Caprice Bar.  The 

wine list has been well chosen with great examples that 

showcase the diversity of French wine and this same comment 

can be made about the wine by the glass list where 25 wines 

provide very good choice. In addition to wine, there is a 

wonderful selection of other beverages, notably Cognac, 

Armagnac and Whisky. 

CATCH, FOUR SEASONS HOTEL 

GUANGZHOU 🍷🍷 

佰鲜汇 

5 Zhujiang West Road, Pearl River New City, Tianhe District, 

Guangzhou, Guangdong 510623 

020 8883-3300 

https://www.fourseasons.com/guangzhou 

Cuisine: Asian Style 

Wine list by Lucas Hall 

Wine on list: 230 (27 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 98 - 198 RMB 

 

Most exciting is the Catch Asian Selection a small list by the 

glass of wines from China and Thailand - brilliant for tourists. 

The 20 wines by the glass offer a well-priced range of quality 

wines from around the world. There is good choice from all 

corners of the globe and a few superstars for those who can't 

resist. An impressive list. 

CATHAY ROOM, FAIRMONT PEACE HOTEL 

🍷🍷🍷 

华懋阁 

20 Nan Jing Road East, Shang Hai, Shanghai 200002 

021-61386881 

http://www.fairmont.com/peace-hotel-shanghai/ 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Chevalier Chen 

Wine on list: 250 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 99 - 129 RMB 

 

Strong brands pepper the list at The Cathay Room.  The 

selection has a freshness and energy, with lesser known 

boutique producers like Austins & Co from Geelong in 

Australia, to assyrtiko from renowned Greek producer Sigalas.   

Burgundy and Bordeaux are well represented, and Chinese 

wines have pride of place at the front of the list, complete with 

an informative regional map.  A well-balanced, international 

list with much to love. 



CENTRO, KERRY HOTEL, BEIJING 🍷🍷 

炫酷酒吧 
1 Guanghua Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020 

861065618833 

http://www.shangri-la.com/en/kerry/ 

Cuisine: Bar 

Wine list by N/A 

Wine on list: 215 (33 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 96 - 236 RMB 

 

A lively bar list with an extensive range of spirits and cocktails.  

A large selection of red wine by the glass, across a spread of 

varieties and regions, including boutique producers such as 

Urlar, from Martinborough and Irvine from South Australia.  

The by-the-bottle selection is a well-presented global selection 

with quality labels throughout. 

CHAR BAR & GRILL , HOTEL INDIGO 

SHANGHAI ON THE BUND 🍷 

恰餐厅及酒吧 

585 Zhong SHan Dong Er Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 

200010 

86 21 3302 9995 

http://www.hotelindigo.com/shanghai 

Cuisine: Steak house 

Wine list by Rohnny He 

Wine on list: 101 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 88 - 168 RMB 

 

Now in its eighth year, Char Bar & Grill, continues to present 

an easily navigable world wine listing led by France and 

Australia. It's a good list, but it must be said its real strength 

lies in a selection of red wines entirely suited to the restaurant's 

reputation as a steakhouse. Such choice, from the rustic and 

earthy Spanish tempranillo and South African shiraz through to 

Sonoma cabernet sauvignon and classic Barolo.  Wines by the 

glass include a Chinese cabernet worth exploring. 

CHAR STEAKHOUSE & GRILL, HOTEL 

INDIGO THE BUND 🍷 

恰餐厅 

29-31/F, Hotel Indigo, 585 Zhongshan Dong Er Lu, by 

Dongmen Lu, Shanghai, 200010 

33029995 

https://www.ihg.com/hotelindigo/hotels/cn/zh/shanghai/shgnb/

hoteldetail 

Cuisine: Steakhouse & Grill 

Wine list by Alexander Chen 

Wine on list: 135 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 98 - 168 RMB 

 

The strengths of this list are that it offers value for money 

throughout and spans many of the world's finest regions. There 

is a balance between established producers of good repute and 

less-well-known wines at low prices. Something for all tastes. 

CHINA GRILL, PARK HYATT BEIJING 

🍷🍷🍷 

北京亮餐厅 

Level 66, Park Hyatt Beijing, 2 Jianguomenwai Street, 

Chaoyang District, Beijing 100022 

010-8567-1098 

https://beijing.park.hyatt.com/en/hotel/dining/ChinaGrill.html 

Cuisine: International 

Wine list by Meiyu Li 

Wine on list: 376 (24 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 100 - 330 RMB 

 

Sommelier Meiyu Li has a rare and comprehensive insight into 

international wine.  This is a stunning list; a highly curated set 

of hand-picked producers, both large and small, from all major 

wine producing countries.  France is a highlight, with strength 

in Champagne, Burgundy, Bordeaux and the Rhone Valley.  A 

comprehensive selection of Italian and Spanish wine, and good 

representation from the Americas.  An incredibly mature and 

sophisticated range of premium Australian wine.  Exceptional 

attention to detail.  All fine wine lovers, wanting to expand 

their horizons on the world of wine, must dine at China Grill. 



CLOUD 9, GRAND HYATT SHANGHAI 🍷🍷 

九重天酒廊 
Jin Mao Tower, 88 Century Avenue, Pudong, Shanghai 200121 

86 21 5047 1234 

https://shanghai.grand.hyatt.com/en/hotel/dining.html 

Cuisine: Bar food 

Wine list by N/A 

Wine on list: 49 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 55 - 90 RMB 

 

A fine collection of Champagne is backed by a tight set of 

quality wines, most notably top Bordeaux, including some of 

the great names. A comprehensive knowledge of top vintages is 

on display. Well supported by an extensive array of spirits with 

the focus on fine whiskies and cognac. 

CLUB JIN MAO, GRAND HYATT SHANGHAI 

🍷 

金茂俱乐部 

Jin Mao Tower, 88 Century Avenue, Pudong, Shanghai 200121 

86 21 5047 1234 

https://shanghai.grand.hyatt.com/en/hotel/dining.html 

Cuisine: Shanghainese 

Wine list by N/A 

Wine on list: 58 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 55 - 90 RMB 

 

Begins with an impressive range of aged Chinese rice wines 

and then dazzles with heavy hitting superstar reds from 

Bordeaux and some of the world's finest producers. Good 

quality is offered at fair prices by the glass while few will be 

disappointed by the champagnes on offer. 

COFFEE GARDEN HARBIN, SHANGRI-LA 

HOTEL, HARBIN 🍷 

咖啡苑 
555 You Yi Road, Harbin, Heilongjiang 150018 

(86 451) 84858888 Ext. 22 

http://www.shangri-la.com/harbin/shangrila/ 

Cuisine: Aisian Delight 

Wine list by Allen Zhang 

Wine on list: 32 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 60 - 125 RMB 

 

We have to say for a small wine list, Coffee Garden Harbin, 

nails it. The pressure from having to select just 32 wines from 

both the Old World and the New, doesn't appear to concern the 

sommelier at all. Allen Zhang forges ahead, borrowing classic 

and alternative grape varieties from their most distinctive 

sources, whether it's a riesling from the Mosel, a 

gewurztraminer from Alsace or a valpolicella from the Veneto. 

The odd cabernet from South Africa and malbec from 

Argentina adds extra spice to this terrific list. 

COFFEE GARDEN SHENZHEN, SHANGRI-LA 

HOTEL SHENZHEN 🍷 
East Side, Railway Station, 1002 Jiangshe Road, Shenzhen, 

Guangdong 518001 

0816-0755-83961381 

http://www.shangri-

la.com/shenzhen/shangrila/dining/restaurants/coffee-garden/ 

Cuisine: International 

Wine list by Eric Zhao 

Wine on list: 84 (19 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 48 - 152 RMB 

 

A great selection by-the-glass where you can choose from 

internationally recognised top brands like Wynns and Dr 

Loosen.  There is a sommelier's selection page of Bordeaux, as 

well as a good number of European and New World wines.  A 

wide range of styles and origins on offer. 



CONTINENTAL ROOM, OKURA GARDEN 

HOTEL SHANGHAI 🍷 

欧陆法式西餐厅 

58 Maoming Road (S.), Shanghai, 200030 

86-21-64151111 

http://www.gardenhotelshanghai.com 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Yinhua Liao 

Wine on list: 145 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 90 - 120 RMB 

 

This is the same list as Yamazato in the same hotel. 

<br/><br/>It has a brilliant list of spirits, a small list by the 

glass and carafe at modest prices, and a wide range of wines 

from around the world at all price points, as well as some of 

the finest from Bordeaux and Burgundy. 

COPA STEAKHOUSE, SANDS MACAO 🍷🍷 
Largo de Monte Carlo, No. 203, Macau, Macau (and SAR) 

999078 

853 28883388 

https://www.sandsmacao.com/ 

Cuisine: American Style 

Wine list by Dennis Coronado / Caesar Dou 

Wine on list: 378 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 70 - 110 MOP 

 

Balance is the signature of this list - with neither too much or 

too little of anything. Considerable effort has been made to 

spread this selection evenly across all major wine producing 

countries. There is some emphasis on the wines of Bordeaux, 

the USA and with relatively more wines from Portugal than you 

would you usually find, of a list of this size, but all very suitable 

choices for a steakhouse found in Macau. Additionally it is also 

refreshing to see a nice balance of price points across the 

selection with some very affordable wines to be found and 

interesting wines by the glass. 

COQUILLE SEAFOOD BISTRO 🍷🍷 

壳里西餐厅 

No.29 Mengzi Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200023 

021-33768127 

http://www.coquille.com.cn/zh/ 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by James Liu 

Wine on list: 137 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 68 - 218 RMB 

 

Coquille Seafood Bistro is to be congratulated on a wine list 

perfectly in tune with the cuisine offered, in this case, seafood 

in the French-style. White wines concentrate on lighter, spicier 

and the more aromatic such as riesling and gewurztraminer. 

Red wines follow suit with medium-bodied and fragrant 

examples from the Loire, Beaujolais and Burgundy as well as 

beyond. The sommelier's mix of large and small Champagne 

houses and choice of roses -such good all-rounders with any 

seafood - are master strokes. Prices are fair, value is excellent. 

CPEARL OYSTER DINING 🍷🍷 

斯普汇生蚝餐厅 

No. 14 Xinyuan Street, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100027 

010-57245886 

http://worldofoysterlicious.wixsite.com/china/locations-1 

Cuisine: Western & Seafood 

Wine list by Louise Xu 

Wine on list: 71 (0 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 59 - 169 RMB 

 

Order a bottle of fine Champagne and be mesmerised by the 

extraordinary range of international oysters.  The wine list is 

just fabulous, with many well-known labels and lesser-known 

boutique producers.  The selection of white wine suits the 

seafood-focused menu with a good range of riesling and 

sauvignon blanc.  There is also a top selection of reds.  Its a 

carefully composed, international list filled with many great 

wines. 



CRU STEAK HOUSE, JW MARRIOTT 

HOTEL HANGZHOU 🍷 

扒房 
28 Hushu South Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310006 

86 571 0571 89817337 

http://www.jwmarriotthangzhou.com 

Cuisine: Beef Steak / Seafood 

Wine list by Jason Cheng 

Wine on list: 115 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 68 - 128 RMB 

 

A list that represents good value wines from around the globe, 

mostly from the well-known larger producers, whose wines will 

be familiar to most winelovers. Hugel, Dr Loosen, Jacobs 

Creek, Kim Crawford, Penfold's, Concha Y Toro, Chateau Ste 

Michelle, well know Bordeaux are the backbone to this 

offering. The malt whisky collection will appeal but there are 

many fine spirits. 

DA IVO 🍷🍷 

哒咿沃 

23 / F, 1 Jinling East Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200001 

021-57171757 

https://www.daivo.net 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Pesca Deng 

Wine on list: 215 (11 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 75 - 128 RMB 

 

In keeping with its Italian menu, this is a list that heads off to 

Italy making stops along the way in France and the rest of the 

world. The choicest selections are definitely the Italians with 

Veneto, Piemonte and Tuscany leading, and it's a real treat to 

see so many aged wines of quality. If you are feeling 

prosperous check out the 2002 Chateau Petrus for Yuan 

31,118! 

DE CARBON BAR 🍷 

烤肉匠 
L104 No.688 Nanjing West Road, Jing'an district, Shanghai 

200000 

0551-62277757 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/ 

Cuisine: Barbecue 

Wine list by Kevin Hu / Ric Yang 

Wine on list: 81 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 40 - 60 RMB 

 

This is not a particularly large wine list, but it will meet many a 

diner's budget with a range of sound, approachable wines at 

fair prices. De Carbon Bar, with its barbecue-focused menu, 

plays the field as far as wine is concerned, balancing a mix of  

styles from as close to home as Ningxia to as far away as 

Argentina, the US and Australia. Wines are listed according to 

style, a nice approach, and vintages are mostly young, within 

the last decade. 

DE DRUNK'N PIG, SONGBEI SHANGRI-LA, 

HARBIN 🍷 
Songbei Avenue 1st, Songbei District, Harbin, Heilongjiang 

150028 

(86 451) 5862 9999 

http://www.shangri-

la.com/harbin/songbeishangrila/dining/bars-lounges/de-drunkn-

pig/ 

Cuisine: Chinese & Western 

Wine list by Frank Yan 

Wine on list: 40 (11 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 70 - 125 RMB 

 

This gourmet pub offers a wide range of Chinese and Western 

dishes.  So it is good to see that there is a broad range of wines 

on offer, of different origins and styles.  A balanced selection 

by-the-glass, a good number of 'entry-level' wines and a page 

of 'Sommelier Selections' which includes ultra-premium 

Bordeaux and Burgundy for those wanting something sublime. 



DINING ROOM NINGBO, PARK HYATT 

NINGBO RESORT AND SPA 🍷🍷 

悦轩西餐厅 

188, Dayan Road, Dong Qian Lake, Ningbo, Zhejiang 315123 

86 574 2888 1234 

https://ningbo.park.hyatt.com/en/hotel/home.html 

Cuisine: International, Western / Chinese 

Wine list by Jannis Bahr 

Wine on list: 115 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 50 - 128 RMB 

 

The highlight is the Cellar List with a collection of great names 

from legendary vintages. Grange, Petrus, Lafite, Leroy. Any 

winelover would be very happy dabbling here. Fine array of 

spirits and also teas to support it. Impressive list. 

DINING ROOM SHANGHAI, PARK HYATT 

SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷 

大堂餐厅 

100 Century Avenue, Pudong, Shanghai 200120 

86 21 6888 1234 

https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/china/park-hyatt-

shanghai/shaph 

Cuisine: European 

Wine list by Adrian Zhang 

Wine on list: 450 (23 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 60 - 290 RMB 

 

A fine wine list marrying good taste with an innate sense of 

adventure and so much more. Impressive in length and depth, 

wine lovers will find much to get excited about as sommelier, 

Adrian Zhang, takes a tour of top international wine regions 

and producers. He balances the big names with lesser-known, 

more edgy producers, many not well-known outside their 

homeland such as Mac Forbes, Ata Rangi, La Crema, Domaine 

Sigalas and Philippe Valette. A range of sake and Chinese 

liqueurs completes the picture. 

DON ALFONSO 1890, GRAND LISBOA 

HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷 

當奧豐素1890意式料理 
3/F, Grand Lisboa Hotel, <br/>Avenida de Lisboa, Macau, 

Macau (and SAR) 999078 

853 8803 7722 

https://www.grandlisboahotels.com/en/grandlisboa/dining/casa-

don-alfonso 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Paul Lo 

Wine on list: 16800 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 100 - 120 MOP 

 

A mind-blowing wine list that holds nearly 17,000 different 

labels with a near complete holding of every great wine known 

on earth. The number of cuvees alone should impress, but that 

the sommelier team has managed to select best vintages, source 

huge vertical runs of marquee wines, traverse a breadth of 

wine styles and wine-growing countries, and still find wine that 

is affordable is quite remarkable. There is so much to note, but 

particularly distinguished are releases from Chateau Haut-

Brion, the incredible collection of Dom Perignon Plenitude 

wines, or the outstanding collection of German riesling. In the 

end, this is an encyclopaedic list that will blow away wine buffs 

but offer comfort to those beginning their exploration of the 

world of wine. Let the sommeliers guide you through this 

outstanding collection and dive in deep. 

DUKE'S, THE LANGHAM, SHENZHEN 🍷🍷🍷 

「爵廊」 
7888 Shennan Boulevard, Futian District, Shenzhen, 

Guangdong 518040 

755 8828 9888 

http://www.langhamhotels.com/shenzhen 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Julia Zhu 

Wine on list: 386 (23 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 75 - 220 RMB 

 

Beautifully presented and arranged by variety, with 

alphabetically ordering to make things easy.  There's an 

extensive listing of Champagne, including vintage.  Bordeaux 

and Burgundy are well represented, and icon wines are dotted 

throughout the collection.  A good selection of new world reds 

with some less than ordinary inclusions.  Take note of the 

vintage when ordering whites. 



DYNASTY 8, CONRAD MACAO, SANDS 

COTAI CENTRAL 🍷🍷 
Cotai Strip, Taipa, Macau (and SAR) 

(853)8113-8920 

http://www.venetian.com.mo 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Arnaud Echalier 

Wine on list: 539 (6 by the glass) 

Wine prices: 0 

By the glass: 60 - 165 MOP 

 

This list makes no apologies for focusing on the tried and 

trusted names from around the world but there is a smattering 

of exciting names that are included – Chave, Denis Mortet, 

Donnhoff and more would all enhance any list. The Old World 

rules, especially a very impressive collection of Bordeaux. 

EBONY , MANDARIN ORIENTAL, 

GUANGZHOU 🍷🍷🍷 

悦铂尼 

389 Tianhe Road, Tianhe District , Guangzhou, Guangdong 

510620 

86 20 3808 8888 

https://www.mandarinoriental.com/guangzhou/tianhe/luxury-

hotel 

Cuisine: Grill Restaurant 

Wine list by Vince Chen 

Wine on list: 336 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 100 - 180 RMB 

 

This is a high-quality, slick, international wine list, and its 

curated nature gives it great appeal.  There is an astute 

'Sommelier's Selection' upfront that makes it easy to choose a 

top wine. Or try one of the many excellent wines by-the-glass.   

The producers and vintages have been carefully chosen.  Most 

great wine producing countries are represented, notably 

France and Italy, with the New World also given careful 

attention.  Highly recommended. 

EQUIS, FOUR SEASONS BEIJING 🍷 
48 Liangmaqiao Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100125 

010-56958880 

http://www.fourseasons.com/beijing/dining/lounges/equis 

Cuisine: Mediterranean 

Wine list by Daniel Yang 

Wine on list: 170 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 95 - 170 RMB 

 

A strong list with an excellent selection of spirits, notably gin, 

whiskey, dark rum and cognac.   The wine offering is global, 

with France being a highlight including a fine set of prestige 

champagne, Burgundy and Bordeaux.  A good spread of prices 

and styles, including by-the-glass. 

EYAN 🍷 

怡宴餐厅 

No.100 West Riverside Avenue ，Taijiang District, Fuzhou, 

Fujian 350004 

59187760519 

http://www.grace-vineyard.com/ 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Sven chen 

Wine on list: 91 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 78 - 298 RMB 

 

The strength of this wine list is with the dedicated focus on 

Grace Vineyard's Chinese wine offering, but this is enhanced 

by a very good collection of top end European wines. Egon 

Müller Scharzhofberger, Chateau Lafite Rothschild and Vega 

Sicilia are examples of the very serious, high reputation wines 

that are found amongst staples of the international wine world. 

The cuisine is French, so French wine is the strongest asset in 

this wine list, with good representation from notable regions of 

Rhone Valley, Alsace, but most importantly, Bordeaux. Indeed, 

Bordeaux really is the most prevalent region showcased, with a 

good spread of 'Growths' and producers. Don't miss some of 

one of Australia's great cult wine producers, Bass Phillip, also 

found in this relatively well-rounded list. 



FIFTY 8° GRILL, MANDARIN ORIENTAL 

PUDONG, SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷 

58° 扒房 
111 Pudong Road, Shanghai, 200120 

862120829888 

https://www.mandarinoriental.com/shanghai/pudong 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Delphin Duan 

Wine on list: 415 (26 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 68 - 1080 RMB 

 

There are benefits to being part of the Mandarin Oriental in 

Shanghai, foremost is access to the some of the world's great 

wines curated by beverage manager, Delphin Duan. France 

and Italy have starring roles, but there are exciting additions 

from both Old and New World producers.<br/>It is a rare 

treat to have so many classic, aged wines served under Coravin 

by the glass. Indeed, wines served by the glass - numerous and 

quality-minded - are a real feature of the list. Biodynamic 

wines are also featured.<br/> 

FLAIR SHANGHAI, THE RITZ CARLTON 

SHANGHAI PUDONG 🍷🍷 
Shanghai IFC, 8 Century Avenue, Lujiazui, Pudong, Shanghai 

200120 

862120201888 

http://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/shanghai-pudong 

Cuisine: South East Asia 

Wine list by Ernest Ye 

Wine on list: 260 (19 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 90 - 350 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Listing of Non-Alcoholic Drinks 

 

 

 

A list which opens with a strong focus on cocktails and with a 

collection of spirits that would be the envy of most 

establishments around the world. It is followed by an exciting 

array of champagnes and then a smattering of fine choices 

from around the globe. The highlights are the top Bordeaux, 

notably Latour and Lafite, with some great vintages available. 

FLAME ON 40, SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, 

NANJING 🍷 

焰 
329 Zhongyang Road, Gulou District, Nanjing, Jiangsu 210037 

86 25-86308888 

http://www.shangri-la.com/cn/nanjing/shangrila/ 

Cuisine: Steak House 

Wine list by Anqi Xie 

Wine on list: 107 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 70 - 110 RMB 

 

A pleasing range of wines of quality from around the globe 

with a stellar collection of Bordeaux and Burgundy as well as 

international wines at all price point. There is an array of red 

grape varieties to match the restaurant's showcase cuts of beef. 

FOOK LAM MOON, GALAXY MACAU 🍷 
2008, 2nd Floor, The Promenade, <br/>Estrada Da Baía De 

Nossa<br/>Senhora Da Esperança, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 

853 8883 2221 

https://www.galaxymacau.com/en/macau-restaurant/restaurant-

directory/recommended/fook-lam-moon 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Han Yew Kong / William Ma 

Wine on list: 264 (5 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 160 - 190 MOP 

 

A collection of the classics with a strong emphasis on both 

Burgundy and Bordeaux. A catelogue of vintages of the top 

producers abounds, but perhaps to the detriment of some of the 

smaller, yet exciting wineries. This perhaps gives the list a 

sense of being weighted towards the heavy hitting high price 

tag wines, so if you have cash to splash, this the list for you. 

Perhaps a broader wine by the glass selection would help to 

balance out this impression. 



FRANCIS 🍷 
4&6 St. Francis Street, Wanchai, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

852 31019521 

https://www.francis.com.hk 

Cuisine: Middle Eastern 

Wine list by Simone Sammuri 

Wine on list: 48 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 70 - 140 HKD 

 

                Winner Best Small List 

 

 

 

A short and sweet wine list that focuses on smaller, grower-

producers with a leaning towards the sect of natural wine. It's a 

wine list that is decidedly set to expressive wines from more 

obscure but noteworthy winemakers and regions, with quality 

in mind. It's great to see wines from cult producer Vina 

Tondonia (en magnum!) set amongst small batch releases from 

David (Swartland), alto Piedmont's Le Piane and I Custodi's 

sought after Sicilian wine - a collection of unusual but excellent 

wine is found here. There are some solid touchstones for those 

seeking 'bigger names' too, with Vietti, Pieropan and 

Nikolaihof also found here. It's a very diverse collection here, 

full of excitement and delight, with vibrant, fresh expressions 

ideally matched to the casual nature of the cuisine. A reserve 

wine list of ultra-limited releases accompanies this core wine 

offering. Great fun and great drinking to be had here. 

GADDIS, THE PENINSULA HONG KONG 

🍷🍷 
1/F The Peninsula Hong Kong,<br/>Salisbury Road, Kowloon, 

Hong Kong (and SAR) 

852 2696 6763 

http://hongkong.peninsula.com/en/fine-dining/gaddis-french-

restaurant 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Bojan Radulovic 

Wine on list: 590 (25 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 105 - 880 HKD 

 

In its 65th year, Gaddis definitely deserves the title of 

institution. <br/>I wonder if upon opening, all those years ago, 

anyone could have anticipated there would be wines from both 

Thailand and Indonesia listed on the pages of its prestigeous 

wine list. <br/>The wine list of Gaddis is indeed diverse, with a 

serious focus on Switzerland, whites from this small wine 

producing country, outnumber even those of Italy on this list. 

This vast selection perhaps overshadows many of the more 

classic regions, you would assume to be served in the french 

fine diner. Depth in the traditional wine growing regions of 

Burgundy and Bordeaux, you will find however when it comes 

to red wine, with a vast array of vintages from top producers. 

Those traveling solo will delight in finding perhaps the most 

extensive list of half bottles in Hong Kong, along with a nice 

selection of wines by the glass that celebrate everything from 

contemporary to the classics, which seems to be the signature 

of this list. 

GL CAFÉ, GL HOTEL 🍷 

聚咖啡 
No.26 Liangfeng Road , Guilin, Guangxi 541006 

0773-7791299 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/ 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Martin Qin 

Wine on list: 148 (3 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 40 - 48 RMB 

 

This is a wine list devised by someone who clearly loves their 

wine.  Multiple wines from strong producers such as Duval-

Leroy,  Josemeyer and Craggy Range.    There are 

representatives from most major wine producing regions.  A 

small selection by the glass. 

GOLDEN COURT, SANDS MACAO HOTEL 

🍷🍷 
Largo de Monte Carlo, No.203, Macau, Macau (and SAR) 

999078 

853 28883388 

https://www.sandsmacao.com/ 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Dennis Coronado / Caesar Dou 

Wine on list: 378 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 70 - 110 MOP 

 

A very strong and well thought out list, beautifully presented to 

ensure the diversity of wines on offer will be noticed. The more 

recent interest in Portuguese red wines is reflected here with a 

strong range of offerings from Portugal and the USA is also 

particularly well represented with prestige wines and 

producers on the list. But it doesn’t stop there, many of the 

world’s wine regions are represented as are their wine styles. 

Don’t ignore the Bordeaux section if the budget allows as there 

are plenty of gems available there. The wine by the glass list 

too is very well chosen. 



GOSTO, GALAXY MACAU 🍷🍷🍷 

葡轩 

G011, Ground Floor<br/>Estrada da Baia de 

Nossa<br/>Senhora da Esperanca, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 

853 8883 2221 

https://www.galaxymacau.com/en/macau-restaurant/restaurant-

directory/international/gosto 

Cuisine: Portuguese and Macanese 

Wine list by Han Yew Kong / Julia Guo 

Wine on list: 798 (9 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 50 - 105 MOP 

 

Gosto with its focus on Macanese and Portugese cuisine, 

understandably has a wonderful selection of Portugese wines 

for diners to delve into. Additionally there is a solid selection of 

wines from around the world, well priced and varied from the 

classics to some more alternative selections, such as Koshu 

from Japan, which does have its own link to Portugal, with 

much of Japan's original vineyards planted by Portugal, and 

this particular producer being called Aruga Branca, has 

number of connections. <br/>Its these well sourced curios, in 

combination with the classics, that make this a great list. 

GRANGE GRILL BEIJING, THE WESTIN 

BEIJING CHAOYANG 🍷 

威斯汀扒房 
7 North Dongsanhuan Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 

100027 

010-59228888 

http://www.starwoodhotels.com/westin/property/overview/inde

x.html?propertyID=1967&EM=VTY_WI_1967_CHAOYANG

_PROP_OVERVIEW 

Cuisine: Grill 

Wine list by Amanda Zhao 

Wine on list: 56 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 72 - 126 RMB 

 

It's a compact list, with a good range of spirits and a fresh 

selection by-the-glass.  There is a range of international reds, 

to pair with your wagyu steak, including a few wines from 

Penfolds, including Grange.  A spread of prices and styles. 

GRANGE GRILL SHENZHEN, THE WESTIN 

SHENZHEN NANSHAN 🍷 

威斯汀扒房 
9028-2 Shennan Road Nanshan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 

518053 

755.26988888 

http://www.starwoodhotels.com/westin/property/overview/inde

x.html?propertyID=3346&EM=VTY_WI_3346_SHENZHEN_

RESDEST 

Cuisine: Steakhouse 

Wine list by Razvan Croitoru 

Wine on list: 130 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 98 - 128 RMB 

 

The highlights remain the several vintages of Penfolds Grange 

Shiraz and the top reds of Burgundy and Bordeaux. In addition 

there's a small but classy selection of champagne, many 

impressive reds from all corners of the world, most notably 

Italy and Spain. 

GRILL 79, CHINA WORLD SUMMIT WING 

🍷🍷🍷 

国贸79 

No.1 Jianguomenwai Avenue, Beijing, 100026 

1065052299 

http://www.shangri-la.com/beijing/chinaworldsummitwing/ 

Cuisine: Grill 

Wine list by Bruce Li Tao 

Wine on list: 588 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 100 - 302 RMB 

 

An outstanding global wine list of the highest calibre.  The 

collection of French wines is exceptional, with the regions of 

Champagne, Burgundy and Bordeaux reaching glittering 

heights.  Also impressive is the extensive listing of Chinese 

wines, particularly those made from red grapes.  Quality labels 

are listed from all significant grape growing areas.  It's an 

extraordinary wine list and a fitting partner to the sophisticated 

food. 



GUI HUA LOU, SHANGRI-LA PUDONG 

🍷🍷🍷 

桂花楼 
33 Fu Cheng Road, Pudong, Shanghai 200120 

862168827056 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by N/A 

Wine on list: 138 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 75 - 120 RMB 

 

Exciting to see a list which takes a real interest in the emerging 

wines from China. There is much more and the wines here are 

very much from the quality end of the spectrum. Names like 

Salon, Didier Dagueneau, Yquem, Margaux, Opus One and 

more. quality all round. 

GUSTO BAR, FOUR SEASONS TIANJIN 🍷🍷 

9吧 
138 Chifeng Road, Heping District, Tianjin 300051 

022-2716 6688 

https://www.fourseasons.com/tianjin/ 

Cuisine: Snack 

Wine list by John Wang 

Wine on list: 141 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 80 - 200 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Aperitif List 

                Winner Best Whisky List 

                Winner Best Cocktails List 

 

This modern bar is the place to be in Tianjin with its extensive 

selection of cocktails, including signature clay-aged blends.  

The whisky collection is nothing short of phenomenal and is a 

reason to visit alone! A solid selection of wine from across the 

globe including many prestigious wines from France.  Care has 

been taken to present an interesting variety of labels. Well-

worth a visit. 

HAKKASAN SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷 
Bund18, 5F,<br/>18 Zhongshan Dong Yi Lu, Shanghai, 

200002 

86 21 6321 5888 

http://hakkasan.com/locations/hakkasan-shanghai/ 

Cuisine: Modern Authentic Cantonese 

Wine list by James Teng / Christine Parkinson 

Wine on list: 380 (25 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 83 - 398 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Chinese Restaurant List 

 

 

 

An intriguing collection of sake is followed by an exceptional 

array of champagnes, cleverly blending both great Houses with 

emerging Growers. Among the very many fine wines from 

around the world, a small set of 2000 Bordeaux and older 

Burgundies appeal, as does a fine set of great Pinot Noir from 

other places. An impressive focus on China is also to be 

commended. 

HENKES 🍷 
Réel Department Store 1E 1601 NanJing Xi Lu (near ChangDe 

Lu), Shanghai, 200040 

3253 0889 

http://www.henkes.com.cn/henkes/home.aspx 

Cuisine: Mediterranean 

Wine list by Max haahr 

Wine on list: 92 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 55 - 110 RMB 

 

Henkes, located in a Shanghai department store, makes a point 

of delivering wines that it imports directly from all around the 

world. The wine list, overseen by Max Haahr, boasts a number 

of wines that are reasonably well-known in their own 

homelands, but which seldom travel outside. That is an exciting 

prospect for many wine drinkers. Take advantage and delve 

into the many quality small makers that make up the list, from 

Australia to France, Spain and New Zealand. 



HOUSE OF ROOSEVELT 🍷🍷🍷 

罗斯福公馆 

No. 27 Zhongshan Dong Yi Road, Shanghai, 200002 

021-2332 0773 

http://www.27bund.com 

Cuisine: European 

Wine list by Frank Wang / Brian Fan / Sally Wang 

Wine on list: 2003 (31 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 92 - 162 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Sparkling Wine List 

                Winner Best Listing of ChileanWines  

                Winner Best Listing of GermanWines 

                Winner Best Listing of New Zealand Wines 

                Winner Best Listing of Rioja Wines 

 

A wonderfully comprehensive list which takes a deep dive into 

the New World with many fine examples from Australia, New 

Zealand and the States. Champagne is thrilling and it is hard to 

decide whether the Bordeaux collection tops Burgundy or vice 

versa. World class list. 

IL RISTORANTE, BULGARI HOTEL BEIJING 

🍷🍷🍷 
Building 2 Courtyard, No 8 Xinyuan South Road, Chaoyang 

District, Beijing 100027 

8610 8555 8585 

http://www.bulgarihotels.com/beijing 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Darren Wang 

Wine on list: 418 (27 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 98 - 1400 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Listing of Italian Wines 

 

 

 

Here is a list for true wine aficionados, particularly if you are 

an Italophile! Five bubblies on offer including two vintage 

champagnes.  An extraordinary selection of Italian wines by-

the-glass, right up to Ornellaia Bianco and Gaja Barbaresco.  

A good selection of half-bottles and magums if you after wines 

in a different format. As well an excellent collection of 

Champagne, there is a page on Italian sparkling wine which is 

rare and welcomed.  In fact, the  Italian wine offering is highly 

impressive across the board, with the wines from Tuscany and 

Piedmont are a real highlight. Superb. 

IMPERIAL COURT, MGM MACAU 🍷🍷🍷 

金殿堂 
Avenida Dr. Sun Yat Sen, Nape, Macau (and SAR) 407013 

853 

https://www.mgm.mo/ 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by David Chang 

Wine on list: 2150 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 350 MOP 

 

You name it...its listed. All the Bordeaux and Burgundy you 

have ever desired are listed within the pages of the Imperial 

Court wine list. They may also have one of the most extensive 

listings of Portugese outside the country itself. Verticals 

abound, a veritable treasure trove the glitterati of the wine 

world. Make sure to keep turning (there are a lot of pages) 

until you reach the bin end section...the likes of Jayer and DRC 

Montrachet have been seen listed amongst other precious 

gems. 

INIECHO BY AU79 🍷 

念飨餐厅 

8F, L804, Yintai Centre<br/>No. 1199 Tianfu Road North, 

Chendu, Sichuan 610041 

0086 028 62615268 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Zhicong Yang 

Wine on list: 99 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 65 - 100 RMB 

 

There are plenty of wines on the 99 glass list to hold the 

interest of customers: from the Sommelier's Selection, to the 

compact yet good quality wines by the glass; a range of 

bubblies to suit all tastes and pockets; whites and reds from 

France, Italy and Australia and other parts of the world. 



JADE ON 36, SHANGRI-LA PUDONG 🍷🍷🍷 

翡翠36 
33 Fu Cheng Road, Pudong, Shanghai 200120 

86 21 68827056 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Gerard Liao 

Wine on list: 554 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 188 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Food & Wine Matching List 

                Winner Best Listing of Australian Wines 

 

 

An award-winning list that shows how it is done, especially in 

the art of food and wine matching. Every dish has a suitable 

pairing. The Champagne grouping is truly exciting with the list 

of Grower Champagnes nearly stealing the limelight. The list, 

with its French focus, seeks out value - hence, the number of 

second labels from major houses - as well as the iconic brands 

(including 19 extraordinary DRCs). All French regions are 

explored with Burgundy and Bordeaux leading the way. 

However, this is also a list noteworthy for sourcing small 

producers from the New World, notably Australia, that are 

worth a second look. 

JIA, NUO HOTEL BEIJING 🍷 

禾家中餐厅 

2A, Jiangtai Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing, 100016 

861059268888 

http://www.nuohotel.com/beijingjiangtai/zh/index.html 

Cuisine: Cantonese & Huai'an 

Wine list by David Gong 

Wine on list: 181 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 90 - 180 RMB 

 

Fans of the best-selling Manga comic, Drops of Gods, will 

delight in the offerings to found here on the last page of the Jia 

wine list. Which isn't to say wine lovers in general won't be 

delighted with the rest of the list. It pays attention to styles of 

wines suited to its cuisine, namely aromatics and medium-

bodied wines from around the world for Cantonese and 

Huai'an cooking, and a nod to the Italians for the 

Mediterranean-inspired foods. There's a bit of fun, too, when 

the list offers wines "Off The Beaten Track." 

JIE XIANG RESTAURANT 🍷 

成都解香私房菜餐厅 

No.47 Bin he Road ,Huan Hua Xi Street,Qing Yang District, 

Chengdu, Sichuan 610015 

15388122060 

http://m.dianping.com/appshare/shop/19706752 

Cuisine: Sichuan 

Wine list by Sam Liu 

Wine on list: 26 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 30 - 68 RMB 

 

This is a small international list which offers customers some 

interesting choices. There are sparkling wines from China, 

cava and champagne by the glass and by the bottle, whites from 

France and New Zealand as well as several good reds from 

Europe and Australasia. The Gaja and the Cantemerle stand 

out. 

JIN SHA, FOUR SEASONS HOTEL AT WEST 

LAKE 🍷🍷🍷 

金沙厅 

Lingyin Road 5, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310013 

86(571)8113-5188 

http://www.fourseasons.com/hangzhou 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Simon Li 

Wine on list: 264 (21 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 120 - 1280 RMB 

 

A list bursting at the seams with quality. These are names 

familiar to anyone keen on great wine and care has been taken 

to ensure top vintages. Sassicaia, great Bordeaux, Rayas, 

Chave, Rousseau, Dugat-Py, DRC, Gaja, Leflaive, Egon Muller 

and so many more. Wonderful stuff. 



JIN XUAN, THE RITZ CARLTON SHANGHAI 

PUDONG 🍷🍷🍷 

金轩 

Shanghai IFC, 8 Century Avenue, Lujiazui, Pudong, Shanghai 

200120 

862120201888 

http://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/shanghai-pudong 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Ernest Ye 

Wine on list: 530 (19 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 100 - 2100 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Listing of Chinese Wines 

 

 

 

A very fine list which ranges widely but always returns to a 

fantastic collection of great Bordeaux. First Growths abound 

and many legendary vintages are represented. The New World 

has collections of Grange and more. Use of coravin means 

many of these great wines are available by the glass. 

JING AT THE PENINSULA, THE PENINSULA 

BEIJING 🍷🍷🍷 
8 Goldfish Lane, Wangfujing, Beijing, 100006 

8685162888 

http://www.peninsula.com 

Cuisine: Modern French 

Wine list by Ivan Ye 

Wine on list: 450 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 180 RMB 

 

A lengthy and serious wine list that offers diners at Jing At The 

Peninsula an opportunity to revel in the world of finest, fine 

wine. Contained in these pages is a great collection of best 

wines from best wine regions from notable and top tier wine 

producers - the lengthy examples of Champagne, Bordeaux and 

Burgundy highlight this beyond expectation. It is a wine list 

that feels like it has been curated to showcase a enviable cellar 

and to allow diners access to rare and hard-to-find cuvees. A 

feature page on Krug with multiple back vintages sets the tone. 

A dedicated page featuring a selection of wines highlighting 

varying tannin profiles in red wines is an added bonus. French 

wine isn't the only trick, one need only look tp the Piedmont 

section for marquee wines of Vietti, Ornellaia and Gaja to see 

more evidence of this most serious of wine lists. Australian 

greats like Clonakilla, Tyrrell's and Henschke help round out 

the list, with great additions from South Africa, USA and Spain. 

JING BAR, THE TEMPLE HOUSE 🍷🍷🍷 
No.81 Bitieshi Street, Jinjiang District, Chengdu, Sichuan 

610021 

86 286636 9999 

http://www.thetemplehousehotel.com/ 

Cuisine: Snacks 

Wine list by Cassie Hu 

Wine on list: 256 (28 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 85 - 4888 RMB 

 

This is an impressive international list covering most parts of 

the world. The excellent selection by the glass has been 

considerably expanded by the use of Coravin. Five wine flights 

offer the opportunity to taste more widely while many will find 

the Sommelier's Choice useful. The Spotlight on Chinese Wines 

is a significant innovation. 

JING YAA TANG, THE OPPOSITE HOUSE 

🍷🍷🍷 

京雅堂 
Building 1, Taikoo Li Sanlitun North, No 11 Sanlitun Road, 

Chaoyang District, Beijing 100027 

86 10 6417 6688 

http://www.theoppositehouse.com/sc/the-house 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Ashley Gao 

Wine on list: 296 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 85 - 175 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Wine List Northern China 

 

 

A cleverly-chosen wine list that invites drinkers to explore a 

broad selection of international wines, with a focus on top tier 

winemakers and producers. Coravin pours by the glass allow 

for Trimbach Clos Ste. Hune or Guigal La Mouline to be 

purchased, while seasonal 'Signature' selections by the staff of 

Jing Yaa Tang showcase some of the more interesting and 

intriguing wines on this list. Chinese wines are also 

highlighted, found alongside an appealing selection of Chinese 

spirits. Mosel, Marlborough and Burgundy find a lot of the 

high points in this wine collection, but stay tuned for wines of 

Uruguay, Austria and the United States. Australia and New 

Zealand are particularly well spoken for, with 'best ofs' the 

focus. The list sits at around 300 wines which means that the 

selection is tightly curated but also expansive enough to have 

you pondering what to chose, especially as best vintages of 

recent years have been realised in the listings. It's a delightful 

wine program here. 



JINYUE FRENCH RESTAURANT, JINJIANG 

HOTEL 🍷🍷 

锦悦法餐厅 

Renmin Road South No.80, Chengdu, Sichuan 610000 

028-85506199 

http://jjhotel.com/CN/Default.aspx 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Wang Ailing 

Wine on list: 260 (6 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 88 - 108 RMB 

 

As you'd expect, Jinyue offers a great range of the wines of 

France covering more regions than most. Bordeaux is the star, 

however, few customers would be anything but delighted with 

the choices offered at a wide range of prices. Looking for 

something more exotic? There is also a good selection from 

many wine producing countries around the world. 

JW'S CALIFORNIA GRILL, JW MARRIOTT 

SHANGHAI AT TOMORROW SQUARE 🍷 
399 Nanjing West Road, Shanghai, 20003 

53594969 

http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/shajw-jw-marriott-hotel-

shanghai-at-tomorrow-square/ 

Cuisine: Grill 

Wine list by Johnson Jia 

Wine on list: 122 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 68 - 98 RMB 

 

A list which kicks off with a good ‘by the glass’ selection and 

then has numerous choices from both the New and Old Worlds. 

Most come from the larger established producers but there are 

also selections from smaller emerging names. 

KLM-WORLD BUSINESS CLASS 🍷 

荷兰皇家航空公司 

Room 1601, Building 3, China Overseas Plaza, No.8, 

Guanghua Dongli, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020 

010-59220809 

https://www.klm.com/home/cn/cn 

Cuisine: 0 

Wine list by Hubrecht Duijker 

Wine on list: 6 (6 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 

A youthful set of flavoursome wines diverse in origin, style and 

personality.  Enjoy Loire Valley Sauvignon Blanc, South 

African Chenin Blanc and spirited reds from Spain, Chile and 

Argentina.  The international flavour is to be commended and 

the accompanying text is informative and relevant. 

LA CAVE, ABERDEEN MARINA CLUB 

🍷🍷🍷 
8 Shum Wan Road, Aberdeen, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

28145391 

http://www.aberdeenmarinaclub.com 

Cuisine: Tapas 

Wine list by Alan Tse Chi Heng 

Wine on list: 615 (50 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 68 - 568 HKD 

 

A clear passion for wine exudes from this wine list.  The list 

includes an excellent and very comprehensive wine by the glass 

offer of around 50 wines. This provides the perfect opportunity 

to taste some interesting and unusual wines from countries 

such as Lebanon alongside the more well-known wines and 

wine styles. High quality producers and wines abound, the list 

is global, detailed and well-crafted and includes a good choice 

of half bottles and magnums. Reputable wine scores are also 

provided in the list for many wines which will give a level of 

comfort in selection for many diners. A good range of Whisky, 

spirit and sake completes the list. 



LA CUCINA 🍷 

意厨海鲜牛扒餐厅 

Hyatt Wuxi Regency renmin road 109 Liangxi, Wuxi, Jiangsu 

214000 

0510-89891234 

http://wuxi.regency.hyatt.com 

Cuisine: Western Food 

Wine list by Sam Xia 

Wine on list: 122 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 60 - 90 RMB 

 

This is a good international list covering many parts of the 

globe. France and Italy are favourites and receive good 

coverage with the Cellar Selection offering interesting choices 

for those wishing to celebrate. There's a pleasing range of 

wines at modest prices and a mix of old favourites and some 

emerging talents. 

LA STRADA 🍷 
1f 195 AnFu Lu（near WuLuMuQi Lu), Shanghai, 200040 

5404 0100 

http://www.lastradapizzeria.com.cn/lastrada/home.aspx 

Cuisine: Italy 

Wine list by Max Haahr 

Wine on list: 25 (5 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 50 - 60 RMB 

 

Italian red wines are the star here from Tuscany and Piemonte 

through to Sicily, with a good mix of grape varieties, styles and 

vintages to choose from. Start with a glass of prosecco from the 

Veneto, followed by a glass of Sartori pinot grigio, before 

casting a serious eye to the reds. Many of the wines are 

brought in direct, something that sommelier Max Haahr says is 

a strength of his list, providing value for money. 

LABELLA WINE HOUSE 🍷 

上海流音商贸有限公司 

271 Fuxing Xi Lu (crn Gao You Lu), Shanghai, 200030 

021-34612864 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Western-Style Snacks 

Wine list by Jack Zhang 

Wine on list: 152 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 60 - 90 RMB 

 

This Wine House offers a small yet carefully chosen range by 

the glass as well as a substantial international list by the bottle. 

There are plenty of choices available at budget prices as well 

as well-priced quality drinking and some special occasion 

superstars. The mix between old favourites and must-try 

newcomers is well handled. It's all design to encourage you to 

come back soon. 

LAGO, BELLAGIO SHANGHAI 🍷🍷 
No. 188 Beisuzhou Road, Hongkou District, Shanghai 200080 

86 21 3680 6666 

http://www.bellagioshanghai.com 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Kerry Qin 

Wine on list: 340 (19 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 178 RMB 

 

A new list that combines the flavour of Italy with a sprinkling of 

world wines, some quite daring.<br/>The wine philosophy 

pays due deference to Italy and its strengths, particularly 

Piedmont and Tuscany, while also casting out a wider net to 

embrace classic wine regions and their wines as well as new 

trends. Hence, expect to see a Soave up against an Israeli 

chardonnay, a Montepulciano opposite an Argentinian malbec. 

Natural wines are listed and there is a particularly good bunch 

of sweet wines on offer. 



LAI HEEN, RITZ-CARLTON MACAU 🍷🍷 

麗軒 
51/F, Galaxy Macau, Estrada da Baia da Nossa Senhora da 

Esperanca, s/n, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 853 

853 88866710 

https://www.galaxymacau.com/zh-hant/ritz-carlton-macau 

Cuisine: Chinese Fine Dining 

Wine list by Chan Ka Wun 

Wine on list: 184 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 98 - 298 MOP 

 

A well selected list has been deigned to accompany the 

delicious food of Lai Heen. The wine by the glass selection is a 

full of well known and respected producers and gives you the 

opportunity to try anything from Donhoff to Domaine Leflaive 

and J.L Chave.<br/>It is a concise selection that skims across 

the majority of the world's major wine regions, stopping in 

Bordeaux to some more detail and depth. Always pleased to see 

the wines of Portugal celebrated in Macau, and here is no 

exception. 

LAS TAPAS 🍷 
Lane 259 Hongfeng Lu, Pudong, Shanghai 201206 

021-33821686 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Spanish 

Wine list by Joey Ding 

Wine on list: 40 (6 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 40 - 55 RMB 

 

Tempranillo and garnacha are as Spanish as paella and 

chorizo. All can be found at Las Tapas, which nicely marries a 

smart selection of Spanish wines with a suitably Spanish-

inspired menu. Many of the wines are easy-drinking and 

approachable, just the style required for informal dining.  

However, should a quality step-up be wanted, big names Alto 

Moncayo, Vega Sicilia and Jean Leon help fill the gap. Prices 

are fair. 

L'ATELIER DE JOEL ROBUCHON 

SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷 

乔尔卢布松美食坊 

3F Bund 18 Zhongshan East Road , Huangpu District, 

Shanghai 2000001 

86 021 6071 8888 

http://www.joelrobuchon-china.com 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Arneis Wu 

Wine on list: 895 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 88 - 298 RMB 

 

                Winner Wine List of the Year – Mainland China 

                Winner Best Wine List Eastern China 

                Winner Best Independent Restaurant List 

                Winner Best Digestif List 

 

2018 Winner for Mainland China - a great list by any 

standards! At its finest with a stunning Champagne list, its 

collection of digestifs, a wonderful selection of whiskies but 

catches the eye with its by the glass list - international in scope 

but always paying tribute to France. Looking for the great 

names of the Loire or Alsace, you'll find them here. The 

greatest Burgundies? They are here too. 

LE BISTRO DU DR WINE 🍷 
177 Fumin Road, near Julu Road, Shanghai, 200040 

2154035717 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/ 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Matthieu Thomas 

Wine on list: 99 (11 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 48 - 78 RMB 

 

Amid the big wine names scattered across this international 

wine list you will find a number of quality, commercial wines at 

excellent prices. Indeed, fair pricing throughout is a real 

feature, led by the Champagne offerings. Fresh, bright wines 

from the Languedoc, Cotes du Rhone, Beaujolais, Friuli and 

Provence star. It's worth making some of these wines your 

starting point for further exploration. Tasting notes for each 

listing will help many in their decision-making. 

<br/><br/><br/> 



LE BUFFET PARISIAN, THE PARISIAN 

MACAO 🍷🍷 

巴黎人自助餐 
Level 1, Estrada do Istmo, Lote 3, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 

853 81119250 

https://www.parisianmacao.com/ 

Cuisine: International Buffet 

Wine list by Arnaud Echalier 

Wine on list: 412 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 65 - 80 MOP 

 

All tastes in wine and budgets are catered for here with a wine 

list that provides a tour of the world of wine. The list has been 

very thoughtfully selected and will provide the perfect choice 

for any occasion, whether a casual lunch or a more formal 

celebration. 

LE COMPTOIR DE PIERRE GAGNAIRE, 

CAPELLA HOTEL SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷 
480 West Jianguo Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200031 

86 21 5466 6688 

https://www.capellahotels.com/shanghai/ 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Luke Liu 

Wine on list: 300 (22 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 75 - 330 RMB 

 

Le Comptoir is French in name, food and, for the most part, 

wine. The French wine component to this quality world listing 

is outstanding, and totally in sync with the cuisine 

offered.<br/>It's hard to go past the 22 wines served by the 

glass, including a trio of refreshing Loire whites and a 

fascinating Chinese red incorporating the marselan grape (a 

cross of cabernet and grenache). Indeed, curious wine lovers 

will applaud the number of Chinese wines to be discovered in 

addition to regions less exposed such as Central Otago, 

Russian River Valley, Beaujolais and Neusiedlersee. 

LIGHT & SALT BACKSTAGE 🍷 

光与盐 南京东路店 

4F, N139 East NanJing Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 

200001 

021 63611086 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Contemporary Western 

Wine list by Levi Fu 

Wine on list: 97 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 70 - 120 RMB 

 

Opened just last year, Backstage keeps its list under 100 wines, 

and concentrates on contemporary world wines from some of 

the biggest names in the business: Mondavi, Gaja, Loosen, 

Armand Rousseau, Penfolds, Wolf Blass, among many others.  

Many names will be familiar. Classic grape varieties and 

regions dominate and prices are kept in check. Good value all 

round.<br/> 

LIGHT & SALT DAILY 🍷 

光与盐陕西北路店 

North 407 Shan Xi Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 20040 

021 52660930 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Fusion 

Wine list by Levi Fu 

Wine on list: 92 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 57 - 130 RMB 

 

Light and Salt does things differently with its by the glass 

offerings changing daily as well as their 'what the sommelier is 

drinking'. They also offer a wine flight with their daily set 

menu. While it's not an extensive international list, it does have 

impressive breadth.  There is plenty available from many 

corners of the globe at a range of price points. 



LIMITED EDITION GRILL, WALDORF 

ASTORIA CHENGDU 🍷🍷 

麒麟扒房 
No.1199, Tianfu Avenue North, High Tech Area, Chengdu, 

Sichuan 610000 

028-88881199 

http://www.waldorfastoriahotels.com.cn/zh-

cn/hotel/chengdu/waldorf-astoria-chengdu-

CTUWAWA/index.html?WT.mc_id=zELWAAA0AP1WW2P

SH3Nano4DGBrandx&WT.srch=1&utm_source=Baidu&utm_

medium=ppc&utm_campaign=paidsearch&source=search 

Cuisine: American Grill 

Wine list by Colin LI 

Wine on list: 166 (26 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 78 - 128 RMB 

 

There's lot to love about Limited Edition's list: starting with its 

extensive by the glass collection from around the world which 

balances budget priced offerings with classy wines at fair 

prices. Chinese wines are sprinkled through the list with 

Europe, the Americas and Australasia well covered. The 

Connoisseur Selection covers the luxury market ensuring that 

all price points offer value and quality. 

LIMONI, THE RITZ-CARLTON, 

GUANGZHOU 🍷🍷 

意轩意大利餐厅 

3 Xing An Road, Pearl River New City, Tian District, 

Guangzhou, Guangdong 510623 

86-20-3813 6686 

http://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/guangzhou#Hotel 

Cuisine: Italian food 

Wine list by Nicholas Wong / Karolina Nikiforova 

Wine on list: 184 (23 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 108 - 398 RMB 

 

Limoni has expanded its wine list to present a truly global 

offering.  Italian wines are still a highlight, though they now sit 

alongside other great European and new world labels.  It's a 

dependable list, brimming with well-known, respectable 

brands.  Care has been taken to present a wide range of styles 

and origins. 

LIN LOUNGE, DOUBLETREE BY HILTON 

BEIJING 🍷 

林廊大堂酒吧 
168 Guang An Men Wai Avenue Xi Cheng District, Beijing, 

100055 

86-10-63381888 

http://www.doubletree.com.cn/zh-cn/hotel/Beijing/doubletree-

beijing-bjsdtdi/index.html 

Cuisine: lobby bar 

Wine list by Blue Chen 

Wine on list: 59 (4 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 90 - 120 RMB 

 

Lin Lounge, a lobby bar in the Double Tree by Hilton Hotel in 

Beijing, doesn't profess to have the largest wine list. Indeed, it 

is modest, but it is populated by a host of trust-worthy brands 

from Europe, South America, the US and Australasia. Names 

like Guigal, Trimbach, Masi, Penfolds, Beringer and Santa Rita 

fill the pages, covering a range of styles. And what would a 

lounge list be without a strong selection of spirits, cocktails and 

liqueurs. 

LOBBY LOUNGE BAOTOU, SHANGRI-LA 

HOTEL, BAOTOU 🍷 

大堂酒廊 
66 Min Zu East Road, Qingshan District, Baotou, Inner 

Mongolia 14030 

(86 472) 599 8858 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: Snacks & Desserts 

Wine list by Yang Lu 

Wine on list: 50 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 58 - 98 RMB 

 

An international selection which presents wines diverse in style 

and origin.  French wines dominate the white offering, 

punctuated by some aromatic German wines and a few new 

world entries.   There are more southern hemisphere wines in 

the red selection, with many familiar names providing comfort, 

though France and Italy still reign supreme.  Keep an eye on 

vintage when choosing. 



LOBBY LOUNGE FUZHOU, SHANGRI-LA 

FUZHOU 🍷 

大堂酒廊 
9 Xin Quan Nan Road, Fuzhou, Fujian 350005 

(86)0591-87988888 

http://www.shangri-la.com/fuzhou 

Cuisine: Asia 

Wine list by Anne Gan 

Wine on list: 65 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 58 - 138 RMB 

 

Relax in the lobby lounge drinking high-quality wine from 

around the world.  The listings are astute, with premium labels 

throughout, including a good offering from Bordeaux.  In the 

sommelier's selection, you will find a number of wines with age.  

And there's also a classy spread of wines by-the-glass. 

LOBBY LOUNGE QINHUANGDAO, 

SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, QINHUANGDAO 🍷 

大堂吧 
No.123 Hebin Road Haigang Dist, Qinhuangdao, Hebei 66000 

86 0335 5808888 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: Western style 

Wine list by Jessie Li 

Wine on list: 40 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 55 - 100 RMB 

 

If you are a regular Shangri-la customer, you will take comfort 

from the continuity of the wine selection amongst the hotels in 

China.  There are plenty of well-known, satisfying brands from 

the new and old world, with a good variety from France and 

Italy.  Just watch the vintages when choosing. 

LOBBY LOUNGE SHENYANG, SHANGRI-LA 

HOTEL, SHENYANG 🍷 
115, Qingnian Avenue, Shenhe District, Shenyang, Liaoning 

110016 

86 24 24366677 

http://www.shangri-la.com/cn/shenyang/shangrila/dining/bars-

lounges/lobby-lounge/ 

Cuisine: Bar Snacks 

Wine list by Sherry Liu 

Wine on list: 38 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 55 - 128 RMB 

 

A short wine list that offers some decent drinking amongst its 

limited selections. There's some good touchstones from 

headlining wine regions of the world, including Mosel, 

Tuscany, McLaren Vale and Champagne, though of course a 

couple of mature/higher end Bordeaux makes the grade for a 

section entitled 'Sommelier Selection'. Domaine Roulot and 

Chateau Clerc Milon are the big names on the table wine list, 

with Veuve Clicquot and Jacquesson chiming in from 

Champagne. It's great to see rising stars of New Zealand, 

Urlar, included, and d'Arenberg is a rock solid red in the 

heavier end of the selection. It's a list that offers choices, 

though not a lot of depth, but drinkability is written large in the 

selection. 

LOBBY LOUNGE SHENZHEN, FUTIAN 

SHANGRI-LA, SHENZHEN 🍷🍷 

大堂酒廊 
4088 Yi Tian Road, Futian District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 

518048 

0755-88284088 

http://www.shangri-la.com/shenzhen/futianshangrila/ 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Scott Xu 

Wine on list: 132 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 58 - 90 RMB 

 

The list begin with a collection of world classics - called Grand 

Vin - at appropriate prices and is followed by a thoughtful 

selection of international wines at close to budget prices. By 

the bottle, there are wines from around the globe organised by 

country - so it may take some time to decide on what you will 

drink. Throughout there is a balance of established favourites 

and cutting edge options - with plenty of choice. 



LOBBY LOUNGE TANGSHAN, SHANGRI-LA 

TANGSHAN 🍷 

大堂吧 
887, 889 Changhong West Road, Lubei District, Tangshan, 

Hebei 63000 

863155398888 

http://www.shangri-la.com/tangshan/shangrila/dining/bars-

lounges/lobby-lounge/ 

Cuisine: Modern 

Wine list by Bob Pan 

Wine on list: 41 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 50 - 110 RMB 

 

An international list with a good spread of styles by-the-glass, 

including some reds with age.  In the sommelier selection, you 

will find a sweep of aged Bordeaux.  Plenty of recognisable 

labels with quality high across the board. 

LOBBY LOUNGE TIANJIN, THE SHANGRI-

LA HOTEL TIANJIN 🍷 
328 Haihe East Road, Hedong District, Tianjin, 300019 

022-84188888 

http://www.shangri-la.com/cn/tianjin/shangrila/dining/bars-

lounges/lobby-lounge/ 

Cuisine: Lounge 

Wine list by Micky Liu 

Wine on list: 75 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 68 - 128 RMB 

 

A sweep of international wines by the glass and bottle.  Good 

strong producers throughout such as Wynns, Dr Loosen and 

Brundlmayer.  The wines are neatly organised by country 

making it easy to find your favourite label.  Plus, there's an 

impressive sommelier selection of classified Bordeaux with age, 

as well as a few rare Burgundies.  Many wines to satisfy the 

aficionado. 

LOBBY LOUNGE XIAMEN, SHANGRI-LA 

HOTEL, XIAMEN 🍷 

大堂吧 
No. 168 Taidong Road, Guanyinshan International Business 

Centre<br/>Siming District, Xiamen, Fujian 361008 

86 592 838 5888 

http://www.shangri-la.com/ 

Cuisine: Lounge 

Wine list by Norman Huang 

Wine on list: 102 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 58 - 135 RMB 

 

This is pretty much the same list at the Lobby Lounge Shenzhen 

though smaller and with no Grand Vin list. It is international in 

scope and covering wines from all parts of the globe, offering a 

good selection of wines by the glass at fair prices. Most people 

will find wines to delight them. 

LOBSTER BAR & GRILL HONG KONG, 

ISLAND SHANGRI-LA HONG KONG 🍷🍷 
Pacific Place, Supreme Court, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

(852) 2820 8590 

http://www.shangri-la.com/hotels/island-shangri-la-hong-kong/ 

Cuisine: Casual American 

Wine list by Yohann Jousselin MS / Szabolcs Menesi 

Wine on list: 100 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 90 - 195 HKD 

 

The Lobster Bar has an excellent wine list that skillfully plucks 

excellent and diverse examples of wine styles and wine regions 

from around the globe and presents these here in a succinct 

wine list that has been cleverly put together by a clearly 

knowledgeable sommelier. There is plenty to enjoy here and all 

the bases are covered, including an English sparkling wine. 



LOBSTER BAR & GRILL NINGBO, 

SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, NINGBO 🍷🍷🍷 

龙虾酒吧扒房 

88 Yuyuan Street, Ningbo, Zhejiang 315010 

86 574 87998888 

http://www.shangri-la.com/cn/ningbo/shangrila/ 

Cuisine: Western style, steaks, seafood, pasta 

Wine list by Emma Liang / Eric Qiu 

Wine on list: 223 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 40 - 150 RMB 

 

This is an upmarket version of the Shangri-la master list with 

the approachable list of wines by the glass enhanced by an 

amazing collection of wines from the Domaine de la Romanée-

Conti, first growths from Bordeaux, and an impress range of 

other clarets, top wines (new stars) from Italy, Spain, the USA, 

Australia and Chile. There's a small but high quality selection 

of champagnes and many more classy wines from around the 

world. 

LOTUS PALACE, THE PARISIAN MACAO 

🍷🍷 

御莲宫 

Level 3, Estrada do Istmo, Lote 3, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 

853 81119260 

https://www.parisianmacao.com/macau-restaurants/lotus-

palace.html 

Cuisine: Cantonese/Seafood 

Wine list by Arnaud Echalier 

Wine on list: 412 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 65 - 138 MOP 

 

An extensive and carefully put together wine list awaits to pair 

with an equally extensive Chinese menu, complete with fine 

signature dishes. The list opens with a selection of Chinese 

wines, which is wonderful to see. The wine list covers all the 

bases with quality representations of a diverse range of wine 

styles and wine regions. 

LUNG KING HEEN, FOUR SEASONS HOTEL 

HONG KONG 🍷🍷🍷 

龙景轩 

P4, 8 Finance Street, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

852 3196 8880 

https://www.fourseasons.com/hongkong/dining/restaurants/lun

g_king_heen/ 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Bernard Chan 

Wine on list: 433 (23 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 160 - 420 HKD 

 

A diverse and exciting wine list that showcases many of the 

world benchmarks for wine, with particular focus on Bordeaux 

and Burgundy, but also offers drinkers an opportunity to 

explore some of the emerging wine producers, wine regions 

and countries. That wines from Bulgaria and Denmark grace a 

list alongside collections of Domaine de la Romanee Conti, is 

part of the charm. There selections from Australian, USA and 

New Zealand may be shorter than expected, but the French 

wine selection is formidable. Champagne is also a highlight 

with many grower-producers, and their top cuvees, available, 

while cult, natural wines from the likes of Marie-Therese 

Chapez (Valais, Switzerland) and Broc Cellars (California, 

USA) appear alongside. It's an exciting proposition, 

particularly for a big name hotel like Four Seasons - it shows a 

finger on the pulse for wine culture. A list to be celebrated and 

enjoyed by many, the curation here is excellent. 

MAN HO MACAU, JW MARRIOTT HOTEL 

MACAU 🍷🍷 
Estrada da Baía da Nossa Senhora da Esperança, s/n, Cotai, 

Macau (and SAR) 999078 

853 8886 6888 

https://www.galaxymacau.com/en/jw-marriott-macau 

Cuisine: Cantonese / Chinese 

Wine list by Billy De Leon 

Wine on list: 356 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 68 - 480 MOP 

 

A nice global list with a broad selection across of most of the 

major wine producing countries. Well known wineries are a 

feature, along with a solid list of the top wines of Bordeaux. 

<br/>Investment in a Coravin program for wines by the glass, 

shows a dedication to showcasing some of their best wines in a 

more approachable manner. 



MARINA GRILL, ABERDEEN MARINA CLUB 

🍷🍷 
8 Shum Wan Road, Aberdeen, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

28145460 

http://www.aberdeenmarinaclub.com 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Alan Tse Chi Heng 

Wine on list: 71 (6 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 65 - 145 HKD 

 

I think the members of the Aberdeen Marina Club must be very 

pleased with this concise, yet well chosen selection of wines. 

<br/>Style and size seem to be the focus of this list, with a 

relatively large number of half bottles showcased. There is 

something for every occasion within this easy to navigate list, 

making it equally as easy to spot less known curios and classic 

favourites.  A very well balanced and curated selection. 

MARKET CAFE, HYATT REGENCY 

CHONGMING 🍷 

崇明金茂凯悦酒店咖啡厅 

Lane 799, Lan Hai Road, Chenjia Town, Chongming, Shanghai 

202162 

86 21 6703 1234 

https://chongming.regency.hyatt.com/en/hotel/dining.html 

Cuisine: Asian, Western and Chongming Cusine 

Wine list by N/A 

Wine on list: 52 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 50 - 80 RMB 

 

The Market Cafe wine list is the sister list to On56, albeit 

smaller with a cherry-picked selection of world wines from top 

producers. It's a reassuring group of 52 wines. Many names 

will be familiar and well-known for the wines chosen whether 

it's Dr Loosen riesling from Germany, Vasse Felix chardonnay 

from Margaret River, Guigal's Cotes du Rhone or top 

Champagne houses such as Veuve Clicquot, Mumm and Moet 

et Chandon. The Cellar Collection ups the ante - and prices - 

considerably with a mouthwatering group of iconic wines. 

MARTINI BAR , THE LANGHAM SHANGHAI, 

XINTIANDI 🍷🍷 

马天尼吧 

99 Madang Road, Xintiandi, Shanghai, 200021 

86(21)23302288 

http://www.langhamhotels.com/shanghai 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Li Zixuan 

Wine on list: 69 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 55 - 285 RMB 

 

A late night spot with a spirit list that sings - in keeping with its 

name - is just part of the appeal of Martini Bar. Just below the 

classic and new-style cocktails, gins, vodkas, rums and 

excellent array of single malts and whiskies from around the 

world, lies a list devoted to some of the greats of the wine 

world. Many names will be familiar. Also offered is one of the 

more extensive listings of  Chinese wines from producers such 

as Skyline of the Gobi, Legacy Peak, Chateau Nine Peaks and 

Silver Heights. 

MIDTOWN BREWERY, MIDTOWN 

SHANGRI-LA HOTEL HANGZHOU 🍷 
6 Changshou Road, Kerry Centre, Yan'an Road, Hangzhou, 

Zhejiang 310006 

15001115530 

http://www.shangri-la.com/hangzhou/midtownshangrila/ 

Cuisine: BBQ 

Wine list by Arthur Cui 

Wine on list: 130 (130 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 48 - 80 RMB 

 

The Midtown Brewery in Hangzhou contains many fine wines 

from the Shangri-la Master List such as the wines by the glass, 

a small selection of the classic wines of Domaine de la 

Romanée-Conti, Bordeaux first growths and champagnes. The 

list is somewhat difficult to follow but if you have problems, ask 

for help. There are many good international wines at a range of 

prices available. 



MING COURT KOWLOON, CORDIS, HONG 

KONG 🍷🍷🍷 

明閣 
Level 6, Cordis, Hong Kong<br/>555 Shanghai Street, 

<br/>Mongkok, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

85235523028 

http://www.cordishotels.com/en/hong-kong/restaurants-and-

bars/ 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Jason Lui 

Wine on list: 370 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 80 - 180 HKD 

 

This is an interesting list, written by a confident sommelier, 

keen to support producers and wines from lesser known 

regions. Its great to see a list that has found a way to balance 

listing wine from Slovenia to Syria with the classic wine 

regions of the world such as Burgundy and Alsace. Within in 

these regions however we find a well curated selection of both 

highly regarded and well known producers mixed with smaller 

up and coming producers. There is something here for 

everyone, its not all esoteric, the Champagne selection is broad 

and well thought out and the Bordeaux list on point, with a 

solid representation of top Chateaux and lesser known 

appellations, which in turn results in a very approachable list 

from a price point perspective. The time and effort put into 

crafting a list that is interesting and innovated is appreciated. 

Bravo! 

MIO , FOUR SEASONS HOTEL BEIJING 

🍷🍷🍷 
No.48 Liangmaqiao Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing, 100125 

010-56958888 

https://www.fourseasons.com/beijing 

Cuisine: Contemporary Italian Cuisine 

Wine list by Daniel Yang 

Wine on list: 450 (21 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 98 - 268 RMB 

 

This exceptional list continues to be refined and improved.  The 

by-the-glass selection is excellent, including three premium 

Champagnes, and care has been paid to style diversity and 

vintage.  The global offering is sophisticated and original with 

quality at the forefront of all listings.  The great regions of the 

world get due attention with an appropriate spotlight given to 

Italy. 

MISS MUSTACHE 🍷 

胡子小姐 
223N Maoming Road, Jingan District, Shanghai 200040 

021-62085357 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Spanish 

Wine list by Steven Jiang 

Wine on list: 25 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 40 - 58 RMB 

 

A list that may be short in number, but they have sourced 

widely for those selections and have some appealing wines, 

such as the New Zealand Pinot Noir from Akarua. There is also 

a small array of sherries, ideal for the cuisine. 

MITHAI 🍷 
2f 195 AnFu Lu（near WuLuMuQi Lu), Shanghai, 200040 

5403 9209 

http://www.mithai.com.cn/mithai/home.aspx 

Cuisine: Thai 

Wine list by Max Haahr 

Wine on list: 48 (5 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 65 - 85 RMB 

 

A tight list which travels far and wide picking up interesting 

wines from many regions, backed by a couple of appealing 

choices for the ‘by the glass’ section. In addition, a good 

offering of cocktails and beers. 



MOONEYS RESTAURANT & BAR, SHANGRI-

LA HOTEL, CHENGDU 🍷🍷 

慕尼斯餐厅酒吧 

No.9, Bin Jiang Dong Road, Jin Jiang District, Chengdu, 

Sichuan 612210 

86 28-88889999 (6896) 

http://www.shangri-la.com/chengdu/shangrila/ 

Cuisine: American 

Wine list by William Liang 

Wine on list: 165 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 68 - 98 RMB 

 

Mooney's has wide appeal, with its mix of affordable well-

known brands and ultra-premium icons.  There is a good 

selection by the glass, which suits the casual diner.  However if 

you are out to impress, head to the 'Limited Selection' of 

Bordeaux and Burgundy where you will find aged classified 

Bordeaux and a set of DRCs.  There is are organic and 

biodynamic wines on offer, as well as a good selection of 

Chinese wine.  Most major wine producing countries are well 

represented. 

MORTONS OF CHICAGO THE STEAKHOUSE 

BEIJING 🍷🍷 

莫尔顿牛排坊 

2/F Regent Hotel, 99 Jinbao Street , Dongcheng District, 

Beijing 100005 

1065237777 

http://www.mortons.com 

Cuisine: American 

Wine list by Alex Li 

Wine on list: 222 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 113 - 199 RMB 

 

Being an American steakhouse, red wines are king at Morton's.  

Yes, there is a lovely selection of quality white wine and a good 

selection of NV Champagne, but red wine is where all the 

action is.  The range of American cabernet sauvignon is wildly 

impressive, with plenty of big names.  There is also a great 

selection of Italian wines, arranged by region, and select 

representatives from famous French regions.  Australian 

blockbusters are out in force, and there is a good selection 

from South America.  If you love steak, and you love red wine, 

you will honestly be in heaven. 

MORTONS STEAK AND SEAFOOD GRILLE 

🍷🍷 

莫尔顿海鲜牛排坊 

L4-403, Iapm Mall, No. 999 Middle Huai Hai Road, Shanghai, 

200031 

8621-60677888 

http://www.mortons.com/shanghaigrille/ 

Cuisine: American Steakhouse 

Wine list by Max Zhang 

Wine on list: 229 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 54 - 168 RMB 

 

The impressive Morton's list is admirably suited to its steak and 

seafood menu, leading with a comprehensive range of 

Californian reds (covering most price points) and continuing 

with thoughtful lists of reds from France, Spain, Italy, Australia 

and more. The white lists offer similar choice while the 

international collection by the glass is wide ranging and 

reasonably priced. It's a pity these don't include vintages. 

MORTONS THE STEAKHOUSE HONG KONG 

🍷🍷 
4/F Sheraton Hotel & Towers,<br/>20 Nathan Road, 

Tsimshatsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

(852) 27322343 

http://www.mortons.com/hongkong/ 

Cuisine: American Steakhouse 

Wine list by Sylvia Lau 

Wine on list: 163 (28 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 105 - 695 HKD 

 

Im seeing red...red wine that is. The red wine selection at 

Morton's Steakhouse, shows depth across a range of the well 

known wine producing countries, along with some lesser 

known, such as Lebanon. The white wine selection is solid, but 

perhaps a little less of the focus, given the style of cuisine. 

American wines reign supreme and the coravin program will 

hopefully give you the chance to try a few of them by the glass. 



MORTONS THE STEAKHOUSE SHANGHAI 🍷 

上海莫尔顿牛排坊 

Level 4, Shanghai IFC Mall, No. 8 Century Avenue, Pudong, 

Shanghai 200120 

8621-60758888 

http://www.mortons.com/shanghai/ 

Cuisine: American Steakhouse 

Wine list by Diego Zhang 

Wine on list: 281 (25 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 98 - 188 RMB 

 

The Morton's wine list flows red. After a quick aperitif - a 

sound selection of mostly non-vintage Champagne - it's straight 

to business with a world-wide listing of red wines, led by 

American and French cabernets. White wines definitely play a 

lesser role here in keeping with the steakhouse theme. Aged 

reds are a feature as is the tight collection of half bottles. 

MR WILLIS 🍷 
3f 195 AnFu Lu（near WuLuMuQi Lu), Shanghai, 20040 

54040200 

http://www.mrwillis.com.cn/willis/home.aspx 

Cuisine: mediterranean 

Wine list by Max Haahr 

Wine on list: 77 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 55 - 95 RMB 

 

This is a refreshingly different small list. The restaurant 

imports many of its own wines and there are many pleasant 

surprises from Australasia, France, Italy and Spain at prices 

that will please. It's a list to enjoy. 

MUSTACHE 🍷 

胡子 
1st Fl, 768 Julu Road, Jingan District, Shanghai 200041 

62085357 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Spanish 

Wine list by Steven Jiang 

Wine on list: 61 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 48 - 68 RMB 

 

This is an interesting, refreshingly different small list 

admirably suited to its Spanish theme and tapas offerings. It's 

international in scope with Spain leading the way to ably 

supported by France, Italy, Australasia and the USA. There's 

some good bubblies, a range of quality sherries, all at 

reasonable everyday prices. 

NADAMAN CENTRAL HK, ISLAND 

SHANGRI-LA HONG KONG 🍷 
Pacific Place, Supreme Court, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

(852) 2820 8590 

http://www.shangri-la.com/hotels/island-shangri-la-hong-kong/ 

Cuisine: Japanese Cuisine 

Wine list by Yohann Jousselin MS / Szabolcs Menesi 

Wine on list: 110 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 90 - 195 HKD 

 

This is a wine list brimming with big name wine producers 

from around the globe. It's a showcase of top end wine 

producers and their best wines, with excellent expressions from 

marquee wine regions. Therefore, you get Cloudy Bay and Dog 

Point Marlborough sauvignon blancs, or Hugel and Trimach 

rieslings, or you can dive into shiraz from Torbreck, Auguste 

Clape or Château de Beaucastel, often with some serious 

cellaring. Indeed, the wine list seems to revel in mature wines, 

with listed with over five years age, in just about all categories. 

Champagne is also outstanding, with a mix of big names and 

some of the outstanding grower-producers like Larmandier 

Bernier and Selosse. Of course, Bordeaux is a serious 

contender for best section of this wine list, with wines 

stretching back to the 1980s. Aromatic whites and an excellent 

collection of chardonnay are also highlights, and likely the best 

matched to the restaurant's Japanese cuisine. A suitably, 

quality wine list. 



NADAMAN SHANGHAI, SHANGRI-LA 

PUDONG 🍷 

滩万 

33 Fu Cheng Road, Pudong, Shanghai 200120 

862168827056 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: Japanese 

Wine list by Gerard Liao 

Wine on list: 48 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 75 - 120 RMB 

 

This small list offers some variations on the Shangri-la Master 

List and is improved by that. As usual, there's a good selection 

by the glass at fair prices. The addition of Grosset, Tyrrell, 

Simon Bize and Clape give a stamp of authority to the list as 

well as the opportunity to try the classics. 

NAPA WINE BAR & KITCHEN 🍷🍷🍷 

上海雨颂餐饮有限公司 

South Bund 22<br/>2f, 22 Zhongshan Dong Er Lu, Shanghai, 

200002 

862163180057 

http://www.napawinebarandkitchen.com/ 

Cuisine: Modern European 

Wine list by Edward Kok Seng, LEE 

Wine on list: 862 (28 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 75 - 185 RMB 

 

The 2014 winner for Mainland China remains an exemplary 

list and among the great lists of the world. It's impressive by 

the glass even without the stunning group of Bordeaux's finest 

to tempt. Champagne dazzles before giving way to classics 

from Alsace, Burgundy, the Loire and the Rhone. There are 

delights from other parts of Europe, Australasia and the 

Americas. The great red of Napa - and eight vintages of Opus 

One - have a special place here. 

N'JOY, NUO HOTEL BEIJING 🍷 

悦尚 
2A, Jiangtai Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing, 100016 

861059268888 

http://www.nuohotel.com/beijingjiangtai/zh/index.html 

Cuisine: All Day Dining Buffet 

Wine list by David Gong 

Wine on list: 181 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 90 - 180 RMB 

 

The wide-ranging styles of food available all day at N'Joy are 

well-catered for in this 181-strong wine list devoted to quality 

producers from the world's best-known regions. Effort has gone 

into sourcing wines from within China, and searching out some 

of the underrated styles from established makers such as  

Torbreck's roussanne/marsanne/viognier and Feudi di San 

Gregorio's Cutizzi. Many can be found under "Off The Beaten 

Track," while "Drops of the Gods" will delight fans of the cult 

manga wine comic. 

NORTH, THE VENETIAN MACAO 🍷🍷 

北方馆 

Cotai Strip, Estrada da Baia de N. Senhora da Esperanca s/n, 

Taipa, Macau (and SAR) 853 

85381189980 

https://www.venetianmacao.com 

Cuisine: Northern China 

Wine list by Christian Calipusan / Jimmy Valentine 

Wine on list: 645 (11 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 48 - 133 MOP 

 

The North wine list opens with a broad selection of Chinese 

wine and closes with an even move impressive array of Chinese 

spirits.  In between we see a broad range of producers and 

vintages are represented along with a deep dive into the 

regions of Bordeaux and Piedmont - in particular the venerable 

Conterno and Gaja. Lovers of Nebbiolo look no further. 



ON56, GRAND HYATT SHANGHAI 🍷 

食在56 
Jin Mao Tower, 88 Century Avenue, Pudong, Shanghai 200121 

86 21 5047 1234 

https://shanghai.grand.hyatt.com/en/hotel/dining.html 

Cuisine: Italian, American grill and Japanese 

Wine list by N/A 

Wine on list: 159 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 55 - 90 RMB 

 

Starting with a stirring range of liquors and sakes, On56 at 

Shanghai's Grand Hyatt indicates its serious intent early on. It 

then presents a delicious snapshot of wines, primarily from 

Italy and France, that sit well with its food offerings. The 

comprehensive Bin End wine list deserves a look, so, too, the 

Champagne selection and there's a fair range of local Chinese 

wines on offer. Prices are generally fair. 

OPERA BOMBANA 🍷🍷🍷 
No.9 Dongdaqiao Road, Beijing, 100020 

1056907177 

http://www.operabombana.com 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Baron Wang 

Wine on list: 789 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 78 - 398 RMB 

 

A seriously excellent list that focuses on Italian wine but 

delivers an extraordinary journey around the world of fine 

wine, with strong representation from great wine regions. and 

wine producers, of France, Spain, Australia, New Zealand and 

more. Italian wine is the real hero, though, with high end 

producers from all over the country, though the stars come 

from brilliant Barolo and a great collection of vintage, cellar 

releases. While Piedmont and Tuscany might be a focal point, 

intriguing wines from cult producers like Friuli's orange wine 

maestro Gravner, or unusal wines of Sicily, are also found in 

these pages. There's strength in Bordeaux wines at Opera 

Bombana too, with particular interest in choice bottles from 

Chateau Haut-Brion, Cheval Blanc and Petrus. This is a very 

comprehensive wine list, finely chosen, well set out, and 

offering drinkers a high end experience to ably match the tenor 

of the dining. 

OSTERIA 🍷🍷 
JinXian Road 226, Shanghai, 200020 

021 62568998 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Seafood & Italian 

Wine list by Ze Li 

Wine on list: 49 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 50 - 75 RMB 

 

This is such an impressive small list; as vibrant as a freshly 

shucked oyster. Love the section on wines to accompany 

oysters, thoughtful, even daring. The focus is on the drinking 

wines of the world, well-priced, fresh and lively and 

impecciably targetted at the food that Osteria serves. 

OYSTER & WINE BAR, SHERATON HONG 

KONG HOTEL & TOWERS 🍷🍷🍷 

蠔酒吧 
20 Nathan Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

852 23691111 

http://www.sheratonhongkonghotel.com/oysterandwinebar 

Cuisine: International Seafood Cuisine 

Wine list by Roger Fan 

Wine on list: 0 (0 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 120 - 965 HKD 

 

                Winner Best Champagne List 

 

 

 

This is a very well curated list, manicured and managed by a 

sommelier that is keen to showcase, not only the best, but more 

importantly the interesting. A mix of both iconic and eclectic, 

across a broad spectrum of price points means that there is 

something in here for every drinker. Our suggestion would be 

to start with something from their phenomenal selection of 

Champagnes which celebrates both the acclaimed large and 

lesser known small grower producers in perfect balance. Which 

is the key to this list - a wonderful balance. 



PAK LOH CHIU CHOW RESTAURANT, 

GALAXY MACAU 🍷🍷 

百乐潮州酒楼 

G048, Ground Floor<br/>Estrada da Baia de 

Nossa<br/>Senhora da Esperanca, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 

853 8883 2221 

https://www.galaxymacau.com/en/macau-restaurant/restaurant-

directory/chinese/pak-loh-chiu-chow 

Cuisine: Chiu Chow 

Wine list by Han Yew Kong / Jacques Chua 

Wine on list: 798 (6 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 48 - 68 MOP 

 

A large list which is home to a collection of classics from 

around the world. You will find plenty of familiar names to fill 

your glass at Pak Loh Chiu Chow. There are a few original 

listings from lesser known regions or varietals, these offer good 

value and interesting drinking. 

PEACOCK ROOM (THE) 🍷🍷 

孔雀厅 

3 fl, Taikoo Hui<br/>180 Shemen Yi Lu, Jing'an District, 

Shanghai 200040 

52391999 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Modern Sichuan 

Wine list by Eddy Shi 

Wine on list: 207 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 40 - 200 RMB 

 

A new addition to Shanghai, The Peacock Room, is to be 

applauded for its individual approach to presenting wine. It's 

made all the more challenging by being paired with modern, 

spicy Sichuan cooking. The list is anchored in classic wines 

and producers but after that it gets interesting. The Unknown, 

for instance, will delight those in search of alternate or 

indigenous grapes such as Pidemontese arneis, Sardinian 

vermentino or Sicilian frappato. The Chinese Experience is a 

must-try selection from sparklings through to Ningxia and 

Shanxi chardonnays and the emergence of the marselan grape 

as a seriously good quality Chinese wine. 

PELIKAN 🍷 
225 Xikang Lu near Beijing Lu, Shanghai, 200000 

62667909 

http://www.pelikan225.com.cn/pelikan/home.aspx 

Cuisine: Nordic 

Wine list by Max Haahr 

Wine on list: 70 (5 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 70 - 95 RMB 

 

Impressive spirits and juices. It's a small list that offers a range 

of interesting wines from around the world, ordered by country 

which makes ordered complicated. The wine flight of four 

wines by the glass is a good idea. Many of the wines are less 

readily available yet of good quality and prices are fair. 

PETRUS, ISLAND SHANGRI-LA HONG 

KONG 🍷🍷🍷 
Pacific Place, Supreme Court, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

(852) 2820 8590 

http://www.shangri-

la.com/hongkong/islandshangrila/dining/restaurants/restaurant-

petrus/menu-wine/ 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Yohann Jousselin MS / Szabolcs Menesi 

Wine on list: 1800 (50 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 120 - 0 HKD 

 

                Winner Best Wine by the Glass List 

                Winner Best Listing of Californian Wines 

 

An incredible wine list that feels near complete in all its 

elements, from its fifty, extraordinary options by the glass, to its 

namesake collection of Petrus dating back to 1928, this is a 

sublime list that encompasses an amazing 1800 wines. The list 

broadly covers the great wines of the world, the best wine 

regions, wines of utmost significance, and stellar vintages. It is 

a wine list that goes heavy on fine Bordeaux but doesn't 

overlook the emerging wine regions from lesser-sung places. 

That being said, this is a wine collection that pays homage to 

classics, therefore you see superb selections from names like 

Raveneau, Jean-Louis Chave, Trimbach, Lafite-Rothschild, 

Cheval Blanc, and, of course, Romanee Conti. It is a list that is 

so comprehensive that diners will spend long periods of time 

agonising over their choices, though the sommelier team, led 

by Master Sommelier Yohann Jousselin, are some of the 

world's best. A truly outstanding collection, delivered to diners 

at Petrus. 



PHÉNIX, THE PULI HOTEL & SPA 🍷🍷 
1 Changde Road, Shanghai, 200040 

86 21 22166988 

http://www.thepuli.com/en/shanghai-hotel-dining/phenix-

eatery-bar/ 

Cuisine: Modern French 

Wine list by Vincent Alamassé 

Wine on list: 320 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 100 - 170 RMB 

 

Phenix presents a confident, accomplished wine list largely 

devoted to French wines - some from unexpected places such as 

a Corsican vermentino - that delivers value and interest. Great 

to see Alsatian riesling, Beaujolais and Loire Valley white 

wines taken seriously for their food-matching abilities. Outside 

France, expect a smattering of world wines, including unusual 

beauties like the assyrtiko grape from Greece. The cocktail and 

aperitif selection is world-class. Lots to enjoy here. 

PIANO BAR, GRAND HYATT SHANGHAI 🍷 

钢琴吧 

Jin Mao Tower, 88 Century Avenue, Pudong, Shanghai 200121 

86 21 5047 1234 

https://shanghai.grand.hyatt.com/en/hotel/dining.html 

Cuisine: Bar food 

Wine list by N/A 

Wine on list: 46 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 55 - 90 RMB 

 

As the name implies, this is a place for relaxing and hanging 

out before and after dinner. Here is a list that certainly takes its 

role seriously as far as spirits are concerned with a 

comprehensive selection of classic cocktails, vodkas and gins. 

Scotch drinkers will be especially pleased. Wines play a 

smaller role, however those who like some age on their reds, 

will enjoy the Red Wine Cellar Collection. 

PIN YUE, HYATT REGENCY CHONGMING 

🍷 

品悦 
Lane 799, Lan Hai Road, Chenjia Town, Chongming, Shanghai 

202162 

86 6703 1234 

https://chongming.regency.hyatt.com/en/hotel/dining.html 

Cuisine: Shanghainese, Chongming 

Wine list by N/A 

Wine on list: 52 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 50 - 80 RMB 

 

Shanghainese cooking is showcased at Pin Yue which raises 

the question, what wine goes with poached bullfrog? Maybe the 

answer lies in the strong list of Chinese liquors, or maybe on 

the tight selection of international wines. The small Cellar 

Collection will catch many an eye with Josmeyer 

gewurztraminer, Opus One and Henschke Hill of Grace among 

the tempting offerings. Not that this list is just about expensive 

icons, there are also wines more modest and approachable, 

too. 

PINE AT RUI JIN (THE), RUI JIN HOTEL 🍷 

光与盐 瑞金宾馆店 

Buliding 11，118 Rui Jin Er Rd , Shanghai, 200020 

173 2104 3505 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: West meets East 

Wine list by Levi Fu 

Wine on list: 77 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 90 - 150 RMB 

 

Another new restaurant to 2018, The Pine mixes eastern and 

western cuisines while maintaining a distinctive world view of 

wine.  Here you will find a taste of many countries from 

Champagne and the sparkling wines of Spain, to New Zealand 

sauvignon blanc and German rieslings, through to Barolo and 

Argentinian malbec. Equal time and energy is given to each of 

the major wine producing countries - and others such as 

Moravia - so the diner is definitely spoilt for choice. Prices are 

fair. 



PORTOFINO, THE VENETIAN MACAO 🍷🍷 

碧涛意国渔乡 

Cotai Strip, Estrada da Baia de N. Senhora da Esperanca s/n, 

Macau, Macau (and SAR) 853 

85381189950 

https://www.venetianmacao.com 

Cuisine: Authentic Italian 

Wine list by Christian Calipusan / Jimmy Valentine 

Wine on list: 645 (19 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 60 - 138 MOP 

 

if you like mature wines, this is a list that excels. Indeed, it is 

quite amazing just how much carefully cellared wine appears 

in these pages, with scarce examples of more recent vintages, 

instead, offering diners a grand opportunity to drink wines in 

excellent drinking windows. The list, of course, covers most 

bases of international fine wine, with a particular focus on 

outstanding Italian wine regions, Bordeaux, Burgundy and a 

surprising number of wines from the United States. The list is 

stacked with boutique wine producers, but there's plenty of 

common ground in wines from famed winemakers like 

Giuseppe Mascarello, Gaja or Mouton Rothschild, but don't 

miss gems from Greece, Australia or New Zealand in the mix 

too. Spirits are also a great feature of this wine list, with a 

tempting collection of single malts a highlight, though those 

inclined will find a Chinese spirits of interest too. A very well 

put together collection 

PREGO, THE WESTIN BUND CENTER 

SHANGHAI 🍷🍷 

上海威斯汀大饭店帕戈意大利餐厅 

88 Henan Central Road, Shanghai, 200002 

86-21-63351888 

http://www.westinshanghai.cn/ 

Cuisine: Italian Cuisine 

Wine list by Danny Stam 

Wine on list: 162 (33 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 68 - 108 RMB 

 

This is a list on the improve. There is a very good list of 

sparkling wines by the glass - including two Chinese bubblies. 

The rest of the wines by the glass are budget priced wines of 

decent quality at good prices. It's an international list with 

good representation from around the globe yet with Italian 

wines clearly the stars. This is a good place to explore the 

world of Italian wines. 

RABBIT 15 🍷 

拾葡餐吧 
Buliding NO’12,A4 Block,WuhanTianDi, Business 

Street,Lugouqiao Road,Jiang’an District,, Wuhan, Hubei 

430000 

027-85889266 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/ 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Kw Xu / Sabrina Lv 

Wine on list: 227 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 28 - 48 RMB 

 

There are many good wines on this international list - 

especially from Australia, France, the USA, Italy, Germany and 

New Zealand - many of which represent good value for money. 

The White Rabbit is obviously the inspiration for the restaurant 

and he has made his mark on the wine list, too. There's plenty 

to choose from and something to satisfy most tastes. 

ROBUCHON AU DÔME, GRAND LISBOA 

HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷 

天巢法國餐廳 
43/F, Grand Lisboa Hotel<br/>Avenida de Lisboa, MACAU, 

Macau (and SAR) 999078 

853 8803 7878 

https://www.grandlisboahotels.com/en/grandlisboa/dining/robu

chon-au-dome 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Mr. Paul Lo 

Wine on list: 16800 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 300 - 400 MOP 

 

What can one say about a list that feels near complete in terms 

of covering the global highlights of international wine, 

including extensive back vintage collections, rarities, emerging 

wine styles and regions, and a selection of first rate spirits? 

The list at Robuchon Au Dome is epic - over 550 pages 

covering a staggering 16,800 wines. It is an encyclopaedia of 

wine, with a tremendous offering of outstanding Champagne, 

from smallest grower-producer to amazing grand marque back 

vintages, a mesmerising listing of high class Burgundy, 

including Romanee Conti, Coche-Dury and Leflaive, with 

stellar examples listed from top fight Germany riesling 

vignerons and Piedmont's highest rated Barolo. It is near 

impossible to convey the magnitude and depth of this list, safe 

to say that there truly is something for everyone, with high end 

drinking the motif. It must be such a pleasure working with a 

cellar of this magnitude, and the list is a testimony to careful 

but near endless selection. 



SAHARA FINE WINE RESTAURANT 🍷 

撒哈拉葡萄酒文化餐厅 

Degree of quare 12-113, Xiangshan Road, Jiangyin, Jiangsu 

214431 

86 510 86029777 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/ 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Stark Ge 

Wine on list: 123 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 58 - 75 RMB 

 

This is a well-priced international list covering many countries 

around the world and offering fresh, lively current vintage 

wines for its consumer's delight. Prices are modest. Australia, 

France, Italy, the USA, New Zealand are prominent. There's 

also a small section of slightly more expensive wines towards 

the end of each section. 

SAZANKA, OKURA GARDEN HOTEL 🍷 

山茶花铁板烧餐厅 

58 Maoming Road (S.), Shanghai, 200030 

86-21-64151111 

http://www.gardenhotelshanghai.com 

Cuisine: CHinese 

Wine list by Yinhua Liao 

Wine on list: 145 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 90 - 120 RMB 

 

Sazanka, with its mix of Chinese and Japanese rice wines, 

whiskies and Old and New World wines  - including Chinese - 

certainly presents as an exotic and varied wine list.  It will be 

worth a diner's time to find its hidden joys from Dr Loosen, Pio 

Cesare and Ata Rangi, among others. And then there is the 

small grouping of local wines, including chardonnay and 

cabernet sauvignon from Ningxia which might be worth a look. 

SCARPETTA 🍷 
No.33 Mengzi Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200023 

021-33768223 

http://scarpetta.coquille.com.cn/zh/ 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by James Liu 

Wine on list: 59 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 68 - 78 RMB 

 

This is a small, modest yet admirable list. Although it is an 

international list ranging the vineyards of the world, its heart is 

- with its cuisine - in Italy. By the glass, it offers everyday 

Italian wines at good prices. Ultimately, its success lies in the 

quality of the choices it makes throughout. The headings it uses 

are novel and helpful. For anyone wanting to move beyond the 

everyday, examine the last two sections of the red wine list for 

some top wines. 

SCENA, THE RITZ CARLTON SHANGHAI 

PUDONG 🍷🍷🍷 

意味轩 

Shanghai IFC, 8 Century Avenue, Lujiazui, Pudong, Shanghai 

200120 

862120201888 

http://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/shanghai-pudong 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Ernest Ye 

Wine on list: 541 (19 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 100 - 2100 RMB 

 

A ‘by the glass’ collection to be envied and the use of coravin 

for some wines means patrons can enjoy some of the world’s 

finest in this manner – Grange, Ornellaia, Latour and others. 

The focus on the big guns of the world of wine continues 

throughout. Great Bordeaux stars but this is a superb list at 

every level. 



SEAFOOD HOUSE, PARK HYATT NINGBO 

RESORT AND SPA 🍷🍷 

钱湖渔港 

188, Dayan Road, Dong Qian Lake, Ningbo , Zhejiang 315123 

86 574 2888 1234 

https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/china/park-hyatt-ningbo-

resort-and-spa/ninph/dining 

Cuisine: Zhejiang 

Wine list by Jannis Bahr 

Wine on list: 115 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 50 - 128 RMB 

 

This is an impressive international list beautiful laid out and 

easy to follow. It offers wines at a wine range of prices (by the 

glass at the cheaper end of the scale and the Cellar selection at 

the other end). The choice of wines is one of the list's strong 

points. Champagne is well represented.  Not only are the white 

wines ideal for drinking with seafood, the reds have been 

chosen so that they too can sit easily alongside the restaurant 

main dishes. 

SHANG PALACE DALIAN, SHANGRI-LA 

HOTEL, DALIAN 🍷🍷 

香宫 

66 Renmin Road, Dalian, Liaoning 116000 

86-0411-82525000 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: Chinese style 

Wine list by Miles Xu 

Wine on list: 66 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 65 - 115 RMB 

 

This wine list follows a familiar format as seen in many 

Shangri-La restaurants, however with the addition of high-

class, prestigious wines befitting of the fine-dining Chinese 

cuisine.  So alongside the global spread of quality names 

across a range of styles, origins and price points, you will find 

the likes of Taittinger Comte de Champagne, Opus One, 

Wynn's John Riddoch Cabernet Sauvignon and a page of 

Domaine de la Romanée Conti!  It's a great spread of stunning 

wines from around the globe, with prices to suit everyone's 

budget. 

SHANG PALACE KOWLOON, KOWLOON 

SHANGRI-LA 🍷🍷 
64 Mody Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

85227212111 

http://www.shangri-la.com/hongkong/kowloonshangrila/ 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Stephen Raducki 

Wine on list: 120 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$-$$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 295 HKD 

 

A magnificent list!  Shang Palace shows us a concise yet 

luxurious list, packed with exceptional wines from around the 

world.  Napa Valley cabernet, Barossa Valley shiraz, 

Burgundian pinot, German riesling, Champagne, Marlborough 

sauvignon blanc, Japanese cabernet and more.  The list boasts 

multiple vintages of the truly great Krug Clos d'Ambonnay 

blanc de noirs, and a section of the list reserved exclusively for 

Robert Parker 100 point wines.  Shang Palace is a fine dining 

Cantonese restaurant, with a winelist that does the food great 

justice.  A must-visit. 

SHANG PALACE NINGBO, SHANGRI-LA 

HOTEL, NINGBO 🍷 

香宫 

88 Yuyuan Street, Ningbo, Zhejiang 315010 

86 574 87998888 * 23 

http://www.shangri-

la.com/cn/ningbo/shangrila/dining/restaurants/shang-palace/ 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Emma Liang / Eric Qiu 

Wine on list: 165 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 40 - 180 RMB 

 

A well-chosen wine list that travels to all corners of the globe, 

but drops a firm anchor into the extraordinary wines of 

Domaine de la Romanee Conti for good measure. Indeed, the 

wine list seems to be mostly orientated to best value, high end 

wine producers, aside a striking collection of DRC. You can 

drink wine from Austria to Australia, Champagne to China, 

with a scattering of USA, New Zealand and Germany in 

between. Mostly represented are the marquee wine styles of 

highest profile wine regions of the world, with  notable 

producers including Te Mata, Ridge Vineyards, John Duval 

and Joh.Jos.Prüm included. Most wines are from more or less 

current release, but there is a good selection of wines with 

some medium term and longer term cellaring on board. The 

selection of Bordeaux is, of course, lengthy too, with a good 

listing of First Growths, and other Bordeaux wines listed under 

their various growths, which is handy when selecting. A 

thoughtfully done wine list to suit all diners. 



SHANGRI-LA HOTEL GUANGZHOU, 

SHANGRI-LA HOTEL GUANGZHOU 🍷 

RIBS(乐排馆) 

1 Hui Zhan Dong Road, Hai Zhu District, Guangzhou, 

Guangdong 510308 

86 20 89176418 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: Ribs 

Wine list by Kate Lai 

Wine on list: 93 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 78 - 118 RMB 

 

This is the Shangri-la Master List with the addition of a stellar 

collection of the wines of the Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 

and Bordeaux first growths. It also adds tastings notes on all of 

the wines at the end of the wine list. 

SHANGXI, FOURSEASONS HOTEL 

SHANGHAI, PUDONG 🍷🍷 

尚席 
210 Centry Avenue, Pudong, Shanghai 200120 

021-2036 8888 

https://www.fourseasons.com/zh/pudong/dining/restaurants/sha

ng_xi/ 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Andrew Zhang 

Wine on list: 207 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 165 RMB 

 

There's a nice balance to the ShangXi wine list. One minute it's 

top-shelf First Growths and Champagnes and the next it's an 

impressive array of aromatic whites and textural reds; more 

approachable in price and style. This is a world-listing, 

something that allows the sommelier a free hand in matching 

wines to Cantonese food. He rises to the challenge with his very 

own Sommelier Selection, Wines of the Month section and a 

tightly focused Wines by the Glass. The Italians, French and 

Spanish wines are particularly well-chosen. 

SHENG YONG XING 🍷🍷🍷 

晟永兴烤鸭店（三里屯） 

5 Xindong Lu Jia, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100027 

010-64640968 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/ 

Cuisine: Beijing 

Wine list by Meiyu Li 

Wine on list: 98 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 58 - 98 RMB 

 

Highly acclaimed sommelier Meiyu Li is the architect behind 

this stunning international wine list.  The tone is set from the 

very start with a page of regionally diverse, premium Chinese 

wine. The by-the-glass offering is small, yet beautiful, and you 

can sample a range of wines by ordering a wine flight.  There 

are handy symbols to help match wines to the food, as well as 

flagging wines made by organic and biodynamic principles.  

There's an impressive selection of matured wines, with the red 

wines pairing beautifully with the many rich meat dishes on 

offer!  It is a beautifully-crafted, global list that includes an 

astute listing of labels. Bravo! 

SHI JIU RESTAURANT 🍷 

拾久餐厅 

Unit 1, Building 6, No.6, Avenue Guang Qu Men Wai, 

Chaoyang District, Beijing 100022 

86 10 87774188 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/ 

Cuisine: New Beijinese 

Wine list by Qian Zhang 

Wine on list: 38 (0 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 

A succinct and vibrant wine list that complements the 

innovative Beijinese cuisine.  The wines are arranged into 

categories such as 'Acid' and 'Off Dry' for the whites, and 

'Spicy' and 'Cool' for the reds.  Quality 'New World' producers 

such a Valli from New Zealand, and Moss Wood and Jim Barry 

from Australia, pepper the list. There is also a good selection of 

Chinese white spirits and rice wine, plus a few sakes from 

Japan. 



SIR ELLY'S RESTAURANT, THE PENINSULA 

SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷 
No.32 The Bund,32 Zhongshan Dong Yi Road, Shanghai, 

200002 

86(21)23272888 

http://www.peninsula.com/en/default 

Cuisine: Modern French 

Wine list by Stephen Lim 

Wine on list: 338 (23 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 108 - 300 RMB 

 

Sir Elly at the Peninsula has a substantial yet not 

overwhelming list balancing the finest wines in the world with 

impressive yet more modestly priced delights from outstanding 

producers. France is the dominant presence yet other 

European vignerons are well represented. The collection 

explores most corners of the globe always finding the 

established superstars or some of the better emerging 

producers. Thoughtful choice is a key feature and shows in the 

wines by the glass. 

SIRENA, SHANGRI-LA HOTEL HAIKOU 🍷🍷 
256 Binhai Road, Xiuying District, HaiKou, Hainan 570311 

86 898 68707799 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Maximilian Zhang 

Wine on list: 66 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 60 - 150 RMB 

 

While this uses the Shangri-la Master List as its base, this has 

individuality and the guiding hand of a sommelier to make it 

more appropriate to its situation. Naturally enough it is the 

Sommelier's Selection which offers many impressive French 

wines which will give great delight. 

ST REGIS BAR MACAU, THE ST. REGIS 

MACAO, COTAI CENTRAL 🍷🍷 

瑞吉酒吧 
Estrada do Istmo. s/n, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 

853 8113 3700 

http://www.stregismacao.com/the-stregis-bar 

Cuisine: Light fare 

Wine list by Ben Bost 

Wine on list: 114 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $-$$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 148 MOP 

 

St Regis Bar, in Macau boasts a seriously smart spirits 

collection, a strong beer list, and a selection of cocktails so 

detailed, that it would make a New York bartender jealous.  

The wines span almost all of the great international wine 

regions, including Burgundy, Bordeaux, Champagne, 

Australia, America, Portugal, Spain, Italy and Germany.  The 

food menu is modern and exciting - who can say not to pork 

dumplings and a side of pinot?  Not us. 

STREAMING BAR, SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, 

QUFU 🍷 
3 Chunqiu Road, Qufu, Shandong 273100 

86537-5058888 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: Bar 

Wine list by Sunny Xing 

Wine on list: 43 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 60 - 105 RMB 

 

Start with a flute of Veuve Clicquot before continuing with a 

glass of German riesling or red Burgundy.    The main list is 

small, yet well-balanced, with a spread of styles and origins.  

Head to the 'Sommelier Selection' pages for a range of wines 

with age, including a small set of Bordeaux.  There are many 

quality wines to choose from. 



SUMMER PALACE BEIJING, CHINA WORLD 

HOTEL 🍷 
No.1 Jianguomenwai Avenue, Beijing, 100004 

65052266-34 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: Huaiyang Style 

Wine list by Gary Zhang 

Wine on list: 45 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 90 - 160 RMB 

 

Although this is a small list, it covers many bases.  A well-

formed selection by the glass, including wine from China plus 

astute old and new world inclusions.  A good spread of origins 

for the classic varieties, with many quality wines to choose.  

There is also an excellent selection of Chinese liquors. 

SUMMER PALACE HONG KONG, SHANGRI-

LA HONG KONG 🍷🍷 
Pacific Place, Supreme Court, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

(852) 2820 8590 

http://www.shangri-la.com/hotels/island-shangri-la-hong-kong/ 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Yohann Jousselin MS / Szabolcs Menesi 

Wine on list: 140 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 90 - 280 HKD 

 

The Summer Palace list starts with a selection by well known 

wine critic Robert Parker, some of his most highly rated wines, 

can be yours to try. Of course the price tag of these wines, may 

not be suited to everyone, the pages that follow guide you 

through a selection of wines from the classic wine producing 

regions of the world. There are few moments where there 

sommelier has the opportunity to perhaps celebrate something 

a little more left of centre, but these are few and far between. It 

is clear that the intention of this list is to celebrate the iconic 

wines of the world, of which it does well, within a concise well 

manicured selection. 

SUMMER PALACE SHANGHAI, JING AN 

SHANGRI-LA 🍷🍷🍷 

夏宫 

1218 Middle Yan'an Road, West Shanghai, Shanghai 200000 

22038889 

http://www.shangri-

la.com/shanghai/jinganshangrila/dining/restaurants/summer-

palace/ 

Cuisine: South-eastern Chinese with Cantonese flair 

Wine list by Jasper Sun/Lewin Kong 

Wine on list: 267 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 70 - 190 RMB 

 

Sommelier, Jasper Sun, has extended his use of the Shangri-la 

Master List to suit the tastes of his customers with admirable 

skill. The by the glass list offers wines at a much greater range 

of prices than would otherwise be the case. The Domaine de la 

Romanée-Conti collection is much more extensive here than 

elsewhere. The range of wines from countries like Australia, 

the USA, Italy and China includes more of their great wines. 

This is a splendid, carefully thought-out list that will delight 

customers no matter what their tastes. 

SUREÑO, THE OPPOSITE HOUSE 🍷🍷 
Building 1, Taikoo Li Sanlitun North, No 11 Sanlitun Road, 

Chaoyang District, Beijing 100027 

86 10 6417 6688 

http://www.theoppositehouse.com/sc/the-house 

Cuisine: Mediterranean 

Wine list by Ashley Gao 

Wine on list: 296 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$-$$$ 

By the glass: 70 - 140 RMB 

 

The House Collective is a name you should know.  The four 

first class venues: Upper, Middle, Opposite and Temple leave 

no doubt as to the heights that China will scale for luxury and 

prestige.  The Sureno restaurant at Opposite House is further 

example of this.  The wine list is in both Chinese and English.  

It lists expertly selected wines from all across the globe, and 

mainland China, and is an exercise in adventure, elegance and  

variety.  Super Tuscans, American superstars, Bordeaux 

cornerstones, Burgundian beauties, and wines from Australia 

and New Zealand are just the tip of the iceberg here.  There are 

champagnes, old Grange, Guigal (La Mouline by the glass!), 

Chapoutier, Bouchard, Salon, Domaine Leroy and more. We 

are delighted to see a good selection of wines from China here.  

In short, a great list, and everything we would expect from a 

Hotel of this quality.  Salud Sureno! 



SUSHI RAKU 🍷 
Réel Department Store 1E 1601 NanJing Xi Lu (near ChangDe 

Lu), Shanghai, 200040 

3253 0711 

http://www.sushiraku.com.cn/raku/home.aspx 

Cuisine: Japanese 

Wine list by Max Haahr 

Wine on list: 67 (5 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 55 - 85 RMB 

 

The Sushi Raku wine list is curated by Max Haahr who takes 

great pride in sourcing wine direct from some of the world's 

smaller, more interesting wine producers.  The emphasis on 

fresh sushi and sashimi gives the sommelier the opportunity to 

explore a number of highly aromatic and spice-fuelled white 

wine styles such as Loire Valley chenin blanc, German riesling, 

Austrian gruner veltliner and Australian chardonnay. Reds are 

medium-bodied and gentle on oak led by Japan's Grace 

Kayagatake cabernet blend. There's something here for 

everyone and prices are fair. 

SW STEAKHOUSE, WYNN PALACE 🍷🍷🍷 

永利扒房 
Avenida da Nave Desportiva Cotai, Macau, Macau (and SAR) 

999078 

853 8889 8889 

https://www.wynnpalace.com/en/restaurants-n-bars/fine-

dining/sw-steakhouse 

Cuisine: American Steakhouse 

Wine list by Yuta Nezasa 

Wine on list: 750 (33 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 65 - 390 MOP 

 

A very serious wine list that offers a full complement of 

outstanding, big name, premium wine producers. Indeed, this is 

a list that nearly entirely focuses on prestigious wine, with little 

in the entry level to entice the novice drinker, instead pitching 

squarely at the best-of-the-best level of wines. By the glass is an 

incredible array of top flight wines in itself, with rarely seen 

Lopez de Heredia Viña Tondonia on offer between significant 

names like Loimer, Niepoort and Alion. There's exceptional 

wines listed under Bordeaux, a raft of outstanding Champagne 

including rare wines from Jacques Selosse. Indeed, the 

premium wines here are engrossing, though the real asset is the 

hard-to-select-from, masterful back catalogue of Chablis and 

Burgundy, or, as an example, the collection of mature Léoville 

Las Cases. Quite extraordinary how many collectable, rare 

wines are gathered here. An outstanding collection. 

TABLE NO 1 , THE WATERHOUSE AT 

SOUTH BUND 🍷 

外滩第一台 

Maojiayuan Road No.1-3 (Near Waima Road), Huangpu 

District, Shanghai 200010 

86 21 60802918 

http://tableno-1.com/ 

Cuisine: Modern European 

Wine list by Christophe Capron 

Wine on list: 77 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 55 - 155 RMB 

 

Table No. 1's strength rests in a wine list married to a food 

menu that explores Modern Europe in its many facets. Start 

with a "tasting" trio of Deutz Champagne - brut, blanc de 

blancs, rose - and move into an Hungarian furmint or Chablis. 

Red wines are probably the star here, from tasty Bourgogne 

and barbera d'Asti to a lone Spanish red from Castilla y Leon. 

A range of wine budgets is catered for. 

TANG COURT HONG KONG, THE 

LANGHAM, HONG KONG 🍷🍷 

唐閣 
8 Peking Road, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and 

SAR) 

21327898 

http://www.langhamhotels.com/hongkong 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Lam Chee Tsun Andrew 

Wine on list: 337 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $-$$$ 

By the glass: 90 - 225 HKD 

 

T'ang Court at the Langham is opulent Chinese dining at its 

best.  This heavily awarded and Michelin Starred Cantonese 

restaurant shows us a discerning, cleverly curated list that 

touches on every great wine style in the world.  From the list of 

1st Growth Bordeaux, hard-to-find champagnes, and a 

Burgundy collection that is refined and exciting, T'ang has one 

of the most balanced lists we've seen in a long while.  We love 

the Chinese wines available on the list, so too the Japanese 

Sake selection.  An interesting inclusion to have a whole page 

dedicated to organic wine - a nod to the world trend that is 

sweeping the wine-drinking community at home and abroad. 

T'ang is not to be missed: old world Chinese opulence get a 

modern and fresh twist with this intellectually crafted wine list - 

bravo. 



TANG COURT SHANGHAI, THE LANGHAM, 

SHANGHAI, XINTIANDI 🍷🍷 

唐阁中餐厅 

No. 99, Madang Road, Shanghai, 200021 

86(21)23302288 

http://www.langhamhotels.com/shanghai 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Li Zixuan 

Wine on list: 193 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 115 - 230 RMB 

 

Tang Court's heart may be in Cantonese cooking but its wine 

list shows a definite attachment to Europe. <br/>Meursault, 

Mosel, Umbria, Chablis, Piedmont, St.-Estephe, the Loire and 

Rhone Valleys star in the Sommelier Selection. The excellent 

Wines By Glass offerings go further afield, delving into New 

Zealand, Australia and Alsatian aromatic white wines and 

lighter-bodied reds. A highlight on the main list for many 

visitors will be the strong Chinese wine component with five 

whites and five reds represented.  And don't forget to check out 

the drool-worthy, Premium Wine Cellar 

Selection.<br/><br/>Stand outs are to be found in the 

Sommelier Selection  and its great wines. This is on display in 

the Premium Wine Cellar Selection 

TASTE PARADISE 🍷 

乐忻味之楼 

5F, Henglong Plaza, 1266 West Nanjing Rd, Jingan District, 

Shanghai 200040 

021-62920866 

https://www.paradisegp.com/ 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Ada Wo 

Wine on list: 65 (0 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 

This is a small international list which covers most of the major 

wine producing countries of the world; France, Italy, Spain, 

Germany, Australasia, and the Americas. The selection of 

wines from China is most noteworthy. Although there are no 

wines by the glass, there are plenty of wines at all price points. 

Those enjoying luxury wines will enjoy the range which 

includes Gaja, Petrus, Lafite and Penfolds Grange. 

TAVOLA ITALIAN BEIJING 🍷🍷 

塔沃拉意大利餐厅 

2nd Floor, The Grand Summit, Section B, Liangmaqiao 

Diplomatic Mansion<br/>No. 19, Dongfang East Road, 

Chaoyang District, Beijing 100086 

010-85325068 

http://www.Tavola.cn 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Tony Shang 

Wine on list: 350 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $-$$$ 

By the glass: 68 - 108 RMB 

 

Authentic wood fired pizzas, housemate pasta, an extensive 

wine list featuring all of the Italian greats... Tavola Italian is a 

home away from home in Beijing.  The thirteen wines by the 

glass take us on a journey across Italy, from the volcanic 

mountain of Etna, through Tuscany and up into the rolling 

foothills of Piedmont.  It is a thorough representation of what 

we can expect from the main list beyond.  The list itself features 

all of the Italian masters: think Ornellaia, Gaja, Vietti, Pio 

Cesare, Elio Altare, Aldo Conterno, Antinori and La Spinetta, 

to name but a few.  Tucked into the list is an extensive selection 

of premier and grand cru Burgundy, cellared 1st Growths 

dating back to the 70's, and wines from Australia, New 

Zealand, America, Germany, Austria, Argentina and China.  To 

wrap up, there is a good selection of dessert wines, spirits, 

digestifs and beers, plus many other post-dinner delights.  

Bravo Tavola! 

TERRAZZA, GALAXY MACAU 🍷🍷🍷 
201, 2nd Floor<br/>Estrada da Baia de Nossa<br/>Senhora da 

Esperanca, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 

85328880888 

https://www.galaxymacau.com/en/macau-restaurant/restaurant-

directory/recommended/terrazza 

Cuisine: Contemporary Italian 

Wine list by Han Yew Kong / Ervin Ong 

Wine on list: 798 (25 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $-$$$ 

By the glass: 85 - 400 MOP 

 

                Winner Best List Macau SRA 

 

 

 

What a list!  We wouldn't normally start by extolling the virtues 

of the wines available en magnum, however it is necessary 

here.  There is a full selection of 1st Growth Bordeaux, Super 

Tuscans to the tune of Ornellaia, Sassacaia, Brunello di 

Montalcinos, Barolos, Barbarescos and Champagne.  There is 

even a double magnum of Lafite - no doubt purchased en 

primeur and about as flashy as it gets.  The options by the glass 

include premium wines via Coravin, Gaja, Domaine Leroy and 

Amarone del Valpolicella.  The main list is extensive and 

crosses most continents in pursuit of great wines.  From cult 

grower to prestige grand marque Champagne houses, hard to 

find vintages, interestingly curated white wines across a wide 

variety of styles and countries, to a long list of the world's great 

red wines, Terrazza essentially has it all.  Well deserving of 3 

glasses in 2018, a continuation of the high quality its customers 

have come to expect.  A brilliantly curated, 'must-see' wine 

experience. 



THE APRON, GALAXY MACAU 🍷🍷 
G108, Ground Floor<br/>Estrada da Baia de 

Nossa<br/>Senhora da Esperanca, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 

853 8883 2221 

https://www.galaxymacau.com/en/macau-restaurant/restaurant-

directory/international/the-apron 

Cuisine: Oyster & Grill 

Wine list by Han Yew Kong / Sean Chen 

Wine on list: 36 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $-$$ 

By the glass: 55 - 120 MOP 

 

A tiny list, that proves mini, can indeed be mighty.  The Apron 

is an Oyster bar, and as you would expect and hope, at least 

half the wines available are sparkling.  The bubbles available 

cover a surprisingly wide range of styles: blanc de blancs, 

blanc de noir, rose, NV and Cava.  There is a pleasing amount 

of cult grower champagne available, illustrating a verve for 

champagne on the part of the sommelier.  The whites wines are 

perfectly selected for seafood - textured, layered, fresh and 

exciting, showcasing Chablis, New Zealand sauvignon blanc, 

Hunter Valley semillon, muscadet, vermentino and German 

riesling.  Many smiles are induced by this selection.  The reds 

show a penchant for tannin and acidity and come from 8 

different corners of the wine world.  There are craft beers, 

spirits, liqueurs and just as many non-alcoholic options... The 

Apron shows us what wonders can be revealed in a lilliputian 

list of only 36 wines.  A refreshing and exciting corner of 

Macau! 

THE BREW, KERRY HOTEL PUDONG 🍷 

酿餐厅 

1388 Hua Mu Road, Pudong, Shanghai 201204 

(86 21)6169 8888*6318 

http://www.thekerryhotels.com/ 

Cuisine: Craft Beer Bar 

Wine list by Tyler Chen 

Wine on list: 37 (20 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 78 - 198 RMB 

 

Although this is a small list, it benefits by having 13 wines 

available by the glass and also because of some clever choices 

with the wines it offers. This international list touches many 

parts of the globe including China and covers a wide range of 

price points. The Sommelier's Choice will be of particular 

interest to wine lovers. 

THE BRIDGE 🍷🍷 

廊桥 

66 East Binjiang Rd. Jinjiang District, Chengdu, Sichuan 

610000 

028-84446888/84443888 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/ 

Cuisine: Sichuan 

Wine list by Hang Yang 

Wine on list: 157 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 58 - 268 RMB 

 

There is a great deal to like about the wine list at the Bridge 

though thoughtful choices are the key to its success. There's 

balance between the wines from different countries, at different 

price points and between the wines presented and the dishes on 

offer. There's respect for the Chinese wine industry by making 

some excellent local wines available. There are some of the 

great wines of the world as well as some exciting newcomers. 

It's a fine list. 

THE CANNERY 🍷🍷 
1107 Yuyuan Rd Unit 106 Building1, Changning District, 

Shanghai 200050 

021-52760599 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: West Coast Seafood 

Wine list by Joe Tang 

Wine on list: 68 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 65 - 120 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Beer List 

 

 

Not many small wine lists manage to deliver such excitement as 

The Cannery. It bristles with small winemakers on the rise or 

worth discovering for the first time, and pays deference to 

organic, bio-dynamic and "nature" wines in addition to classic 

and alternative grape varieties. It offers a quick visit around 

the world via grapes such as koshu (Japan), nero d'avola 

(Sicily) as well as classic riesling (Germany) and chardonnay 

(Burgundy). The extensive selection of spirits will lift the spirit. 



THE COOK, KERRY HOTEL PUDONG 🍷🍷🍷 
1388 Hua Mu Road, Pudong, Shanghai 201204 

(86 21)6169 8888 

http://www.thekerryhotels.com/ 

Cuisine: Contemporary 

Wine list by Tyler Chen 

Wine on list: 298 (27 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 198 RMB 

 

The Cook offers an intriguing view into the wine world of the 

organic and bio-dynamic wine producer - in keeping with its 

sustainable/ethical restaurant mantra - while also indulging in 

some of the world's great wines. Sommelier, Tyler Chen, 

confidently starts the list with his recommendations by the glass 

before moving enticingly into a separate listing of organic and 

bio-dynamic wines from New Zealand, France, Spain, Italy and 

Australia.  A sophisticated and comprehensive grouping of 

wines awaits the diner, including the wines of China. 

THE EIGHT, GRAND LISBOA HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷 

8 餐廳 
2/F, Grand Lisboa Hotel,<br/>Avenida de Lisboa, Macau, 

Macau (and SAR) 999078 

853 8803 7788 

https://www.grandlisboahotels.com/en/grandlisboa/dining/the-8 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Paul Lo 

Wine on list: 16800 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $-$$$ 

By the glass: 130 - 280 MOP 

 

Is this the largest wine list in the world?  The Eight in Macau 

boasts a gargantuan list - a total of 16,800 wines, it must be 

getting close.  There is not a great wine that is not listed here.  

9 pages of Champagne's greatest cuvees, from vintages that are 

almost impossible to source dating back to the 1950's, plus 

magnums! There are 30+ pages of Burgundy whites - yes this 

includes over 600 grand cru (Montrachet and DRC within) and 

countless premier cru and beyond.  Apply this to the rest of the 

list and you get the idea - almost priceless bottles of 1st 

Growths from great years, Grange, DRC, Screaming Eagle, 

more Gaja than you could poke a stick at, large formats, old 

Italians, wines from far flung places, and a list of d'Yquem that 

brings chuckles of disbelief - back to 1825 if you can believe it.  

An impressive cellar, but bring your reading glasses and your 

wallet, this is a seriously big read. 

THE F. BISTRO 🍷🍷 

法国小酒馆 

No.152 Building 124,No.1 Yundang Road, Siming District, 

Xiamen, Fujian 361000 

0592-2281102 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/ 

Cuisine: French Bistro 

Wine list by Loic Leclerq / WenFeng Zhang 

Wine on list: 135 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $-$$$ 

By the glass: 58 - 98 RMB 

 

                Winner Best List Southern China 

 

 

 

The F. Bistro shows us a concise, tidy little list ordered by 

village/region and consisting purely of French wines, chosen to 

suit the cuisine.    Ranging from good value through to hard to 

find and patiently cellared, The F. Bistro surely has a wine for 

every palate.  Rhone, Burgundy, Champagne, Alsace, 

Beaujolais, Provence, Jura, Savoie, the Loire Valley, the 

Languedoc and more are all explored, and show an excitement 

on the part of the sommelier, in bringing these French wines to 

the people of Xiamen.  AT the end of your evening, there is the 

choice of Cognac, Bas-Armagnac, Calvados,  Pastis and more.  

If beer is more your flavour, there is a good selection of 

artisanal organic Belgian beer on tap.  Sante! 

THE FLYING CATCH RESTAURANT, 

SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, QINGDAO 🍷🍷 

鱼跃地中海餐厅 

9 Xiang Gang Zhong Lu, Shinan District, Qingdao, Shandong 

266071 

0532-83883838 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: Mediterranean 

Wine list by Monica Lu 

Wine on list: 117 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 48 - 128 RMB 

 

An international list with a diverse selection by-the-glass 

catering for all tastes and preferences.  The heart of the 

selection is dependable brands and familiar names.  Though, if 

you are after wines of the highest calibre, you will also find 

plenty on offer, with a set of Domaine de la Romanee Conti and 

classified Bordeaux.  Many quality wines from around the 

globe, spanning a wide range of price points. 



THE KITCHEN, GRAND LISBOA HOTEL 

🍷🍷 

大廚 
3/F, Grand Lisboa Hotel, <br/>Avenida de Lisboa, Macau, 

Macau (and SAR) 999078 

85388037777 

https://www.grandlisboahotels.com/en/grandlisboa/dining/the-

kitchen 

Cuisine: Steakhouse 

Wine list by Paul Lo 

Wine on list: 16800 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $-$$$ 

By the glass: 160 - 280 MOP 

 

The Kitchen in Macau has access to a very grand cellar indeed, 

and boasts a gargantuan list of almost 17,000 wines.  Every 

great wine growing region is represented - there is not a great 

wine that is not listed here. Nine pages of Champagne's 

greatest cuvees, from vintages that are almost impossible to 

source dating back to the 1950's, plus magnums! There are 

well over thirty pages of Burgundian white wines - yes, this 

includes over six hundred grand cru (Montrachet and DRC 

within) and countless premier cru and beyond. Apply this to the 

rest of the list and you are on the right track: almost priceless 

bottles of 1st Growths from great years, Grange, DRC, 

Screaming Eagle, large formats, great Italian wines (not to 

mention a selection of older wines too), wines from far flung 

places, and a list of d'Yquem that is so extensive it brings 

chuckles of disbelief - back to 1825! <br/>There are not many 

places in the world one can witness a thing such as this - 

another reason to visit Macau.<br/> 

THE LOUNGE MACAU, JW MARRIOTT 

HOTEL MACAU 🍷🍷 
Estrada da Baía da Nossa Senhora da Esperança, s/n, Cotai, 

Macau (and SAR) 999078 

853 8886 6888 

https://www.galaxymacau.com/en/jw-marriott-macau 

Cuisine: International Bar & Lounge 

Wine list by Billy De Leon 

Wine on list: 356 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 68 - 480 MOP 

 

A wine list that embraces the world's best wine regions, and 

some of the world's best known wine producers, with a solid 

back catalogue of cellared gems and some more 'unusual' 

listings from Chile, Lebanon and USA. It's great to see the 

breadth of offering here, from ultra-rare wines like Soldera 

from Tuscany to a swathe of featured Bordeaux all from the 

landmark 1982 vintage. Indeed, Bordeaux is grandly featured 

in the list, with benchmark chateaux showcased across multiple 

vintages. For the enthusiasts of a broader palette, there's a 

seriously good collection of wines from Portugal here, a wine 

growing country that often is sidelined or limited in exposure. 

A scattering of top end, big names from Australia and New 

Zealand round out the offering well,  with a highlight being the 

range of Penfold's wines with some cellaring. This is a list that 

seems carefully considered to give clientele a grand journey 

through global wines and wine styles. 

THE MANOR, THE ST. REGIS MACAO, 

COTAI CENTRAL 🍷🍷 

雅舍 
Estrada do Istmo. s/n, Cotai, Macao, Macau (and SAR) 

853 2882 8898 

http://www.themanormacao.com/ 

Cuisine: Portuguese 

Wine list by Ben Bost 

Wine on list: 133 (99 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$-$$$ 

By the glass: 58 - 0 MOP 

 

The Manor in Macao, combines laid back dining and an 

upmarket setting.  The fine Portuguese cuisine is paired to an 

international winelist, featuring wines from all over the globe.  

With well selected and exciting options from France, Portugal, 

Australia, New Zealand, America, Germany, Alsace, Argentina, 

America and Chile, there is surely something to suit all tastes.  

If wine is not your preferred drink, The Manor plays host to a 

large selection of spirits, cocktails (including the Bloody Mary 

done ten different ways), craft beers, freshly squeezed juices, 

teas and tonics.  A home away from home for those visiting 

Macau. 

THE MEAT, KERRY HOTEL PUDONG 🍷🍷🍷 

扒餐厅 
1388 Hua Mu Road, Pudong, Shanghai 201204 

(86 21)6169 8888*6318 

http://www.thekerryhotels.com/ 

Cuisine: Steak house 

Wine list by Tyler Chen 

Wine on list: 298 (27 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 198 RMB 

 

Dry-aged, Australian wagyu takes centre stage at The Meat 

and diners can expect some excellent accompanying medium 

and full-bodied reds from around the world on the wine list. 

But this list offers so much more, from the organic and the bio-

dynamic to classic, super premium French wines, to emerging 

stars from New World regions. The section on Domaine de la 

Romanee-Conti is 26-wines strong from multiple vintages and 

is highly tempting, while there's a look at the wines of the first 

generation of Chinese winemakers. 



TIAN XIANG GE, SHANGRI-LA HOTEL 

XIAN 🍷 

天香阁 

38B Keji Road, Xian, Shaanxi 710075 

86 29 8875 8888 

http://www.shangri-la.com/xian/shangrila/ 

Cuisine: Cantonese;Shaanxi 

Wine list by Terry Yang 

Wine on list: 60 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 68 - 150 RMB 

 

Wine lovers will enjoy hunting through this diverse list, which 

contains a solid selection of moderately priced wines, as well 

as a sweep of prestige labels.  A good by-the-glass offering, 

including reds with age.  Keep an eye on vintage when 

ordering, especially with wines from the new world. 

TIN LUNG HEEN, THE RITZ-CARLTON, 

HONG KONG 🍷🍷🍷 

天龍軒 
Level 102, The Ritz-Carlton, Hong Kong, International 

Commerce Centre, 1 Austin Road West, Kowloon, Hong Kong 

(and SAR) 

852-22632270 

http://www.ritzcarlton.com/zh-cn/hotels/china/hong-

kong/dining/tin-lung-heen 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Benson Yan 

Wine on list: 800 (22 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 135 - 710 HKD 

 

                Winner Best Hotel Restaurant List 

 

 

A very serious wine list that celebrates a wealth of global wines 

across some 800 listings, this is a very well put together 

collection that highlights top flight producers alongside those 

from emerging wine regions. Therefore, diners can enjoy wines 

from marquee regions like Bordeaux, Burgundy, Piedmont, 

Champagne, but likewise explore some unique examples from 

Switzerland or Turkey, though it is amusing to see things like 

Hunter Valley semillon or chenin blanc from Stellenbosch 

listed under 'indigenous and curiosities'! Champagne is 

particularly well-considered amongst the breadth of selection 

here, with a range that covers prestigious 'big name' houses to 

smaller, grower producers. Wine aficionados will appreciate 

the modest but well-selected collection of mature wines too, 

particularly in the Italian reds selections, with Piedmont and 

Tuscany allowing enthusiasts to drink back to the 1990s. 

TIVANO, THE TEMPLE HOUSE 🍷🍷🍷 
No.81 Bitieshi Street, Jinjiang District, Chengdu, Sichuan 

610021 

86 286636 9999 

http://www.thetemplehousehotel.com/ 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Cassie Hu 

Wine on list: 256 (28 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 85 - 4888 RMB 

 

                Winner Best List Western China 

 

 

 

Except for the spirits, his is the same list as Jing Bar which is 

also located in the Temple House. This is an impressive 

international list covering most parts of the world. The 

excellent selection by the glass has been considerably expanded 

by the use of Coravin. Five wine flights offer the opportunity to 

taste more widely while many will find the Sommelier's Choice 

useful. The Spotlight on Chinese Wines is a significant 

innovation 

UMI 🍷🍷 
L321 & L401, Taikoo Hui, 288 Shimen Yi Lu, Jing'an District, 

Shanghai 200040 

86 21 5220 3082 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Modern Japanese 

Wine list by Kobe Hou 

Wine on list: 38 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 78 - 188 RMB 

 

For such a small wine list of just 38 wines, Umi covers a lot of 

wine ground. The listing is adventurous and daring in 

conception with the odd rare gem such as Terres Dorees 

sparkling gamay from Beaujolais, the small family Champagne 

house of Chartogne-Taillet and Japanese sweet plum wines.   

As well as the eclectic, there are also long-time favourites from 

established producers. The list of sake confirms its Japanese 

credentials, as does the highly imaginative cocktail list. Matcha 

Sour or Wasabi Daiquiri, anyone? 



URBAN KITCHEN, JW MARRIOTT HOTEL 

MACAU 🍷🍷 
JW Marriott Hotel Macau<br/>Galaxy Macau™, Estrada da 

Baía da Nossa Senhora da Esperança, s/n, Cotai, Macau (and 

SAR) 999078 

853 8886 6888 

https://www.galaxymacau.com/en/jw-marriott-macau 

Cuisine: International All Day Dining 

Wine list by Billy De Leon 

Wine on list: 356 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 68 - 480 MOP 

 

Urban Kitchen provides a comprehensive wine list that 

showcases many varieties from many major wine producing 

regions. The list includes classic signature wines and vintages 

from high quality producers as well as less well known styles 

and varieties from quality producers around the globe. 

Whether a wine by the glass for a more casual lunch or an 

aged Bordeaux wine for a special occasion, there is plenty of 

choice here and at a range of prices. The list also provides a 

wonderful choice of non-wine beverages including a gorgeous 

selection of tea options to complete the experience. 

VIA ROMA, KEMPINSKI HOTEL BEIJING 

🍷🍷 

花样罗马 

Lufthansa Centre, 50 Liangmaqiao Road, Beijing, 100125 

861064653388 

https://www.kempinski.com/en/beijing/hotel-lufthansa-center/ 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Jacky Lu 

Wine on list: 100 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 87 - 204 RMB 

 

Get your dose of pasta and pizza with excellent wines to match.  

Start with an extra-dry Prosecco of perhaps a glass of 

Champagne.  There is a balanced international selection by-

the-glass, with plenty of recognisable names.  The main list has 

100 wines from around the globe, with a spread of prices to 

suit all budgets.  Those with a keen eye will see that there are 

many gems to be found, particularly in the Italian offering. 

VINOTHEQUE, KERRY HOTEL, BEIJING 

🍷🍷🍷 

一酒香 
1 Guanghua Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020 

86 10 6561 8833 

http://www.shangri-la.com/en/kerry/ 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Berry Zhong 

Wine on list: 241 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 76 - 233 RMB 

 

A world class list which reflects both thought and creativity. 

Fine compilation of quality examples by the glass. A discerning 

New World section cherry picks stars from top regions. The 

Old World is more extensive but incorporates many great 

names from Bordeaux and Burgundy. Excellent collection of 

spirits supports this exemplary wine list. 

VUE BAR, HYATT ON THE BUND 🍷 

非常时髦酒吧 

No. 199 Huangpu Road, Shanghai, 200080 

86 21 63931234 

https://shanghaithebund.hyatt.com/en/hotel/dining/VueBar.html 

Cuisine: Bar Snacks 

Wine list by Tony Shen 

Wine on list: 65 (24 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 60 - 160 RMB 

 

The wine shoot smoked Canadian beef steak at the Vue Bar is 

certainly a cut above the usual bar snacks offered. Luckily, 

there is a red wine just waiting to be matched on the wine list. 

Maybe a Guigal Rhone syrah, a Gaja merlot-syrah-sangiovese 

or, for those, lashing out, a Chateau Palmer 2009 cabernet 

sauvignon. The wine list isn't the biggest but it does serve the 

snack menu well. This is also the place for a classic cocktail, 

martini or whisky. 



VUE RESTAURANT, HYATT ON THE BUND 

🍷🍷 

非常时髦餐厅 

No. 199 Huangpu Road, Shanghai, 200080 

86 21 63931234 

https://shanghaithebund.hyatt.com/en/hotel/dining/VueRestaura

nt.html 

Cuisine: European 

Wine list by Tony Shen 

Wine on list: 219 (24 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 65 - 160 RMB 

 

There's depth and diversity in this listing of international wines 

with plenty of vinous high points to excite. The collection of fine 

Bordeaux cabernets and merlot-based reds is particularly 

striking and appealing, as are the reds from Tuscany, the 

Veneto, Piedmont and Australian shirazes. This is also a well-

balanced list between the Old and New Worlds. There's lots to 

explore with plenty of food-friendly wines to consider. 

WATERSIDE TERRACE, ISLAND SHANGRI-

LA 🍷🍷 
Pacific Place, Supreme Court, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

(852) 2820 8590 

http://www.shangri-la.com/hotels/island-shangri-la-hong-kong/ 

Cuisine: Thai 

Wine list by Yohann Jousselin MS / Szabolcs Menesi 

Wine on list: 33 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 80 - 195 HKD 

 

Its often these short, more edgy lists that excite us most. Its easy 

to tell that this is where the sommelier of the Shangri La gets to 

list the wines that he or she would like to drink - what really 

excites them at the moment. Which means that this style of list 

would always be evolving, everytime you visit the Waterside 

Terrace, there would be something new and exciting for you to 

try. Within a very concise selection you can find everything 

from delicious dry Furmint to top Burgundy, all selected 

perfectly to accompany the aromatic and fresh food of 

Thailand. Bravo! 

WEST LAKE BISTRO, FOUR SEASONS 

HOTEL HANGZHOU AT WEST LAKE 🍷🍷 

西湖餐厅 

5 Lingyin Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310013 

86(571)8113-1760 

http://www.fourseasons.com/hangzhou 

Cuisine: Bistro 

Wine list by Simon Li 

Wine on list: 21 (246 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 120 - 1280 RMB 

 

The bistro-style flavours, including local Hangzhou 

specialities, meet their match in this sophisticated and diverse 

wine list. Many diners won't go past the opportunity to taste 

super-premium wines such as Opus One, Sassacaia, Gaja 

Barbaresco and Domaine Leflaive by the 75ml "taste" or glass. 

A rare privilege. Flights are also offered. The international 

cast of top producers is also very tantalising, or you can place 

your taste buds in the hands of the sommelier, Simon Li, and 

his Sommelier Recommendation selection. 

XIAMEN AIRLINES 🍷 
22 Dailiao Road, Xiamen, Fujian 361006 

86-592-5739888 

https://www.xiamenair.com/en-cn/ 

Cuisine: N/A 

Wine list by N/A 

Wine on list: 15 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 

The offering on Xiamen Airlines is a mix of treasures and 

surprises.  If travelling in first class, you will be treated to 

classic and prestigious wines such as Champagne, fine Mosel 

riesling, stylish Burgundy and aged Sauternes. The business 

class selection has more of a global flavour, including organic 

Chinese wine and aged Rioja.  There is a range of styles and 

vintages on offer. 



XIN CAFE, SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, HUHHOT 

🍷 

馨咖啡 
5 Xi Lin Guo Le South Road, Huhhot, Inner Mongolia 10020 

0471-3366888 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: ADD-Western Food 

Wine list by Martin Shi 

Wine on list: 33 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 58 - 128 RMB 

 

There is an excellent varietal mix in the wines by the glass, 

particularly of the red wines.  There are some high-quality 

wines in the Sommelier Selection, including a couple of classed 

Bordeaux, and there is a nice spread of old and new world 

options in the main list.  Quality brands are listed throughout. 

XINRONGJI BEIJING FINANCIAL STREET 

🍷🍷🍷 

新荣记北京金融街店 

Basement 1, Intercontinental Hotel & Resort, 11 Financial 

Street, Xicheng District, Beijing 100034 

010-66180576 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/ 

Cuisine: Zhejiang 

Wine list by Meiyu Li 

Wine on list: 208 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 88 - 280 RMB 

 

This is an outstanding list: modest in size so it doesn't 

overwhelm but stunning in its presentation of the finest of wines 

at a range of price points. So in Margaux, it offers a third 

growth, the second wine of Chateau Margaux, and Margaux 

itself. Its focus is on the finest of producers from around the 

world but not just their top wines. China itself is represented. 

XINRONGJI BUND 🍷🍷 

新荣记 外滩店 

558 Zhong Shan Dong Er Road, 1N L3, HuangPu, Shanghai 

200120 

86 021 63037727 

http://www.winelistofthetear.cn 

Cuisine: TaiZhou+Cantonese 

Wine list by Oni Zhou 

Wine on list: 550 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 75 - 115 RMB 

 

                Winner Best New List 

 

 

 

As with others in the group, there is a focus on the reds of 

Burgundy and Bordeaux, although with a wonderful range of 

champagnes, some pleasing whites and a serious 

representation of reds from some of the finest producers 

around the world. 

XINRONGJI JIN AN 🍷 

新荣记 南阳路店 

170 Nanyang Road, Jing An, Shanghai 200120 

86 021 62891717 

http://www.winelistofthetear.cn 

Cuisine: TaiZhou 

Wine list by Oni Zhou 

Wine on list: 100 (0 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 

The list features a stunning array of the greatest reds of 

France, at appropriate prices. The range of whites and wines 

from other parts of the globe is not extensive and there are no 

wines available by the glass. Clearly focused and very 

impressive. 



XINRONGJI SHANGHAI 🍷 

新荣记 南京西路店 

688Road Nanjing West Road, Jing an, Shanghai, 200120 

86 021 53861717 

http://www.winelistofthetear.cn 

Cuisine: TaiZhou 

Wine list by Oni Zhou 

Wine on list: 133 (0 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 

The list is dominated by red wines with a strong selection of the 

great wines of Bordeaux and Burgundy and a decent range of 

reds at different price points from around the world. There is 

no list by the glass, a small number of whites and a tiny 

selection of sparkling wines. 

XINRONGJI SHANGHAI PLAZA 🍷 

新荣记 淮海路店 

138 Huaihai Middle Road, Shanghai Plaza L5 , HuangPu, 

Shanghai 200120 

86 021 53861717 

http://www.winelistofthetear.cn 

Cuisine: TaiZhou 

Wine list by Oni Zhou 

Wine on list: 133 (0 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 

This list is dominated by red wines with an impressive selection 

of the great wines of Bordeaux and Burgundy and a reasonable 

range of reds from around the world at a different price points. 

There is no list by the glass, only a small number of whites and 

a tiny selection of sparkling wines. 

YAMAZATO, OKURA GARDEN HOTEL 🍷 

山里日餐厅 

58 Maoming Road (S.), Shanghai, 20030 

86-21-64151111 

http://www.gardenhotelshanghai.com 

Cuisine: Japanese 

Wine list by Yinhua Liao 

Wine on list: 145 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 90 - 120 RMB 

 

There's a brilliant list of spirits, a small list by the glass and 

carafe at modest prices, and a wide range of wines from 

around the world at all price points as well as some of the 

finest from Bordeaux and Burgundy. 

YI LONG COURT, THE PENINSULA 

SHANGHAI 🍷 

逸龍阁 

No.32 The Bund, 32 Zhong Shan Dong Yi Road, Shanghai, 

200002 

86(21)23272888 

http://www.peninsula.com/en/default 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Stephen Lim 

Wine on list: 53 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 108 - 300 RMB 

 

Yi Long Court offers Cantonese delicacies on its menu and a 

world of wine on its wine list, including locally-sourced 

chardonnay from Ningxia and a cabernet sauvignon from 

Shanxi. It's a small list, each wine chosen to represent the best 

matching of grape variety to region from well-established 

producers with names for quality such as Egly-Ouriet 

Champagne, Loosen riesling and Clonakilla shiraz. The 

Peninsula Hotel's own wines sourced from well-known 

producers offer good value. 



YONG FOO ELITE 🍷🍷 

雍福会 
200 Yongfu Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200000 

2154662727 

http://www.yongfooelite.com/index1.php 

Cuisine: Shanghai 

Wine list by Lori Lee 

Wine on list: 164 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 100 - 200 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Club List 

 

 

 

Shanghai specialties are on the menu at Yong Foo Elite, but the 

wine list is wide open to many a vinous interpretation with 

wines from France, Italy, Spain, Australasia and beyond 

putting their best wines forward. Bio-dynamic and organic 

wines can be found, aromatic white grape varieties, too, and 

medium-bodied red grapes well-suited to many of the dishes 

presented. Bordeaux and Burgundy star. 

YONG YI TING , MANDARIN ORIENTAL 

PUDONG, SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷 

雍颐庭 

Mandarin Oriental Pudong, Shanghai, No. 111 South Pudong 

Road, Lu Jiazui, Pudong, Shanghai 200000 

20201888 

https://www.mandarinoriental.com/shanghai/pudong 

Cuisine: Jiang Nan 

Wine list by Delphin Duan 

Wine on list: 420 (26 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 68 - 1080 RMB 

 

Here is an impressive collection of feted wines from around the 

world, France and Italy dominating. Many diners won't wish to 

go further than the Luxury Wines by the Glass, served under 

Coravin, with the rare chance to try Domaine de Chevalier, 

Chateau Pichon-Longueville and Ornellaia. For others, a 

world of good wine awaits whether its classic Old World or 

daring New World, including China. The selection of half 

bottles is definitely worth a look, and followers of biodynamic 

winemaking will be pleased to see so many entries. 

ZI YAT HEEN, FOUR SEASONS HOTEL 

MACAU 🍷🍷 

紫逸軒 
Four Seasons Hotel Macao, Cotai Strip<br/>Estrada da Baia de 

N. Senhora da Esperanca, s/n, Taipa, Macau (and SAR) 999078 

8112 8888 

https://www.fourseasons.com/macau/dining/restaurants/zi_yat_

heen/ 

Cuisine: Cantonese Cuisine 

Wine list by Kaleb Paw 

Wine on list: 747 (23 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 888 MOP 

 

A top class wine list that showcases some of the world's biggest 

names in premium wine. This is a list that is stuffed full of 

extraordinary producers from marquee wine regions, with a 

strong focus on Burgundy, Bordeaux, Rhone Valley, 

Champagne and various Australian prestige wine growing 

areas. There's a very good addition of Chinese wine and rice 

wines too. Diners should find the collection of Didier 

Dagueneau and Coche Dury tantalising from the white wine 

selections, while red wine producers like Haut Brion, 

Chapoutier, Gaja and Vega Sicilia are found across multiple 

vintages, in some cases dating back to the 1980s. Portugal has 

an unusually strong showing too, with top end winemakers like 

Quinta do Vale Dona Maria, Quinta do Vale Meão and 

Herdade do Mouchão having a good showing in this list. Top 

end wines dominate the offering, giving diners a big night out 

experience while dining at Zi Yat Heen. It's a well-chosen list 

here. 

 



 



12000 FRANCS 🍷🍷 
43 Elgin Street Soho, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

852 25293100 

https://12000francs.com.hk/ 

Cuisine: Modern European 

Wine list by Chris Woodyard 

Wine on list: 87 (46 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 50 - 205 HKD 

 

                Winner Best Medium List 

 

 

There are is a lot of deliciousness to be found within this 

concise but well chosen selection of wines. This is not your run 

of the mill bistro wine list. A combination of some classics but 

with a number for exciting up and coming producers, 

particularly from Australia. Well priced, there is a lot to be 

found at reasonable prices across both the old and new world, 

along with some rare and aged treasures for the more serious 

drinkers. With plenty by the glass, this is a venue you will be 

able to return to time and time again, without ever drinking the 

same thing twice. 

121BC 🍷🍷🍷 
Shop E & F, G/F, 42-44 Peel Street, Central, Hong Kong (and 

SAR) 

23950200 

http://www.121bc.com.hk/ 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Vincent Kwong 

Wine on list: 77 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 75 - 160 HKD 

 

A clever wine list that showcases the breadth of personality of 

Italian wine, from fine-boned alpine reds and whites through to 

warmer, generous expressions from the south. It's a list that 

anchors itself in natural wine producers and those who are 

working organically, so the more classic producers are absent 

but the exploration of Italy's avant garde wines is thrilling. 

Highlights come from obscurities like nebbiolo from Valtellina 

or orange wine produced by superstar Friuli vigneron Dario 

Princic, but there's some more familiar ground in a stellar 

vertical of Giuseppe Cappellano Barolos or Donnafugata's 

SurSur refreshing grillo. The venue offers a multitude of snacks 

taking cues from various western European cuisines, so 

working through the well-chosen by the glass offering is as 

tempting as settling in for a bottle of something special. Don't 

miss the neat collection of rare amaros too. A brilliant little 

wine bar here. 

1515 WEST CHOPHOUSE & BAR, JING AN 

SHANGRI-LA HOTEL 🍷🍷 

1515牛排馆&酒吧 

1218 Middle Yan'an Road, West Shanghai, Shanghai 200000 

22038888 

http://www.shangri-

la.com/shanghai/jinganshangrila/dining/restaurants/the-1515-

west-chophouse-and-bar/ 

Cuisine: American Bar and Grill 

Wine list by Jasper Sun / Lewin Kong / Yulia Zhu 

Wine on list: 423 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 70 - 190 RMB 

 

This year sees a new-look wine list from sommelier, Jasper 

Sun, and more than a hundred new wines make an appearance. 

The result is a strong, well-rounded, world wine listing, where 

drinkers seeking organic and bio-dynamic wines can search by 

style. Alternatively, there are Jasper Sun's own 

recommendations to consider. Here, the drinker is offered 

everything from top shelf Bordeaux and Burgundy through to 

small makers rarely seen outside their own countries. Focus on 

individual makers such as Bollinger, Penfolds Grange and 

DRC show the depth of cellaring at the restaurant. The Chinese 

wine listing is worth a second and even third look. 

28 HUBIN ROAD, HYATT REGENCY 

HANGZHOU 🍷🍷🍷 

湖滨28中餐厅 

28 Hubin Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310006 

8657187791234 

https://hangzhou.regency.hyatt.com/en/hotel/dining/28HuBinR

oad.html 

Cuisine: Hangzhou 

Wine list by Olive Gao / Johnny Sit 

Wine on list: 255 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 65 - 220 RMB 

 

What wine goes with poached pigeon eggs or imperial-style 

fish head? The exotic flavours of Hangzhou cuisine find their 

match with this 255-wine strong list of some of the world's 

leading wines. The sommelier has incorporated many wine 

styles from the bright and crisp to the rich and textural, with 

plenty of scope for wine and food matching. The menu offers 

good matches, including shaoxing rice wine. The French and 

Italians shine here. 



8½ OTTO E MEZZO BOMBANA HONG 

KONG 🍷🍷🍷 
Shop 202, Landmark Alexandra, 18 Chater Road, Central, 

Hong Kong (and SAR) 

852 2537 8859 

http://www.ottoemezzobombana.com/ 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Marino Braccu 

Wine on list: 1860 (20 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 500 HKD 

 

                Winner Wine List of the Year 

                    – Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan 

                Winner Best Wine List Hong Kong SRA 

                Winner Best Listing of One Country’s Wine 

 

A superb array of fine Italians, including verticals of many of 

the great names, highlight this comprehensive and impressive 

list. There is much more, of course, especially champagne, 

including an exciting collection from Krug. Old vintages are no 

issue – Masseto back into the 80’s – and some terrific value. 

8½ OTTO E MEZZO BOMBANA MACAU, 

GALAXY MACAU 🍷🍷🍷 
1st Floor, The Promenade, Shop 1031, Estrada Da Baía De 

Nossa, Senhora Da Esperança, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 

853 8886 2169 

https://www.galaxymacau.com/en/macau-restaurant/restaurant-

directory/recommended/otto-e-mezzo-bombana 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Han Yew Kong 

Wine on list: 592 (19 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 480 MOP 

 

A stellar selection of of some of Italy's most treasured wines.  A 

large selection of hard to find producers from both Piedmont 

and Tuscany with a wonderful depth of vintages. There is also 

plenty of Bordeaux and Champagne for you to sink your teeth 

into if thats more your style. Loving the range of wines now 

also being served by the glass, thanks to Coravin, perfect for 

those interested to try something new at the more premium end 

of the spectrum. A great list for those interested in everything 

Italian from the more obscure and lesser known regions and 

varietals to the reigning kings and queens - there is no where 

better to splash out on a once in a lifetime bottle of Barolo that 

here. 

8½ OTTO E MEZZO BOMBANA SHANGHAI 

🍷🍷🍷 
6th-7th floor, Associate Mission Building, No.169 

Yuanmingyuan Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200002 

021-60872890 

http://www.ottoemezzobombana.com 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Gian Luca Fusetto 

Wine on list: 750 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 360 RMB 

 

A fine collection focused very much of the best of Italy. It also 

offers an appealing mix of recent vintages with some 

impressive older choices. There is value to be found and while 

there are numerous other options, Bordeaux has also has a 

special place. 

AIR FRANCE - BUSINESS CLASS, N/A 🍷🍷 

法国航空公司商务舱 

Room 1601,Building 3, China Oversea Plaza, No 8, Guanghua 

Dongli, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020 

010-59220809 

https://www.airfrance.com.cn/ 

Cuisine: Business Class 

Wine list by Paolo Basso 

Wine on list: 1 (1 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 

Air France looks after its Business Class clientele by offering 

carefully chosen, quality wines.  The selection changes with the 

season and is complementary to the cuisine.  Enjoy fine 

Champagne, Burgundy from respected produces and Bordeaux 

with age.  The astute wine selection is one of the real highlights 

of flying with Air France. 



AIR FRANCE - LA PREMIERE 🍷🍷🍷 

法国航空公司 
Room 1601, Building 3, China Overseas Plaza,No. 8, 

Guanghua Dongli, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020 

010-59220809 

https://www.airfrance.com.cn/ 

Cuisine: La Premiere 

Wine list by Paolo Basso 

Wine on list: 6 (6 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Airline List 

 

 

 

A stunning wine list of the highest quality enticing high-flying 

wine lovers to choose Air France as their premier airline.  Let 

a glass of Krug fade worries from the ground before selecting 

from a compact set of exceptional wines.  Vintage and producer 

are carefully considered, and the informative descriptions will 

have you an expert before landing. 

AKME 🍷🍷 
No.55 Wulumuqi South Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 

200031 

021-64699969 

http://www.wineliststoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: French Creative Dining 

Wine list by Louis Lu / Stan Fang 

Wine on list: 411 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 360 RMB 

 

Akme opened last year offering "French Creative Dining" and 

a wine list that embraces the best of France.  Francophiles will 

love the near exhaustive array of white and red Burgundies and 

Bordeaux wines. However, they don't have exclusivity. 

Germany, Austria, Spain and Italy also have a strong 

supporting role. The emphasis, grape-wise, is on chardonnay, 

cabernet sauvignon and pinot noir. Multiple vintages from top 

producers are a feature. 

ANGELINI, KOWLOON SHANGRI-LA 🍷🍷🍷 
64 Mody Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

85227212111 

http://www.shangri-la.com/hongkong/kowloonshangrila/ 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Raducki Stephen 

Wine on list: 280 (23 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 85 - 900 HKD 

 

Starting with the Sommelier's Private Cellar selection, really 

sets the tone for the intention of this wine list. The best of Italy 

with a serious appreciation for the rewards that patience 

brings in the wine world. This list is a delight to read through, 

with each page playing host to some of Italy's (and France) 

most sought after wines. The depth of vintages across the 

regions of Piedmont, Veneto and Tuscany does not go 

unappreciated, these wines are hard to find, and it seems as 

though the cellar at the Shangri-La Kowloon is a treasure trove 

of these rareties. So often are, the great wines of the world 

drunk before their time, you will be in no harm of this at 

Angelini, with so much listed, in the perfect drinking window. 

For those just hoping for a taste of these delights, there is a 

coravin program, so you may be in luck and find them also 

being served by the glass. 

ARIA, CHINA WORLD HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷 
No.1 Jianguomenwai Avenue, Beijing, 100004 

65052266-38 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: Western Style 

Wine list by Gary Zhang 

Wine on list: 452 (22 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 90 - 300 RMB 

 

A high calibre list, beautifully presented, with care given to 

vintage selection.  A  balanced, classy selection by the glass.  

Helpful maps set the scene for the different regions.  There is 

an impressive selection of Burgundy and Bordeaux as well as a 

strong New World listing.  Serious wine lovers will be in their 

element. 



ARIA BAR, CHINA WORLD HOTEL 🍷🍷 
No.1 Jianguomenwai Avenue, Beijing, 100004 

65052266-5743 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: Tapas 

Wine list by Gary Zhang 

Wine on list: 18 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 90 - 230 RMB 

 

Settle in for an evening a tapas and cocktails at the 

sophisticated Aria Bar.  Enjoy vibrant signature drinks or 

perhaps a nip of aged Cognac or Grappa.  However, it will be 

hard to resist the single malt collection with over forty on offer.  

The wine offering is succinct but well-chosen with strength 

across the range.  Enjoy a glass of Champagne, white 

Burgundy, or an aromatic New Zealand pinot noir.  Care has 

been taken with vintage selection, which is always good to see. 

AUX BEAUX ARTS, MGM MACAU 🍷🍷🍷 

寶雅座 
Avenida Dr. Sun Yat Sen, Nape, Macau (and SAR) 407013 

853 

https://www.mgm.mo/ 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by David Chang 

Wine on list: 2150 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 60 - 500 MOP 

 

                Winner Best Listing of French Wines 

                Winner Best Listing of Portugese Wines 

 

 

A very prestigious and comprehensive wine list.  The menu is 

French and the French theme is continues strongly in the wine 

list which has a phenomenal range of French producers, wines 

and regions, recognised as the world’s best. In many cases too, 

extensive ranges of vintages are provided. The rest of the world 

is also thoroughly represented by very high quality producers 

and wines in this complete wine list ensuring all diners will find 

the perfect wine to complement the occasion. 

AZUR, SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, BEIJING 

🍷🍷🍷 

聚 
29 Zizhuyuan Road, Beijing, 100000 

(86 10) 8882 6727 

http://www.shangri-la.com/beijing/shangrila/dining/ 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Jack Zhang 

Wine on list: 216 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 70 - 155 RMB 

 

A tailored list of high-quality producers from around the globe.  

A refreshing mix of icons and lesser-known labels.  France is 

particularly strong, including a very strong Burgundy 

collection.  Attention has been paid to vintages which is 

excellent to see.  This is a premier list, full of top wines so you 

can choose with confidence. 

BAIYULAN, OKURA GARDEN HOTEL 

SHANGHAI 🍷 

白玉兰中餐厅 

58 Maoming Road (S.), Shanghai, 200030 

86-21-64151111 

http://www.gardenhotelshanghai.com 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Yinhua Liao 

Wine on list: 145 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 90 - 120 RMB 

 

Overall, Baiyulan presents an impressive beverage selection.  A 

lovely range of Chinese tea and an excellent selection of spirits, 

particularly Chinese liquor and rice wine.  An incredibly 

extensive collection of Japanese sake and shochu.    French 

wines are a strength, and there is also a good offering of 

Italian and Spanish reds.  Keep an eye on vintage when 

ordering. 



BAROLO, THE RITZ CARLTON BEIJING 

🍷🍷 
83a Jianguo Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100025 

86 010 59088151 

http://www.ritzcarlton.com 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Billy Tao 

Wine on list: 232 (22 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 300 RMB 

 

As expected for a restaurant of this calibre, this is a 

comprehensive international wine list with appropriate breadth 

and depth.  Its real strength lies in its collection of red wines, 

with Italy, as expected, well-represented.  However, it is also 

great to see an extensive listing of Australian and American red 

wines.  The French collection is sublime. 

BEBA RESTAURANT AND BAR, HYATT 

REGENCY QINGDAO 🍷🍷 
88 Donghai East Road, Qingdao, Shandong 266061 

86 532 8612 1234 

http://www.lshyatthotel.com/ 

Cuisine: Southeast Asia 

Wine list by Allan Li 

Wine on list: 80 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 55 - 110 RMB 

 

Although this bar has a highly impressive beer list, it's the wine 

that has taken pride of place in the menu.  The offering has 

steadily improved over the years, with the wines on offer 

tailored to the South-East Asian cuisine.   Care has been taken 

to list quality producers from around the globe, and there's a 

wide range of prices and styles to cater for everyone's budget 

and palate.  A small, well-balanced wine list with much to offer. 

BEIJING HONG KONG JOCKEY CLUB 

🍷🍷🍷 

京华阁 

No. 68 Jinbao Street, Dongcheng District, Beijing 100005 

86 10 5911 8888 

http://www.beijingclubhouse.com/gb/index.html?v=lite 

Cuisine: Chinese & Western 

Wine list by Wang Xi Quan 

Wine on list: 300 (100 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 100 - 1000 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Listing of Chinese Rice Wines 

 

 

A high-class, exclusive, international list with a prestigious and 

extensive collection of top-end Bordeaux.  Blue-ribbon names 

are in abundance, including a collection of Domaine de la 

Romanée Conti. A sophisticated set of aged spirits with many 

Chinese liqueurs.  Always keep one eye on the vintages when 

ordering. 

BELLE VUE, GRAND HYATT 🍷🍷 

悦景扒房 
1881 Baoan Nan Road luohu District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 

518000 

75522187338 

https://shenzhen.grand.hyatt.com/en/hotel/home.html 

Cuisine: Steak and Seafood 

Wine list by Grant Wu 

Wine on list: 200 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 98 - 158 RMB 

 

A solid list brimming with premium, dependable labels.  All 

bases are covered, whether you are after a top Italian or 

Australia red, or a first growth Bordeaux.  Names like Egon 

Muller, Ata Rangi and Antinori grace the pages and there are 

plenty of icon wines on offer such as Opus One and Chateau 

Latour.  Good to see a solid selection of local Chinese wine 

too. 



BENE, SHERATON GRAND MACAO HOTEL, 

COTAI CENTRAL 🍷🍷 

班妮 
Estrada do Istmo. s/n, Cotai, Macao, Macau (and SAR) 

853 811 31200 

http://www.benemacao.com/ 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Ben Bost 

Wine on list: 166 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 75 - 120 MOP 

 

Bene combines both quality and diversity in their concise and 

interesting wine list. There is something to suit everyone’s 

tastes and budget and although Italian wines are a focus, in 

keeping with the Italian cuisine, there is a good range of other 

delightful wines from around the globe. The wine by the glass 

or carafe list provides a small but very nice selection of 

international wines and if you are there on a Wednesday or 

Thursday, enjoy one of the mid-week, well priced, wine 

specials. 

BISCOTTI ITALIAN RESTAURANT , SOFITEL 

JINAN SLIVER PLAZA 🍷 

比萨高意大利餐厅 

No.66 Luoyuan Avenue Lixia District, Jinan, Shandong 250063 

86 531 8606 8888 

http://www.sofitel.com/gb/hotel-2875-sofitel-jinan-silver-

plaza/index.shtml 

Cuisine: Italina Cuisine 

Wine list by Andy Liu 

Wine on list: 154 (31 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 60 - 299 RMB 

 

Extensive offering of Old World wines with plenty of options 

from the New. There is a good ‘by the glass’ selection with 

some big names – Dr Loosen, Craggy Range, Jaboulet and 

others. And also a selection of organic wines. Plenty here for 

all. 

BRASSERIE, THE PARISIAN MACAO 🍷🍷 

巴黎人法式餐厅 

Level 3, Estrada do Istmo, Lote 3, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 

85381119200 

https://www.parisianmacao.com/macau-

restaurants/brasserie.html 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Arnaud Echalier 

Wine on list: 412 (19 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 65 - 138 MOP 

 

French flair abounds here from the menu that includes 

specialties such as Fondue à la Raclette through to the very 

thorough, French focused wine list. The excellence and 

diversity of French wines is showcased, including plenty of 

choice of appellation and vintage for the Bordeaux fans. But it 

doesn’t stop there. The list has been very carefully crafted and 

includes a wonderful spread of wines, styles and price points 

from around the globe. Enjoy. 

BRITISH AIRWAYS 🍷🍷🍷 

英国航空公司 
China, Shanghai, 200001 

4008810207 

http://www.ba.com 

Cuisine: N/A 

Wine list by British Airways Catering Team 

Wine on list: 12 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 

Choose from a fine Champagne or a quality English fizz to ease 

your transition from land to air.  The international table wine 

offering is comprehensive and astute, with Euro classics and 

new world gems.  The aged Pauillac is a real treat, though 

don't pass up a glass of Warre's aged Colheita Tawny to finish 

off your meal with style. 



CAFÉ GRAY DELUXE, THE MIDDLE HOUSE 

🍷🍷🍷 
366 Shi Men Yi Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200041 

021-32168088 

http://www.themiddlehousehotel.com 

Cuisine: Modern French 

Wine list by Feifei Liu 

Wine on list: 248 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 70 - 175 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Wine Bar List 

                 

 

 

A new name in Shanghai and definitely one to watch, Cafe 

Deluxe, shows a deft hand with its wine list, delivering some 

serious imbibing alongside wines more playful and, at times, 

controversial. The emphasis, in keeping with its modern French 

food mantra, rests on France but the diner is far from 

restricted, with Old World as well as New World wines 

showcased. Start with a glass of aged Chablis served under 

Coravin or a small flight of wines for comparison and take it 

from there. 

CALYPSO, JING AN SHANGRI-LA HOTEL 

🍷🍷 

地中海餐厅 

West Shanghai，1218 Middle Yan'an Road, West Shanghai, 

Shanghai 200000 

22038889 

http://www.shangri-

la.com/shanghai/jinganshangrila/dining/restaurants/calypso/ 

Cuisine: Casual Mediterranean 

Wine list by Jasper Sun / Yulia Zhu 

Wine on list: 180 (20 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 70 - 150 RMB 

 

Care has been taken to offer a diverse selection of high-quality 

wines from around the world.  Many renowned producers are 

listed, such as Two Paddocks and Stefano Lubiana from the 

new world, and Vietti and Domaine Ramonet from the old.  

Care has been taken with vintages, and there's a great range of 

prices and styles.  There is also a top selection of tea, cocktails 

and aged spirits which adds to the appeal. 

CAMPUS, HYATT REGENCY CHONGMING 

🍷 

凯悦校园 

Lane 799, Lan Hai Road, Chenjia Town, Chongming, Shanghai 

202162 

86 21 6703 1234 

https://chongming.regency.hyatt.com/en/hotel/dining.html 

Cuisine: Snacks 

Wine list by N/A 

Wine on list: 52 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 50 - 80 RMB 

 

The food menu at Campus contains just nine snacks, including 

duck neck, chicken feet and fries. It's modest in number, no so 

the 52-strong wine list that accompanies it. There are some 

surprises in store, like the Cellar Collection with Henschke 

2005 Hill of Grace shiraz, 2008 Opus One and Antinori's 2008 

Solaia . It's also possible to order some tasty wines by the glass 

from around the world such as Dr Loosen riesling, Les 

Jamelles and Chateau Lagrange. 

CANTON, THE VENETIAN MACAO 🍷🍷 

喜粤 
Cotai Strip, Estrada da Baia de N. Senhora da Esperanca s/n, 

Taipa, Macau (and SAR) 853 

853 81189930 

https://www.venetianmacao.com 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Christian Calipusan / Jimmy Valentine 

Wine on list: 645 (11 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 48 - 133 MOP 

 

This is a solid wine list with a broad selection of wines from the 

old world and USA. If you are a lover of the classic regions of 

Barolo, Bordeaux and the cult wineries of the Napa Valley then 

you will find a happy place amidst it's pages. There is a strong 

selection of older vintages from these areas, along with a few 

gems hidden amongst them such as a 2006 Domain Sigalas 

Assyrtiko from Santorini for something a little more quirky. 

Lovers of the new world may be left wanting a little more, but 

perhaps given you are in Macau, it might be a good 

opportunity to try some of the wines of Portugal, there is a 

good selection to be found here. 



CAPRICE, FOUR SEASONS HOTEL HONG 

KONG 🍷🍷🍷 
P6, 8 Finance Street, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

85231968860 

https://www.fourseasons.com/hongkong/dining/restaurants/capr

ice/ 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Victor Petiot 

Wine on list: 1300 (20 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 150 - 410 HKD 

 

The Caprice wine list is a beautifully composed journey 

through the regions of France. All of the best wines from the 

best producers can be found, along with some lesser known 

producers and appellations. This however is not a list where 

every wine is simply listed for the sake of it, each wine has been 

carefully selected and therefore whilst still being extensive, is 

not difficult to navigate. If France is not your thing, fear not, 

each major wine producing country is well represented. A list 

to rival the top restaurants of Paris, with something for 

everyone. 

CAPRICE BAR, FOUR SEASONS HOTEL 

HONG KONG 🍷🍷 
P6, 8 Finance Street, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

85231968860 

https://www.fourseasons.com/hongkong/dining/lounges/caprice

_bar/ 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Victor Petiot 

Wine on list: 60 (25 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 140 - 260 HKD 

 

French wine and food are the focus here at Caprice Bar.  The 

wine list has been well chosen with great examples that 

showcase the diversity of French wine and this same comment 

can be made about the wine by the glass list where 25 wines 

provide very good choice. In addition to wine, there is a 

wonderful selection of other beverages, notably Cognac, 

Armagnac and Whisky. 

CATCH, FOUR SEASONS HOTEL 

GUANGZHOU 🍷🍷 

佰鲜汇 

5 Zhujiang West Road, Pearl River New City, Tianhe District, 

Guangzhou, Guangdong 510623 

020 8883-3300 

https://www.fourseasons.com/guangzhou 

Cuisine: Asian Style 

Wine list by Lucas Hall 

Wine on list: 230 (27 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 98 - 198 RMB 

 

Most exciting is the Catch Asian Selection a small list by the 

glass of wines from China and Thailand - brilliant for tourists. 

The 20 wines by the glass offer a well-priced range of quality 

wines from around the world. There is good choice from all 

corners of the globe and a few superstars for those who can't 

resist. An impressive list. 

CATHAY ROOM, FAIRMONT PEACE HOTEL 

🍷🍷🍷 

华懋阁 

20 Nan Jing Road East, Shang Hai, Shanghai 200002 

021-61386881 

http://www.fairmont.com/peace-hotel-shanghai/ 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Chevalier Chen 

Wine on list: 250 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 99 - 129 RMB 

 

Strong brands pepper the list at The Cathay Room.  The 

selection has a freshness and energy, with lesser known 

boutique producers like Austins & Co from Geelong in 

Australia, to assyrtiko from renowned Greek producer Sigalas.   

Burgundy and Bordeaux are well represented, and Chinese 

wines have pride of place at the front of the list, complete with 

an informative regional map.  A well-balanced, international 

list with much to love. 



CENTRO, KERRY HOTEL, BEIJING 🍷🍷 

炫酷酒吧 
1 Guanghua Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020 

861065618833 

http://www.shangri-la.com/en/kerry/ 

Cuisine: Bar 

Wine list by N/A 

Wine on list: 215 (33 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 96 - 236 RMB 

 

A lively bar list with an extensive range of spirits and cocktails.  

A large selection of red wine by the glass, across a spread of 

varieties and regions, including boutique producers such as 

Urlar, from Martinborough and Irvine from South Australia.  

The by-the-bottle selection is a well-presented global selection 

with quality labels throughout. 

CHAR BAR & GRILL , HOTEL INDIGO 

SHANGHAI ON THE BUND 🍷 

恰餐厅及酒吧 

585 Zhong SHan Dong Er Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 

200010 

86 21 3302 9995 

http://www.hotelindigo.com/shanghai 

Cuisine: Steak house 

Wine list by Rohnny He 

Wine on list: 101 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 88 - 168 RMB 

 

Now in its eighth year, Char Bar & Grill, continues to present 

an easily navigable world wine listing led by France and 

Australia. It's a good list, but it must be said its real strength 

lies in a selection of red wines entirely suited to the restaurant's 

reputation as a steakhouse. Such choice, from the rustic and 

earthy Spanish tempranillo and South African shiraz through to 

Sonoma cabernet sauvignon and classic Barolo.  Wines by the 

glass include a Chinese cabernet worth exploring. 

CHAR STEAKHOUSE & GRILL, HOTEL 

INDIGO THE BUND 🍷 

恰餐厅 

29-31/F, Hotel Indigo, 585 Zhongshan Dong Er Lu, by 

Dongmen Lu, Shanghai, 200010 

33029995 

https://www.ihg.com/hotelindigo/hotels/cn/zh/shanghai/shgnb/

hoteldetail 

Cuisine: Steakhouse & Grill 

Wine list by Alexander Chen 

Wine on list: 135 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 98 - 168 RMB 

 

The strengths of this list are that it offers value for money 

throughout and spans many of the world's finest regions. There 

is a balance between established producers of good repute and 

less-well-known wines at low prices. Something for all tastes. 

CHINA GRILL, PARK HYATT BEIJING 

🍷🍷🍷 

北京亮餐厅 

Level 66, Park Hyatt Beijing, 2 Jianguomenwai Street, 

Chaoyang District, Beijing 100022 

010-8567-1098 

https://beijing.park.hyatt.com/en/hotel/dining/ChinaGrill.html 

Cuisine: International 

Wine list by Meiyu Li 

Wine on list: 376 (24 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 100 - 330 RMB 

 

Sommelier Meiyu Li has a rare and comprehensive insight into 

international wine.  This is a stunning list; a highly curated set 

of hand-picked producers, both large and small, from all major 

wine producing countries.  France is a highlight, with strength 

in Champagne, Burgundy, Bordeaux and the Rhone Valley.  A 

comprehensive selection of Italian and Spanish wine, and good 

representation from the Americas.  An incredibly mature and 

sophisticated range of premium Australian wine.  Exceptional 

attention to detail.  All fine wine lovers, wanting to expand 

their horizons on the world of wine, must dine at China Grill. 



CLOUD 9, GRAND HYATT SHANGHAI 🍷🍷 

九重天酒廊 
Jin Mao Tower, 88 Century Avenue, Pudong, Shanghai 200121 

86 21 5047 1234 

https://shanghai.grand.hyatt.com/en/hotel/dining.html 

Cuisine: Bar food 

Wine list by N/A 

Wine on list: 49 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 55 - 90 RMB 

 

A fine collection of Champagne is backed by a tight set of 

quality wines, most notably top Bordeaux, including some of 

the great names. A comprehensive knowledge of top vintages is 

on display. Well supported by an extensive array of spirits with 

the focus on fine whiskies and cognac. 

CLUB JIN MAO, GRAND HYATT SHANGHAI 

🍷 

金茂俱乐部 

Jin Mao Tower, 88 Century Avenue, Pudong, Shanghai 200121 

86 21 5047 1234 

https://shanghai.grand.hyatt.com/en/hotel/dining.html 

Cuisine: Shanghainese 

Wine list by N/A 

Wine on list: 58 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 55 - 90 RMB 

 

Begins with an impressive range of aged Chinese rice wines 

and then dazzles with heavy hitting superstar reds from 

Bordeaux and some of the world's finest producers. Good 

quality is offered at fair prices by the glass while few will be 

disappointed by the champagnes on offer. 

COFFEE GARDEN HARBIN, SHANGRI-LA 

HOTEL, HARBIN 🍷 

咖啡苑 
555 You Yi Road, Harbin, Heilongjiang 150018 

(86 451) 84858888 Ext. 22 

http://www.shangri-la.com/harbin/shangrila/ 

Cuisine: Aisian Delight 

Wine list by Allen Zhang 

Wine on list: 32 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 60 - 125 RMB 

 

We have to say for a small wine list, Coffee Garden Harbin, 

nails it. The pressure from having to select just 32 wines from 

both the Old World and the New, doesn't appear to concern the 

sommelier at all. Allen Zhang forges ahead, borrowing classic 

and alternative grape varieties from their most distinctive 

sources, whether it's a riesling from the Mosel, a 

gewurztraminer from Alsace or a valpolicella from the Veneto. 

The odd cabernet from South Africa and malbec from 

Argentina adds extra spice to this terrific list. 

COFFEE GARDEN SHENZHEN, SHANGRI-LA 

HOTEL SHENZHEN 🍷 
East Side, Railway Station, 1002 Jiangshe Road, Shenzhen, 

Guangdong 518001 

0816-0755-83961381 

http://www.shangri-

la.com/shenzhen/shangrila/dining/restaurants/coffee-garden/ 

Cuisine: International 

Wine list by Eric Zhao 

Wine on list: 84 (19 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 48 - 152 RMB 

 

A great selection by-the-glass where you can choose from 

internationally recognised top brands like Wynns and Dr 

Loosen.  There is a sommelier's selection page of Bordeaux, as 

well as a good number of European and New World wines.  A 

wide range of styles and origins on offer. 



CONTINENTAL ROOM, OKURA GARDEN 

HOTEL SHANGHAI 🍷 

欧陆法式西餐厅 

58 Maoming Road (S.), Shanghai, 200030 

86-21-64151111 

http://www.gardenhotelshanghai.com 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Yinhua Liao 

Wine on list: 145 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 90 - 120 RMB 

 

This is the same list as Yamazato in the same hotel. It has a 

brilliant list of spirits, a small list by the glass and carafe at 

modest prices, and a wide range of wines from around the 

world at all price points, as well as some of the finest from 

Bordeaux and Burgundy. 

COPA STEAKHOUSE, SANDS MACAO 🍷🍷 
Largo de Monte Carlo, No. 203, Macau (and SAR) 999078 

853 28883388 

https://www.sandsmacao.com/ 

Cuisine: American Style 

Wine list by Dennis Coronado / Caesar Dou 

Wine on list: 378 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 70 - 110 MOP 

 

Balance is the signature of this list - with neither too much or 

too little of anything. Considerable effort has been made to 

spread this selection evenly across all major wine producing 

countries. There is some emphasis on the wines of Bordeaux, 

the USA and with relatively more wines from Portugal than you 

would you usually find, of a list of this size, but all very suitable 

choices for a steakhouse found in Macau. Additionally it is also 

refreshing to see a nice balance of price points across the 

selection with some very affordable wines to be found and 

interesting wines by the glass. 

COQUILLE SEAFOOD BISTRO 🍷🍷 

壳里西餐厅 

No.29 Mengzi Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200023 

021-33768127 

http://www.coquille.com.cn/zh/ 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by James Liu 

Wine on list: 137 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 68 - 218 RMB 

 

Coquille Seafood Bistro is to be congratulated on a wine list 

perfectly in tune with the cuisine offered, in this case, seafood 

in the French-style. White wines concentrate on lighter, spicier 

and the more aromatic such as riesling and gewurztraminer. 

Red wines follow suit with medium-bodied and fragrant 

examples from the Loire, Beaujolais and Burgundy as well as 

beyond. The sommelier's mix of large and small Champagne 

houses and choice of roses -such good all-rounders with any 

seafood - are master strokes. Prices are fair, value is excellent. 

CPEARL OYSTER DINING 🍷🍷 

斯普汇生蚝餐厅 

No. 14 Xinyuan Street, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100027 

010-57245886 

http://worldofoysterlicious.wixsite.com/china/locations-1 

Cuisine: Western & Seafood 

Wine list by Louise Xu 

Wine on list: 71 (0 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 59 - 169 RMB 

 

Order a bottle of fine Champagne and be mesmerised by the 

extraordinary range of international oysters.  The wine list is 

just fabulous, with many well-known labels and lesser-known 

boutique producers.  The selection of white wine suits the 

seafood-focused menu with a good range of riesling and 

sauvignon blanc.  There is also a top selection of reds.  Its a 

carefully composed, international list filled with many great 

wines. 



CRU STEAK HOUSE, JW MARRIOTT 

HOTEL HANGZHOU 🍷 

扒房 
28 Hushu South Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310006 

86 571 0571 89817337 

http://www.jwmarriotthangzhou.com 

Cuisine: Beef Steak / Seafood 

Wine list by Jason Cheng 

Wine on list: 115 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 68 - 128 RMB 

 

A list that represents good value wines from around the globe, 

mostly from the well-known larger producers, whose wines will 

be familiar to most winelovers. Hugel, Dr Loosen, Jacobs 

Creek, Kim Crawford, Penfold's, Concha Y Toro, Chateau Ste 

Michelle, well know Bordeaux are the backbone to this 

offering. The malt whisky collection will appeal but there are 

many fine spirits. 

DA IVO 🍷🍷 

哒咿沃 

23 / F, 1 Jinling East Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200001 

021-57171757 

https://www.daivo.net 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Pesca Deng 

Wine on list: 215 (11 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 75 - 128 RMB 

 

In keeping with its Italian menu, this is a list that heads off to 

Italy making stops along the way in France and the rest of the 

world. The choicest selections are definitely the Italians with 

Veneto, Piemonte and Tuscany leading, and it's a real treat to 

see so many aged wines of quality. If you are feeling 

prosperous check out the 2002 Chateau Petrus for Yuan 

31,118! 

DE CARBON BAR 🍷 

烤肉匠 
L104 No.688 Nanjing West Road, Jing'an district, Shanghai 

200000 

0551-62277757 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/ 

Cuisine: Barbecue 

Wine list by Kevin Hu / Ric Yang 

Wine on list: 81 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 40 - 60 RMB 

 

This is not a particularly large wine list, but it will meet many a 

diner's budget with a range of sound, approachable wines at 

fair prices. De Carbon Bar, with its barbecue-focused menu, 

plays the field as far as wine is concerned, balancing a mix of  

styles from as close to home as Ningxia to as far away as 

Argentina, the US and Australia. Wines are listed according to 

style, a nice approach, and vintages are mostly young, within 

the last decade. 

DE DRUNK'N PIG, SONGBEI SHANGRI-LA, 

HARBIN 🍷 
Songbei Avenue 1st, Songbei District, Harbin, Heilongjiang 

150028 

(86 451) 5862 9999 

http://www.shangri-

la.com/harbin/songbeishangrila/dining/bars-lounges/de-drunkn-

pig/ 

Cuisine: Chinese & Western 

Wine list by Frank Yan 

Wine on list: 40 (11 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 70 - 125 RMB 

 

This gourmet pub offers a wide range of Chinese and Western 

dishes.  So it is good to see that there is a broad range of wines 

on offer, of different origins and styles.  A balanced selection 

by-the-glass, a good number of 'entry-level' wines and a page 

of 'Sommelier Selections' which includes ultra-premium 

Bordeaux and Burgundy for those wanting something sublime. 



DINING ROOM NINGBO, PARK HYATT 

NINGBO RESORT AND SPA 🍷🍷 

悦轩西餐厅 

188, Dayan Road, Dong Qian Lake, Ningbo, Zhejiang 315123 

86 574 2888 1234 

https://ningbo.park.hyatt.com/en/hotel/home.html 

Cuisine: International, Western / Chinese 

Wine list by Jannis Bahr 

Wine on list: 115 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 50 - 128 RMB 

 

The highlight is the Cellar List with a collection of great names 

from legendary vintages. Grange, Petrus, Lafite, Leroy. Any 

winelover would be very happy dabbling here. Fine array of 

spirits and also teas to support it. Impressive list. 

DINING ROOM SHANGHAI, PARK HYATT 

SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷 

大堂餐厅 

100 Century Avenue, Pudong, Shanghai 200120 

86 21 6888 1234 

https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/china/park-hyatt-

shanghai/shaph 

Cuisine: European 

Wine list by Adrian Zhang 

Wine on list: 450 (23 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 60 - 290 RMB 

 

A fine wine list marrying good taste with an innate sense of 

adventure and so much more. Impressive in length and depth, 

wine lovers will find much to get excited about as sommelier, 

Adrian Zhang, takes a tour of top international wine regions 

and producers. He balances the big names with lesser-known, 

more edgy producers, many not well-known outside their 

homeland such as Mac Forbes, Ata Rangi, La Crema, Domaine 

Sigalas and Philippe Valette. A range of sake and Chinese 

liqueurs completes the picture. 

DON ALFONSO 1890, GRAND LISBOA 

HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷 

當奧豐素1890意式料理 
3/F, Grand Lisboa Hotel, Avenida de Lisboa, Macau (and SAR) 

999078 

853 8803 7722 

https://www.grandlisboahotels.com/en/grandlisboa/dining/casa-

don-alfonso 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Paul Lo 

Wine on list: 16800 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 100 - 120 MOP 

 

A mind-blowing wine list that holds nearly 17,000 different 

labels with a near complete holding of every great wine known 

on earth. The number of cuvees alone should impress, but that 

the sommelier team has managed to select best vintages, source 

huge vertical runs of marquee wines, traverse a breadth of 

wine styles and wine-growing countries, and still find wine that 

is affordable is quite remarkable. There is so much to note, but 

particularly distinguished are releases from Chateau Haut-

Brion, the incredible collection of Dom Perignon Plenitude 

wines, or the outstanding collection of German riesling. In the 

end, this is an encyclopaedic list that will blow away wine buffs 

but offer comfort to those beginning their exploration of the 

world of wine. Let the sommeliers guide you through this 

outstanding collection and dive in deep. 

DUKE'S, THE LANGHAM, SHENZHEN 🍷🍷🍷 

「爵廊」 
7888 Shennan Boulevard, Futian District, Shenzhen, 

Guangdong 518040 

755 8828 9888 

http://www.langhamhotels.com/shenzhen 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Julia Zhu 

Wine on list: 386 (23 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 75 - 220 RMB 

 

Beautifully presented and arranged by variety, with 

alphabetically ordering to make things easy.  There's an 

extensive listing of Champagne, including vintage.  Bordeaux 

and Burgundy are well represented, and icon wines are dotted 

throughout the collection.  A good selection of new world reds 

with some less than ordinary inclusions.  Take note of the 

vintage when ordering whites. 



DYNASTY 8, CONRAD MACAO, SANDS 

COTAI CENTRAL 🍷🍷 
Cotai Strip, Taipa, Macau (and SAR) 

(853)8113-8920 

http://www.venetian.com.mo 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Arnaud Echalier 

Wine on list: 539 (6 by the glass) 

Wine prices: 0 

By the glass: 60 - 165 MOP 

 

This list makes no apologies for focusing on the tried and 

trusted names from around the world but there is a smattering 

of exciting names that are included – Chave, Denis Mortet, 

Donnhoff and more would all enhance any list. The Old World 

rules, especially a very impressive collection of Bordeaux. 

EBONY , MANDARIN ORIENTAL, 

GUANGZHOU 🍷🍷🍷 

悦铂尼 

389 Tianhe Road, Tianhe District , Guangzhou, Guangdong 

510620 

86 20 3808 8888 

https://www.mandarinoriental.com/guangzhou/tianhe/luxury-

hotel 

Cuisine: Grill Restaurant 

Wine list by Vince Chen 

Wine on list: 336 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 100 - 180 RMB 

 

This is a high-quality, slick, international wine list, and its 

curated nature gives it great appeal.  There is an astute 

'Sommelier's Selection' upfront that makes it easy to choose a 

top wine. Or try one of the many excellent wines by-the-glass.   

The producers and vintages have been carefully chosen.  Most 

great wine producing countries are represented, notably 

France and Italy, with the New World also given careful 

attention.  Highly recommended. 

EQUIS, FOUR SEASONS BEIJING 🍷 
48 Liangmaqiao Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100125 

010-56958880 

http://www.fourseasons.com/beijing/dining/lounges/equis 

Cuisine: Mediterranean 

Wine list by Daniel Yang 

Wine on list: 170 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 95 - 170 RMB 

 

A strong list with an excellent selection of spirits, notably gin, 

whiskey, dark rum and cognac.   The wine offering is global, 

with France being a highlight including a fine set of prestige 

champagne, Burgundy and Bordeaux.  A good spread of prices 

and styles, including by-the-glass. 

EYAN 🍷 

怡宴餐厅 

No.100 West Riverside Avenue ，Taijiang District, Fuzhou, 

Fujian 350004 

59187760519 

http://www.grace-vineyard.com/ 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Sven chen 

Wine on list: 91 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 78 - 298 RMB 

 

The strength of this wine list is with the dedicated focus on 

Grace Vineyard's Chinese wine offering, but this is enhanced 

by a very good collection of top end European wines. Egon 

Müller Scharzhofberger, Chateau Lafite Rothschild and Vega 

Sicilia are examples of the very serious, high reputation wines 

that are found amongst staples of the international wine world. 

The cuisine is French, so French wine is the strongest asset in 

this wine list, with good representation from notable regions of 

Rhone Valley, Alsace, but most importantly, Bordeaux. Indeed, 

Bordeaux really is the most prevalent region showcased, with a 

good spread of 'Growths' and producers. Don't miss some of 

one of Australia's great cult wine producers, Bass Phillip, also 

found in this relatively well-rounded list. 



FIFTY 8° GRILL, MANDARIN ORIENTAL 

PUDONG, SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷 

58° 扒房 
111 Pudong Road, Shanghai, 200120 

862120829888 

https://www.mandarinoriental.com/shanghai/pudong 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Delphin Duan 

Wine on list: 415 (26 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 68 - 1080 RMB 

 

There are benefits to being part of the Mandarin Oriental in 

Shanghai, foremost is access to the some of the world's great 

wines curated by beverage manager, Delphin Duan. France 

and Italy have starring roles, but there are exciting additions 

from both Old and New World producers. It is a rare treat to 

have so many classic, aged wines served under Coravin by the 

glass. Indeed, wines served by the glass - numerous and 

quality-minded - are a real feature of the list. Biodynamic 

wines are also featured. 

FLAIR SHANGHAI, THE RITZ CARLTON 

SHANGHAI PUDONG 🍷🍷 
Shanghai IFC, 8 Century Avenue, Lujiazui, Pudong, Shanghai 

200120 

862120201888 

http://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/shanghai-pudong 

Cuisine: South East Asia 

Wine list by Ernest Ye 

Wine on list: 260 (19 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 90 - 350 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Listing of Non-Alcoholic Drinks 

 

 

 

A list which opens with a strong focus on cocktails and with a 

collection of spirits that would be the envy of most 

establishments around the world. It is followed by an exciting 

array of champagnes and then a smattering of fine choices 

from around the globe. The highlights are the top Bordeaux, 

notably Latour and Lafite, with some great vintages available. 

FLAME ON 40, SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, 

NANJING 🍷 

焰 
329 Zhongyang Road, Gulou District, Nanjing, Jiangsu 210037 

86 25-86308888 

http://www.shangri-la.com/cn/nanjing/shangrila/ 

Cuisine: Steak House 

Wine list by Anqi Xie 

Wine on list: 107 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 70 - 110 RMB 

 

A pleasing range of wines of quality from around the globe 

with a stellar collection of Bordeaux and Burgundy as well as 

international wines at all price point. There is an array of red 

grape varieties to match the restaurant's showcase cuts of beef. 

FOOK LAM MOON, GALAXY MACAU 🍷 
2008, 2nd Floor, The Promenade, Estrada Da Baía De Nossa, 

Senhora Da Esperança, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 

853 8883 2221 

https://www.galaxymacau.com/en/macau-restaurant/restaurant-

directory/recommended/fook-lam-moon 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Han Yew Kong / William Ma 

Wine on list: 264 (5 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 160 - 190 MOP 

 

A collection of the classics with a strong emphasis on both 

Burgundy and Bordeaux. A catelogue of vintages of the top 

producers abounds, but perhaps to the detriment of some of the 

smaller, yet exciting wineries. This perhaps gives the list a 

sense of being weighted towards the heavy hitting high price 

tag wines, so if you have cash to splash, this the list for you. 

Perhaps a broader wine by the glass selection would help to 

balance out this impression. 



FRANCIS 🍷 
4&6 St. Francis Street, Wanchai, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

852 31019521 

https://www.francis.com.hk 

Cuisine: Middle Eastern 

Wine list by Simone Sammuri 

Wine on list: 48 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 70 - 140 HKD 

 

                Winner Best Small List 

 

 

 

A short and sweet wine list that focuses on smaller, grower-

producers with a leaning towards the sect of natural wine. It's a 

wine list that is decidedly set to expressive wines from more 

obscure but noteworthy winemakers and regions, with quality 

in mind. It's great to see wines from cult producer Vina 

Tondonia (en magnum!) set amongst small batch releases from 

David (Swartland), alto Piedmont's Le Piane and I Custodi's 

sought after Sicilian wine - a collection of unusual but excellent 

wine is found here. There are some solid touchstones for those 

seeking 'bigger names' too, with Vietti, Pieropan and 

Nikolaihof also found here. It's a very diverse collection here, 

full of excitement and delight, with vibrant, fresh expressions 

ideally matched to the casual nature of the cuisine. A reserve 

wine list of ultra-limited releases accompanies this core wine 

offering. Great fun and great drinking to be had here. 

GADDIS, THE PENINSULA HONG KONG 

🍷🍷 
1/F The Peninsula Hong Kong, Salisbury Road, Kowloon, 

Hong Kong (and SAR) 

852 2696 6763 

http://hongkong.peninsula.com/en/fine-dining/gaddis-french-

restaurant 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Bojan Radulovic 

Wine on list: 590 (25 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 105 - 880 HKD 

 

In its 65th year, Gaddis definitely deserves the title of 

institution. I wonder if upon opening, all those years ago, 

anyone could have anticipated there would be wines from both 

Thailand and Indonesia listed on the pages of its prestigeous 

wine list. The wine list of Gaddis is indeed diverse, with a 

serious focus on Switzerland, whites from this small wine 

producing country, outnumber even those of Italy on this list. 

This vast selection perhaps overshadows many of the more 

classic regions, you would assume to be served in the french 

fine diner. Depth in the traditional wine growing regions of 

Burgundy and Bordeaux, you will find however when it comes 

to red wine, with a vast array of vintages from top producers. 

Those traveling solo will delight in finding perhaps the most 

extensive list of half bottles in Hong Kong, along with a nice 

selection of wines by the glass that celebrate everything from 

contemporary to the classics, which seems to be the signature 

of this list. 

GL CAFÉ, GL HOTEL 🍷 

聚咖啡 
No.26 Liangfeng Road , Guilin, Guangxi 541006 

0773-7791299 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/ 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Martin Qin 

Wine on list: 148 (3 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 40 - 48 RMB 

 

This is a wine list devised by someone who clearly loves their 

wine.  Multiple wines from strong producers such as Duval-

Leroy,  Josemeyer and Craggy Range.    There are 

representatives from most major wine producing regions.  A 

small selection by the glass. 

GOLDEN COURT, SANDS MACAO HOTEL 

🍷🍷 
Largo de Monte Carlo, No.203, Macau (and SAR) 999078 

853 28883388 

https://www.sandsmacao.com/ 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Dennis Coronado / Caesar Dou 

Wine on list: 378 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 70 - 110 MOP 

 

A very strong and well thought out list, beautifully presented to 

ensure the diversity of wines on offer will be noticed. The more 

recent interest in Portuguese red wines is reflected here with a 

strong range of offerings from Portugal and the USA is also 

particularly well represented with prestige wines and 

producers on the list. But it doesn’t stop there, many of the 

world’s wine regions are represented as are their wine styles. 

Don’t ignore the Bordeaux section if the budget allows as there 

are plenty of gems available there. The wine by the glass list 

too is very well chosen. 



GOSTO, GALAXY MACAU 🍷🍷🍷 

葡轩 

G011, Ground Floor, Estrada da Baia de Nossa, Senhora da 

Esperanca, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 

853 8883 2221 

https://www.galaxymacau.com/en/macau-restaurant/restaurant-

directory/international/gosto 

Cuisine: Portuguese and Macanese 

Wine list by Han Yew Kong / Julia Guo 

Wine on list: 798 (9 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 50 - 105 MOP 

 

Gosto with its focus on Macanese and Portugese cuisine, 

understandably has a wonderful selection of Portugese wines 

for diners to delve into. Additionally there is a solid selection of 

wines from around the world, well priced and varied from the 

classics to some more alternative selections, such as Koshu 

from Japan, which does have its own link to Portugal, with 

much of Japan's original vineyards planted by Portugal, and 

this particular producer being called Aruga Branca, has 

number of connections. Its these well sourced curios, in 

combination with the classics, that make this a great list. 

GRANGE GRILL BEIJING, THE WESTIN 

BEIJING CHAOYANG 🍷 

威斯汀扒房 
7 North Dongsanhuan Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 

100027 

010-59228888 

http://www.starwoodhotels.com/westin/property/overview/inde

x.html?propertyID=1967&EM=VTY_WI_1967_CHAOYANG

_PROP_OVERVIEW 

Cuisine: Grill 

Wine list by Amanda Zhao 

Wine on list: 56 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 72 - 126 RMB 

 

It's a compact list, with a good range of spirits and a fresh 

selection by-the-glass.  There is a range of international reds, 

to pair with your wagyu steak, including a few wines from 

Penfolds, including Grange.  A spread of prices and styles. 

GRANGE GRILL SHENZHEN, THE WESTIN 

SHENZHEN NANSHAN 🍷 

威斯汀扒房 
9028-2 Shennan Road Nanshan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 

518053 

755.26988888 

http://www.starwoodhotels.com/westin/property/overview/inde

x.html?propertyID=3346&EM=VTY_WI_3346_SHENZHEN_

RESDEST 

Cuisine: Steakhouse 

Wine list by Razvan Croitoru 

Wine on list: 130 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 98 - 128 RMB 

 

The highlights remain the several vintages of Penfolds Grange 

Shiraz and the top reds of Burgundy and Bordeaux. In addition 

there's a small but classy selection of champagne, many 

impressive reds from all corners of the world, most notably 

Italy and Spain. 

GRILL 79, CHINA WORLD SUMMIT WING 

🍷🍷🍷 

国贸79 

No.1 Jianguomenwai Avenue, Beijing, 100026 

1065052299 

http://www.shangri-la.com/beijing/chinaworldsummitwing/ 

Cuisine: Grill 

Wine list by Bruce Li Tao 

Wine on list: 588 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 100 - 302 RMB 

 

An outstanding global wine list of the highest calibre.  The 

collection of French wines is exceptional, with the regions of 

Champagne, Burgundy and Bordeaux reaching glittering 

heights.  Also impressive is the extensive listing of Chinese 

wines, particularly those made from red grapes.  Quality labels 

are listed from all significant grape growing areas.  It's an 

extraordinary wine list and a fitting partner to the sophisticated 

food. 



GUI HUA LOU, SHANGRI-LA PUDONG 

🍷🍷🍷 

桂花楼 
33 Fu Cheng Road, Pudong, Shanghai 200120 

862168827056 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by N/A 

Wine on list: 138 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 75 - 120 RMB 

 

Exciting to see a list which takes a real interest in the emerging 

wines from China. There is much more and the wines here are 

very much from the quality end of the spectrum. Names like 

Salon, Didier Dagueneau, Yquem, Margaux, Opus One and 

more. quality all round. 

GUSTO BAR, FOUR SEASONS TIANJIN 🍷🍷 

9吧 
138 Chifeng Road, Heping District, Tianjin 300051 

022-2716 6688 

https://www.fourseasons.com/tianjin/ 

Cuisine: Snack 

Wine list by John Wang 

Wine on list: 141 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 80 - 200 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Aperitif List 

                Winner Best Whisky List 

                Winner Best Cocktails List 

 

This modern bar is the place to be in Tianjin with its extensive 

selection of cocktails, including signature clay-aged blends.  

The whisky collection is nothing short of phenomenal and is a 

reason to visit alone! A solid selection of wine from across the 

globe including many prestigious wines from France.  Care has 

been taken to present an interesting variety of labels. Well-

worth a visit. 

HAKKASAN SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷 
Bund18, 5F, 18 Zhongshan Dong Yi Lu, Shanghai, 200002 

86 21 6321 5888 

http://hakkasan.com/locations/hakkasan-shanghai/ 

Cuisine: Modern Authentic Cantonese 

Wine list by James Teng / Christine Parkinson 

Wine on list: 380 (25 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 83 - 398 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Chinese Restaurant List 

 

 

 

An intriguing collection of sake is followed by an exceptional 

array of champagnes, cleverly blending both great Houses with 

emerging Growers. Among the very many fine wines from 

around the world, a small set of 2000 Bordeaux and older 

Burgundies appeal, as does a fine set of great Pinot Noir from 

other places. An impressive focus on China is also to be 

commended. 

HENKES 🍷 
Réel Department Store 1E 1601 NanJing Xi Lu (near ChangDe 

Lu), Shanghai, 200040 

3253 0889 

http://www.henkes.com.cn/henkes/home.aspx 

Cuisine: Mediterranean 

Wine list by Max haahr 

Wine on list: 92 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 55 - 110 RMB 

 

Henkes, located in a Shanghai department store, makes a point 

of delivering wines that it imports directly from all around the 

world. The wine list, overseen by Max Haahr, boasts a number 

of wines that are reasonably well-known in their own 

homelands, but which seldom travel outside. That is an exciting 

prospect for many wine drinkers. Take advantage and delve 

into the many quality small makers that make up the list, from 

Australia to France, Spain and New Zealand. 



HOUSE OF ROOSEVELT 🍷🍷🍷 

罗斯福公馆 

No. 27 Zhongshan Dong Yi Road, Shanghai, 200002 

021-2332 0773 

http://www.27bund.com 

Cuisine: European 

Wine list by Frank Wang / Brian Fan / Sally Wang 

Wine on list: 2003 (31 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 92 - 162 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Sparkling Wine List 

                Winner Best Listing of ChileanWines  

                Winner Best Listing of GermanWines 

                Winner Best Listing of New Zealand Wines 

                Winner Best Listing of Rioja Wines 

 

A wonderfully comprehensive list which takes a deep dive into 

the New World with many fine examples from Australia, New 

Zealand and the States. Champagne is thrilling and it is hard to 

decide whether the Bordeaux collection tops Burgundy or vice 

versa. World class list. 

IL RISTORANTE, BULGARI HOTEL BEIJING 

🍷🍷🍷 
Building 2 Courtyard, No 8 Xinyuan South Road, Chaoyang 

District, Beijing 100027 

8610 8555 8585 

http://www.bulgarihotels.com/beijing 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Darren Wang 

Wine on list: 418 (27 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 98 - 1400 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Listing of Italian Wines 

 

 

 

Here is a list for true wine aficionados, particularly if you are 

an Italophile! Five bubblies on offer including two vintage 

champagnes.  An extraordinary selection of Italian wines by-

the-glass, right up to Ornellaia Bianco and Gaja Barbaresco.  

A good selection of half-bottles and magums if you after wines 

in a different format. As well an excellent collection of 

Champagne, there is a page on Italian sparkling wine which is 

rare and welcomed.  In fact, the  Italian wine offering is highly 

impressive across the board, with the wines from Tuscany and 

Piedmont are a real highlight. Superb. 

IMPERIAL COURT, MGM MACAU 🍷🍷🍷 

金殿堂 
Avenida Dr. Sun Yat Sen, Nape, Macau (and SAR) 407013 

853 

https://www.mgm.mo/ 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by David Chang 

Wine on list: 2150 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 350 MOP 

 

You name it...its listed. All the Bordeaux and Burgundy you 

have ever desired are listed within the pages of the Imperial 

Court wine list. They may also have one of the most extensive 

listings of Portugese outside the country itself. Verticals 

abound, a veritable treasure trove the glitterati of the wine 

world. Make sure to keep turning (there are a lot of pages) 

until you reach the bin end section...the likes of Jayer and DRC 

Montrachet have been seen listed amongst other precious 

gems. 

INIECHO BY AU79 🍷 

念飨餐厅 

8F, L804, Yintai Centre, No. 1199 Tianfu Road North, Chendu, 

Sichuan 610041 

0086 028 62615268 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Zhicong Yang 

Wine on list: 99 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 65 - 100 RMB 

 

There are plenty of wines on the 99 glass list to hold the 

interest of customers: from the Sommelier's Selection, to the 

compact yet good quality wines by the glass; a range of 

bubblies to suit all tastes and pockets; whites and reds from 

France, Italy and Australia and other parts of the world. 



JADE ON 36, SHANGRI-LA PUDONG 🍷🍷🍷 

翡翠36 
33 Fu Cheng Road, Pudong, Shanghai 200120 

86 21 68827056 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Gerard Liao 

Wine on list: 554 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 188 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Food & Wine Matching List 

                Winner Best Listing of Australian Wines 

 

 

An award-winning list that shows how it is done, especially in 

the art of food and wine matching. Every dish has a suitable 

pairing. The Champagne grouping is truly exciting with the list 

of Grower Champagnes nearly stealing the limelight. The list, 

with its French focus, seeks out value - hence, the number of 

second labels from major houses - as well as the iconic brands 

(including 19 extraordinary DRCs). All French regions are 

explored with Burgundy and Bordeaux leading the way. 

However, this is also a list noteworthy for sourcing small 

producers from the New World, notably Australia, that are 

worth a second look. 

JIA, NUO HOTEL BEIJING 🍷 

禾家中餐厅 

2A, Jiangtai Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing, 100016 

861059268888 

http://www.nuohotel.com/beijingjiangtai/zh/index.html 

Cuisine: Cantonese & Huai'an 

Wine list by David Gong 

Wine on list: 181 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 90 - 180 RMB 

 

Fans of the best-selling Manga comic, Drops of Gods, will 

delight in the offerings to found here on the last page of the Jia 

wine list. Which isn't to say wine lovers in general won't be 

delighted with the rest of the list. It pays attention to styles of 

wines suited to its cuisine, namely aromatics and medium-

bodied wines from around the world for Cantonese and 

Huai'an cooking, and a nod to the Italians for the 

Mediterranean-inspired foods. There's a bit of fun, too, when 

the list offers wines "Off The Beaten Track." 

JIE XIANG RESTAURANT 🍷 

成都解香私房菜餐厅 

No.47 Bin he Road ,Huan Hua Xi Street,Qing Yang District, 

Chengdu, Sichuan 610015 

15388122060 

http://m.dianping.com/appshare/shop/19706752 

Cuisine: Sichuan 

Wine list by Sam Liu 

Wine on list: 26 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 30 - 68 RMB 

 

This is a small international list which offers customers some 

interesting choices. There are sparkling wines from China, 

cava and champagne by the glass and by the bottle, whites from 

France and New Zealand as well as several good reds from 

Europe and Australasia. The Gaja and the Cantemerle stand 

out. 

JIN SHA, FOUR SEASONS HOTEL AT WEST 

LAKE 🍷🍷🍷 

金沙厅 

Lingyin Road 5, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310013 

86(571)8113-5188 

http://www.fourseasons.com/hangzhou 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Simon Li 

Wine on list: 264 (21 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 120 - 1280 RMB 

 

A list bursting at the seams with quality. These are names 

familiar to anyone keen on great wine and care has been taken 

to ensure top vintages. Sassicaia, great Bordeaux, Rayas, 

Chave, Rousseau, Dugat-Py, DRC, Gaja, Leflaive, Egon Muller 

and so many more. Wonderful stuff. 



JIN XUAN, THE RITZ CARLTON SHANGHAI 

PUDONG 🍷🍷🍷 

金轩 

Shanghai IFC, 8 Century Avenue, Lujiazui, Pudong, Shanghai 

200120 

862120201888 

http://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/shanghai-pudong 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Ernest Ye 

Wine on list: 530 (19 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 100 - 2100 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Listing of Chinese Wines 

 

 

 

A very fine list which ranges widely but always returns to a 

fantastic collection of great Bordeaux. First Growths abound 

and many legendary vintages are represented. The New World 

has collections of Grange and more. Use of coravin means 

many of these great wines are available by the glass. 

JING AT THE PENINSULA, THE PENINSULA 

BEIJING 🍷🍷🍷 
8 Goldfish Lane, Wangfujing, Beijing, 100006 

8685162888 

http://www.peninsula.com 

Cuisine: Modern French 

Wine list by Ivan Ye 

Wine on list: 450 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 180 RMB 

 

A lengthy and serious wine list that offers diners at Jing At The 

Peninsula an opportunity to revel in the world of finest, fine 

wine. Contained in these pages is a great collection of best 

wines from best wine regions from notable and top tier wine 

producers - the lengthy examples of Champagne, Bordeaux and 

Burgundy highlight this beyond expectation. It is a wine list 

that feels like it has been curated to showcase a enviable cellar 

and to allow diners access to rare and hard-to-find cuvees. A 

feature page on Krug with multiple back vintages sets the tone. 

A dedicated page featuring a selection of wines highlighting 

varying tannin profiles in red wines is an added bonus. French 

wine isn't the only trick, one need only look tp the Piedmont 

section for marquee wines of Vietti, Ornellaia and Gaja to see 

more evidence of this most serious of wine lists. Australian 

greats like Clonakilla, Tyrrell's and Henschke help round out 

the list, with great additions from South Africa, USA and Spain. 

JING BAR, THE TEMPLE HOUSE 🍷🍷🍷 
No.81 Bitieshi Street, Jinjiang District, Chengdu, Sichuan 

610021 

86 286636 9999 

http://www.thetemplehousehotel.com/ 

Cuisine: Snacks 

Wine list by Cassie Hu 

Wine on list: 256 (28 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 85 - 4888 RMB 

 

This is an impressive international list covering most parts of 

the world. The excellent selection by the glass has been 

considerably expanded by the use of Coravin. Five wine flights 

offer the opportunity to taste more widely while many will find 

the Sommelier's Choice useful. The Spotlight on Chinese Wines 

is a significant innovation. 

JING YAA TANG, THE OPPOSITE HOUSE 

🍷🍷🍷 

京雅堂 
Building 1, Taikoo Li Sanlitun North, No 11 Sanlitun Road, 

Chaoyang District, Beijing 100027 

86 10 6417 6688 

http://www.theoppositehouse.com/sc/the-house 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Ashley Gao 

Wine on list: 296 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 85 - 175 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Wine List Northern China 

 

 

A cleverly-chosen wine list that invites drinkers to explore a 

broad selection of international wines, with a focus on top tier 

winemakers and producers. Coravin pours by the glass allow 

for Trimbach Clos Ste. Hune or Guigal La Mouline to be 

purchased, while seasonal 'Signature' selections by the staff of 

Jing Yaa Tang showcase some of the more interesting and 

intriguing wines on this list. Chinese wines are also 

highlighted, found alongside an appealing selection of Chinese 

spirits. Mosel, Marlborough and Burgundy find a lot of the 

high points in this wine collection, but stay tuned for wines of 

Uruguay, Austria and the United States. Australia and New 

Zealand are particularly well spoken for, with 'best ofs' the 

focus. The list sits at around 300 wines which means that the 

selection is tightly curated but also expansive enough to have 

you pondering what to chose, especially as best vintages of 

recent years have been realised in the listings. It's a delightful 

wine program here. 



JINYUE FRENCH RESTAURANT, JINJIANG 

HOTEL 🍷🍷 

锦悦法餐厅 

Renmin Road South No.80, Chengdu, Sichuan 610000 

028-85506199 

http://jjhotel.com/CN/Default.aspx 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Wang Ailing 

Wine on list: 260 (6 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 88 - 108 RMB 

 

As you'd expect, Jinyue offers a great range of the wines of 

France covering more regions than most. Bordeaux is the star, 

however, few customers would be anything but delighted with 

the choices offered at a wide range of prices. Looking for 

something more exotic? There is also a good selection from 

many wine producing countries around the world. 

JW'S CALIFORNIA GRILL, JW MARRIOTT 

SHANGHAI AT TOMORROW SQUARE 🍷 
399 Nanjing West Road, Shanghai, 20003 

53594969 

http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/shajw-jw-marriott-hotel-

shanghai-at-tomorrow-square/ 

Cuisine: Grill 

Wine list by Johnson Jia 

Wine on list: 122 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 68 - 98 RMB 

 

A list which kicks off with a good ‘by the glass’ selection and 

then has numerous choices from both the New and Old Worlds. 

Most come from the larger established producers but there are 

also selections from smaller emerging names. 

KLM-WORLD BUSINESS CLASS 🍷 

荷兰皇家航空公司 

Room 1601, Building 3, China Overseas Plaza, No.8, 

Guanghua Dongli, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020 

010-59220809 

https://www.klm.com/home/cn/cn 

Cuisine: 0 

Wine list by Hubrecht Duijker 

Wine on list: 6 (6 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 

A youthful set of flavoursome wines diverse in origin, style and 

personality.  Enjoy Loire Valley Sauvignon Blanc, South 

African Chenin Blanc and spirited reds from Spain, Chile and 

Argentina.  The international flavour is to be commended and 

the accompanying text is informative and relevant. 

LA CAVE, ABERDEEN MARINA CLUB 

🍷🍷🍷 
8 Shum Wan Road, Aberdeen, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

28145391 

http://www.aberdeenmarinaclub.com 

Cuisine: Tapas 

Wine list by Alan Tse Chi Heng 

Wine on list: 615 (50 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 68 - 568 HKD 

 

A clear passion for wine exudes from this wine list.  The list 

includes an excellent and very comprehensive wine by the glass 

offer of around 50 wines. This provides the perfect opportunity 

to taste some interesting and unusual wines from countries 

such as Lebanon alongside the more well-known wines and 

wine styles. High quality producers and wines abound, the list 

is global, detailed and well-crafted and includes a good choice 

of half bottles and magnums. Reputable wine scores are also 

provided in the list for many wines which will give a level of 

comfort in selection for many diners. A good range of Whisky, 

spirit and sake completes the list. 



LA CUCINA 🍷 

意厨海鲜牛扒餐厅 

Hyatt Wuxi Regency renmin road 109 Liangxi, Wuxi, Jiangsu 

214000 

0510-89891234 

http://wuxi.regency.hyatt.com 

Cuisine: Western Food 

Wine list by Sam Xia 

Wine on list: 122 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 60 - 90 RMB 

 

This is a good international list covering many parts of the 

globe. France and Italy are favourites and receive good 

coverage with the Cellar Selection offering interesting choices 

for those wishing to celebrate. There's a pleasing range of 

wines at modest prices and a mix of old favourites and some 

emerging talents. 

LA STRADA 🍷 
1f 195 AnFu Lu（near WuLuMuQi Lu), Shanghai, 200040 

5404 0100 

http://www.lastradapizzeria.com.cn/lastrada/home.aspx 

Cuisine: Italy 

Wine list by Max Haahr 

Wine on list: 25 (5 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 50 - 60 RMB 

 

Italian red wines are the star here from Tuscany and Piemonte 

through to Sicily, with a good mix of grape varieties, styles and 

vintages to choose from. Start with a glass of prosecco from the 

Veneto, followed by a glass of Sartori pinot grigio, before 

casting a serious eye to the reds. Many of the wines are 

brought in direct, something that sommelier Max Haahr says is 

a strength of his list, providing value for money. 

LABELLA WINE HOUSE 🍷 

上海流音商贸有限公司 

271 Fuxing Xi Lu (crn Gao You Lu), Shanghai, 200030 

021-34612864 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Western-Style Snacks 

Wine list by Jack Zhang 

Wine on list: 152 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 60 - 90 RMB 

 

This Wine House offers a small yet carefully chosen range by 

the glass as well as a substantial international list by the bottle. 

There are plenty of choices available at budget prices as well 

as well-priced quality drinking and some special occasion 

superstars. The mix between old favourites and must-try 

newcomers is well handled. It's all design to encourage you to 

come back soon. 

LAGO, BELLAGIO SHANGHAI 🍷🍷 
No. 188 Beisuzhou Road, Hongkou District, Shanghai 200080 

86 21 3680 6666 

http://www.bellagioshanghai.com 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Kerry Qin 

Wine on list: 340 (19 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 178 RMB 

 

A new list that combines the flavour of Italy with a sprinkling of 

world wines, some quite daring. The wine philosophy pays due 

deference to Italy and its strengths, particularly Piedmont and 

Tuscany, while also casting out a wider net to embrace classic 

wine regions and their wines as well as new trends. Hence, 

expect to see a Soave up against an Israeli chardonnay, a 

Montepulciano opposite an Argentinian malbec. Natural wines 

are listed and there is a particularly good bunch of sweet wines 

on offer. 



LAI HEEN, RITZ-CARLTON MACAU 🍷🍷 

麗軒 
51/F, Galaxy Macau, Estrada da Baia da Nossa Senhora da 

Esperanca, s/n, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 853 

853 88866710 

https://www.galaxymacau.com/zh-hant/ritz-carlton-macau 

Cuisine: Chinese Fine Dining 

Wine list by Chan Ka Wun 

Wine on list: 184 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 98 - 298 MOP 

 

A well selected list has been deigned to accompany the 

delicious food of Lai Heen. The wine by the glass selection is a 

full of well known and respected producers and gives you the 

opportunity to try anything from Donhoff to Domaine Leflaive 

and J.L Chave. It is a concise selection that skims across the 

majority of the world's major wine regions, stopping in 

Bordeaux to some more detail and depth. Always pleased to see 

the wines of Portugal celebrated in Macau, and here is no 

exception. 

LAS TAPAS 🍷 
Lane 259 Hongfeng Lu, Pudong, Shanghai 201206 

021-33821686 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Spanish 

Wine list by Joey Ding 

Wine on list: 40 (6 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 40 - 55 RMB 

 

Tempranillo and garnacha are as Spanish as paella and 

chorizo. All can be found at Las Tapas, which nicely marries a 

smart selection of Spanish wines with a suitably Spanish-

inspired menu. Many of the wines are easy-drinking and 

approachable, just the style required for informal dining.  

However, should a quality step-up be wanted, big names Alto 

Moncayo, Vega Sicilia and Jean Leon help fill the gap. Prices 

are fair. 

L'ATELIER DE JOEL ROBUCHON 

SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷 

乔尔卢布松美食坊 

3F Bund 18 Zhongshan East Road , Huangpu District, 

Shanghai 2000001 

86 021 6071 8888 

http://www.joelrobuchon-china.com 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Arneis Wu 

Wine on list: 895 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 88 - 298 RMB 

 

                Winner Wine List of the Year – Mainland China 

                Winner Best Wine List Eastern China 

                Winner Best Independent Restaurant List 

                Winner Best Digestif List 

 

2018 Winner for Mainland China - a great list by any 

standards! At its finest with a stunning Champagne list, its 

collection of digestifs, a wonderful selection of whiskies but 

catches the eye with its by the glass list - international in scope 

but always paying tribute to France. Looking for the great 

names of the Loire or Alsace, you'll find them here. The 

greatest Burgundies? They are here too. 

LE BISTRO DU DR WINE 🍷 
177 Fumin Road, near Julu Road, Shanghai, 200040 

2154035717 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/ 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Matthieu Thomas 

Wine on list: 99 (11 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 48 - 78 RMB 

 

Amid the big wine names scattered across this international 

wine list you will find a number of quality, commercial wines at 

excellent prices. Indeed, fair pricing throughout is a real 

feature, led by the Champagne offerings. Fresh, bright wines 

from the Languedoc, Cotes du Rhone, Beaujolais, Friuli and 

Provence star. It's worth making some of these wines your 

starting point for further exploration. Tasting notes for each 

listing will help many in their decision-making. 



LE BUFFET PARISIAN, THE PARISIAN 

MACAO 🍷🍷 

巴黎人自助餐 
Level 1, Estrada do Istmo, Lote 3, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 

853 81119250 

https://www.parisianmacao.com/ 

Cuisine: International Buffet 

Wine list by Arnaud Echalier 

Wine on list: 412 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 65 - 80 MOP 

 

All tastes in wine and budgets are catered for here with a wine 

list that provides a tour of the world of wine. The list has been 

very thoughtfully selected and will provide the perfect choice 

for any occasion, whether a casual lunch or a more formal 

celebration. 

LE COMPTOIR DE PIERRE GAGNAIRE, 

CAPELLA HOTEL SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷 
480 West Jianguo Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200031 

86 21 5466 6688 

https://www.capellahotels.com/shanghai/ 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Luke Liu 

Wine on list: 300 (22 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 75 - 330 RMB 

 

Le Comptoir is French in name, food and, for the most part, 

wine. The French wine component to this quality world listing 

is outstanding, and totally in sync with the cuisine offered. It's 

hard to go past the 22 wines served by the glass, including a 

trio of refreshing Loire whites and a fascinating Chinese red 

incorporating the marselan grape (a cross of cabernet and 

grenache). Indeed, curious wine lovers will applaud the 

number of Chinese wines to be discovered in addition to 

regions less exposed such as Central Otago, Russian River 

Valley, Beaujolais and Neusiedlersee. 

LIGHT & SALT BACKSTAGE 🍷 

光与盐 南京东路店 

4F, N139 East NanJing Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 

200001 

021 63611086 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Contemporary Western 

Wine list by Levi Fu 

Wine on list: 97 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 70 - 120 RMB 

 

Opened just last year, Backstage keeps its list under 100 wines, 

and concentrates on contemporary world wines from some of 

the biggest names in the business: Mondavi, Gaja, Loosen, 

Armand Rousseau, Penfolds, Wolf Blass, among many others.  

Many names will be familiar. Classic grape varieties and 

regions dominate and prices are kept in check. Good value all 

round. 

LIGHT & SALT DAILY 🍷 

光与盐陕西北路店 

North 407 Shan Xi Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 20040 

021 52660930 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Fusion 

Wine list by Levi Fu 

Wine on list: 92 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 57 - 130 RMB 

 

Light and Salt does things differently with its by the glass 

offerings changing daily as well as their 'what the sommelier is 

drinking'. They also offer a wine flight with their daily set 

menu. While it's not an extensive international list, it does have 

impressive breadth.  There is plenty available from many 

corners of the globe at a range of price points. 



LIMITED EDITION GRILL, WALDORF 

ASTORIA CHENGDU 🍷🍷 

麒麟扒房 
No.1199, Tianfu Avenue North, High Tech Area, Chengdu, 

Sichuan 610000 

028-88881199 

http://www.waldorfastoriahotels.com.cn/zh-

cn/hotel/chengdu/waldorf-astoria-chengdu-

CTUWAWA/index.html?WT.mc_id=zELWAAA0AP1WW2P

SH3Nano4DGBrandx&WT.srch=1&utm_source=Baidu&utm_

medium=ppc&utm_campaign=paidsearch&source=search 

Cuisine: American Grill 

Wine list by Colin LI 

Wine on list: 166 (26 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 78 - 128 RMB 

 

There's lot to love about Limited Edition's list: starting with its 

extensive by the glass collection from around the world which 

balances budget priced offerings with classy wines at fair 

prices. Chinese wines are sprinkled through the list with 

Europe, the Americas and Australasia well covered. The 

Connoisseur Selection covers the luxury market ensuring that 

all price points offer value and quality. 

LIMONI, THE RITZ-CARLTON, 

GUANGZHOU 🍷🍷 

意轩意大利餐厅 

3 Xing An Road, Pearl River New City, Tian District, 

Guangzhou, Guangdong 510623 

86-20-3813 6686 

http://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/guangzhou#Hotel 

Cuisine: Italian food 

Wine list by Nicholas Wong / Karolina Nikiforova 

Wine on list: 184 (23 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 108 - 398 RMB 

 

Limoni has expanded its wine list to present a truly global 

offering.  Italian wines are still a highlight, though they now sit 

alongside other great European and new world labels.  It's a 

dependable list, brimming with well-known, respectable 

brands.  Care has been taken to present a wide range of styles 

and origins. 

LIN LOUNGE, DOUBLETREE BY HILTON 

BEIJING 🍷 

林廊大堂酒吧 
168 Guang An Men Wai Avenue Xi Cheng District, Beijing, 

100055 

86-10-63381888 

http://www.doubletree.com.cn/zh-cn/hotel/Beijing/doubletree-

beijing-bjsdtdi/index.html 

Cuisine: lobby bar 

Wine list by Blue Chen 

Wine on list: 59 (4 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 90 - 120 RMB 

 

Lin Lounge, a lobby bar in the Double Tree by Hilton Hotel in 

Beijing, doesn't profess to have the largest wine list. Indeed, it 

is modest, but it is populated by a host of trust-worthy brands 

from Europe, South America, the US and Australasia. Names 

like Guigal, Trimbach, Masi, Penfolds, Beringer and Santa Rita 

fill the pages, covering a range of styles. And what would a 

lounge list be without a strong selection of spirits, cocktails and 

liqueurs. 

LOBBY LOUNGE BAOTOU, SHANGRI-LA 

HOTEL, BAOTOU 🍷 

大堂酒廊 
66 Min Zu East Road, Qingshan District, Baotou, Inner 

Mongolia 14030 

(86 472) 599 8858 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: Snacks & Desserts 

Wine list by Yang Lu 

Wine on list: 50 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 58 - 98 RMB 

 

An international selection which presents wines diverse in style 

and origin.  French wines dominate the white offering, 

punctuated by some aromatic German wines and a few new 

world entries.   There are more southern hemisphere wines in 

the red selection, with many familiar names providing comfort, 

though France and Italy still reign supreme.  Keep an eye on 

vintage when choosing. 



LOBBY LOUNGE FUZHOU, SHANGRI-LA 

FUZHOU 🍷 

大堂酒廊 
9 Xin Quan Nan Road, Fuzhou, Fujian 350005 

(86)0591-87988888 

http://www.shangri-la.com/fuzhou 

Cuisine: Asia 

Wine list by Anne Gan 

Wine on list: 65 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 58 - 138 RMB 

 

Relax in the lobby lounge drinking high-quality wine from 

around the world.  The listings are astute, with premium labels 

throughout, including a good offering from Bordeaux.  In the 

sommelier's selection, you will find a number of wines with age.  

And there's also a classy spread of wines by-the-glass. 

LOBBY LOUNGE QINHUANGDAO, 

SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, QINHUANGDAO 🍷 

大堂吧 
No.123 Hebin Road Haigang Dist, Qinhuangdao, Hebei 66000 

86 0335 5808888 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: Western style 

Wine list by Jessie Li 

Wine on list: 40 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 55 - 100 RMB 

 

If you are a regular Shangri-la customer, you will take comfort 

from the continuity of the wine selection amongst the hotels in 

China.  There are plenty of well-known, satisfying brands from 

the new and old world, with a good variety from France and 

Italy.  Just watch the vintages when choosing. 

LOBBY LOUNGE SHENYANG, SHANGRI-LA 

HOTEL, SHENYANG 🍷 
115, Qingnian Avenue, Shenhe District, Shenyang, Liaoning 

110016 

86 24 24366677 

http://www.shangri-la.com/cn/shenyang/shangrila/dining/bars-

lounges/lobby-lounge/ 

Cuisine: Bar Snacks 

Wine list by Sherry Liu 

Wine on list: 38 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 55 - 128 RMB 

 

A short wine list that offers some decent drinking amongst its 

limited selections. There's some good touchstones from 

headlining wine regions of the world, including Mosel, 

Tuscany, McLaren Vale and Champagne, though of course a 

couple of mature/higher end Bordeaux makes the grade for a 

section entitled 'Sommelier Selection'. Domaine Roulot and 

Chateau Clerc Milon are the big names on the table wine list, 

with Veuve Clicquot and Jacquesson chiming in from 

Champagne. It's great to see rising stars of New Zealand, 

Urlar, included, and d'Arenberg is a rock solid red in the 

heavier end of the selection. It's a list that offers choices, 

though not a lot of depth, but drinkability is written large in the 

selection. 

LOBBY LOUNGE SHENZHEN, FUTIAN 

SHANGRI-LA, SHENZHEN 🍷🍷 

大堂酒廊 
4088 Yi Tian Road, Futian District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 

518048 

0755-88284088 

http://www.shangri-la.com/shenzhen/futianshangrila/ 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Scott Xu 

Wine on list: 132 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 58 - 90 RMB 

 

The list begin with a collection of world classics - called Grand 

Vin - at appropriate prices and is followed by a thoughtful 

selection of international wines at close to budget prices. By 

the bottle, there are wines from around the globe organised by 

country - so it may take some time to decide on what you will 

drink. Throughout there is a balance of established favourites 

and cutting edge options - with plenty of choice. 



LOBBY LOUNGE TANGSHAN, SHANGRI-LA 

TANGSHAN 🍷 

大堂吧 
887, 889 Changhong West Road, Lubei District, Tangshan, 

Hebei 63000 

863155398888 

http://www.shangri-la.com/tangshan/shangrila/dining/bars-

lounges/lobby-lounge/ 

Cuisine: Modern 

Wine list by Bob Pan 

Wine on list: 41 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 50 - 110 RMB 

 

An international list with a good spread of styles by-the-glass, 

including some reds with age.  In the sommelier selection, you 

will find a sweep of aged Bordeaux.  Plenty of recognisable 

labels with quality high across the board. 

LOBBY LOUNGE TIANJIN, THE SHANGRI-

LA HOTEL TIANJIN 🍷 
328 Haihe East Road, Hedong District, Tianjin, 300019 

022-84188888 

http://www.shangri-la.com/cn/tianjin/shangrila/dining/bars-

lounges/lobby-lounge/ 

Cuisine: Lounge 

Wine list by Micky Liu 

Wine on list: 75 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 68 - 128 RMB 

 

A sweep of international wines by the glass and bottle.  Good 

strong producers throughout such as Wynns, Dr Loosen and 

Brundlmayer.  The wines are neatly organised by country 

making it easy to find your favourite label.  Plus, there's an 

impressive sommelier selection of classified Bordeaux with age, 

as well as a few rare Burgundies.  Many wines to satisfy the 

aficionado. 

LOBBY LOUNGE XIAMEN, SHANGRI-LA 

HOTEL, XIAMEN 🍷 

大堂吧 
No. 168 Taidong Road, Guanyinshan International Business 

Centre, Siming District, Xiamen, Fujian 361008 

86 592 838 5888 

http://www.shangri-la.com/ 

Cuisine: Lounge 

Wine list by Norman Huang 

Wine on list: 102 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 58 - 135 RMB 

 

This is pretty much the same list at the Lobby Lounge Shenzhen 

though smaller and with no Grand Vin list. It is international in 

scope and covering wines from all parts of the globe, offering a 

good selection of wines by the glass at fair prices. Most people 

will find wines to delight them. 

LOBSTER BAR & GRILL HONG KONG, 

ISLAND SHANGRI-LA HONG KONG 🍷🍷 
Pacific Place, Supreme Court, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

(852) 2820 8590 

http://www.shangri-la.com/hotels/island-shangri-la-hong-kong/ 

Cuisine: Casual American 

Wine list by Yohann Jousselin MS / Szabolcs Menesi 

Wine on list: 100 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 90 - 195 HKD 

 

The Lobster Bar has an excellent wine list that skillfully plucks 

excellent and diverse examples of wine styles and wine regions 

from around the globe and presents these here in a succinct 

wine list that has been cleverly put together by a clearly 

knowledgeable sommelier. There is plenty to enjoy here and all 

the bases are covered, including an English sparkling wine. 



LOBSTER BAR & GRILL NINGBO, 

SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, NINGBO 🍷🍷🍷 

龙虾酒吧扒房 

88 Yuyuan Street, Ningbo, Zhejiang 315010 

86 574 87998888 

http://www.shangri-la.com/cn/ningbo/shangrila/ 

Cuisine: Western style, steaks, seafood, pasta 

Wine list by Emma Liang / Eric Qiu 

Wine on list: 223 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 40 - 150 RMB 

 

This is an upmarket version of the Shangri-la master list with 

the approachable list of wines by the glass enhanced by an 

amazing collection of wines from the Domaine de la Romanée-

Conti, first growths from Bordeaux, and an impress range of 

other clarets, top wines (new stars) from Italy, Spain, the USA, 

Australia and Chile. There's a small but high quality selection 

of champagnes and many more classy wines from around the 

world. 

LOTUS PALACE, THE PARISIAN MACAO 

🍷🍷 

御莲宫 

Level 3, Estrada do Istmo, Lote 3, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 

853 81119260 

https://www.parisianmacao.com/macau-restaurants/lotus-

palace.html 

Cuisine: Cantonese/Seafood 

Wine list by Arnaud Echalier 

Wine on list: 412 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 65 - 138 MOP 

 

An extensive and carefully put together wine list awaits to pair 

with an equally extensive Chinese menu, complete with fine 

signature dishes. The list opens with a selection of Chinese 

wines, which is wonderful to see. The wine list covers all the 

bases with quality representations of a diverse range of wine 

styles and wine regions. 

LUNG KING HEEN, FOUR SEASONS HOTEL 

HONG KONG 🍷🍷🍷 

龙景轩 

P4, 8 Finance Street, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

852 3196 8880 

https://www.fourseasons.com/hongkong/dining/restaurants/lun

g_king_heen/ 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Bernard Chan 

Wine on list: 433 (23 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 160 - 420 HKD 

 

A diverse and exciting wine list that showcases many of the 

world benchmarks for wine, with particular focus on Bordeaux 

and Burgundy, but also offers drinkers an opportunity to 

explore some of the emerging wine producers, wine regions 

and countries. That wines from Bulgaria and Denmark grace a 

list alongside collections of Domaine de la Romanee Conti, is 

part of the charm. There selections from Australian, USA and 

New Zealand may be shorter than expected, but the French 

wine selection is formidable. Champagne is also a highlight 

with many grower-producers, and their top cuvees, available, 

while cult, natural wines from the likes of Marie-Therese 

Chapez (Valais, Switzerland) and Broc Cellars (California, 

USA) appear alongside. It's an exciting proposition, 

particularly for a big name hotel like Four Seasons - it shows a 

finger on the pulse for wine culture. A list to be celebrated and 

enjoyed by many, the curation here is excellent. 

MAN HO MACAU, JW MARRIOTT HOTEL 

MACAU 🍷🍷 
Estrada da Baía da Nossa Senhora da Esperança, s/n, Cotai, 

Macau (and SAR) 999078 

853 8886 6888 

https://www.galaxymacau.com/en/jw-marriott-macau 

Cuisine: Cantonese / Chinese 

Wine list by Billy De Leon 

Wine on list: 356 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 68 - 480 MOP 

 

A nice global list with a broad selection across of most of the 

major wine producing countries. Well known wineries are a 

feature, along with a solid list of the top wines of Bordeaux. 

Investment in a Coravin program for wines by the glass, shows 

a dedication to showcasing some of their best wines in a more 

approachable manner. 



MARINA GRILL, ABERDEEN MARINA CLUB 

🍷🍷 
8 Shum Wan Road, Aberdeen, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

28145460 

http://www.aberdeenmarinaclub.com 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Alan Tse Chi Heng 

Wine on list: 71 (6 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 65 - 145 HKD 

 

I think the members of the Aberdeen Marina Club must be very 

pleased with this concise, yet well chosen selection of wines. 

Style and size seem to be the focus of this list, with a relatively 

large number of half bottles showcased. There is something for 

every occasion within this easy to navigate list, making it 

equally as easy to spot less known curios and classic 

favourites.  A very well balanced and curated selection. 

MARKET CAFE, HYATT REGENCY 

CHONGMING 🍷 

崇明金茂凯悦酒店咖啡厅 

Lane 799, Lan Hai Road, Chenjia Town, Chongming, Shanghai 

202162 

86 21 6703 1234 

https://chongming.regency.hyatt.com/en/hotel/dining.html 

Cuisine: Asian, Western and Chongming Cusine 

Wine list by N/A 

Wine on list: 52 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 50 - 80 RMB 

 

The Market Cafe wine list is the sister list to On56, albeit 

smaller with a cherry-picked selection of world wines from top 

producers. It's a reassuring group of 52 wines. Many names 

will be familiar and well-known for the wines chosen whether 

it's Dr Loosen riesling from Germany, Vasse Felix chardonnay 

from Margaret River, Guigal's Cotes du Rhone or top 

Champagne houses such as Veuve Clicquot, Mumm and Moet 

et Chandon. The Cellar Collection ups the ante - and prices - 

considerably with a mouthwatering group of iconic wines. 

MARTINI BAR , THE LANGHAM SHANGHAI, 

XINTIANDI 🍷🍷 

马天尼吧 

99 Madang Road, Xintiandi, Shanghai, 200021 

86(21)23302288 

http://www.langhamhotels.com/shanghai 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Li Zixuan 

Wine on list: 69 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 55 - 285 RMB 

 

A late night spot with a spirit list that sings - in keeping with its 

name - is just part of the appeal of Martini Bar. Just below the 

classic and new-style cocktails, gins, vodkas, rums and 

excellent array of single malts and whiskies from around the 

world, lies a list devoted to some of the greats of the wine 

world. Many names will be familiar. Also offered is one of the 

more extensive listings of  Chinese wines from producers such 

as Skyline of the Gobi, Legacy Peak, Chateau Nine Peaks and 

Silver Heights. 

MIDTOWN BREWERY, MIDTOWN 

SHANGRI-LA HOTEL HANGZHOU 🍷 
6 Changshou Road, Kerry Centre, Yan'an Road, Hangzhou, 

Zhejiang 310006 

15001115530 

http://www.shangri-la.com/hangzhou/midtownshangrila/ 

Cuisine: BBQ 

Wine list by Arthur Cui 

Wine on list: 130 (130 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 48 - 80 RMB 

 

The Midtown Brewery in Hangzhou contains many fine wines 

from the Shangri-la Master List such as the wines by the glass, 

a small selection of the classic wines of Domaine de la 

Romanée-Conti, Bordeaux first growths and champagnes. The 

list is somewhat difficult to follow but if you have problems, ask 

for help. There are many good international wines at a range of 

prices available. 



MING COURT KOWLOON, CORDIS, HONG 

KONG 🍷🍷🍷 

明閣 
Level 6, Cordis, 555 Shanghai Street, Mongkok, Kowloon, 

Hong Kong (and SAR) 

85235523028 

http://www.cordishotels.com/en/hong-kong/restaurants-and-

bars/ 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Jason Lui 

Wine on list: 370 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 80 - 180 HKD 

 

This is an interesting list, written by a confident sommelier, 

keen to support producers and wines from lesser known 

regions. Its great to see a list that has found a way to balance 

listing wine from Slovenia to Syria with the classic wine 

regions of the world such as Burgundy and Alsace. Within in 

these regions however we find a well curated selection of both 

highly regarded and well known producers mixed with smaller 

up and coming producers. There is something here for 

everyone, its not all esoteric, the Champagne selection is broad 

and well thought out and the Bordeaux list on point, with a 

solid representation of top Chateaux and lesser known 

appellations, which in turn results in a very approachable list 

from a price point perspective. The time and effort put into 

crafting a list that is interesting and innovated is appreciated. 

Bravo! 

MIO , FOUR SEASONS HOTEL BEIJING 

🍷🍷🍷 
No.48 Liangmaqiao Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing, 100125 

010-56958888 

https://www.fourseasons.com/beijing 

Cuisine: Contemporary Italian Cuisine 

Wine list by Daniel Yang 

Wine on list: 450 (21 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 98 - 268 RMB 

 

This exceptional list continues to be refined and improved.  The 

by-the-glass selection is excellent, including three premium 

Champagnes, and care has been paid to style diversity and 

vintage.  The global offering is sophisticated and original with 

quality at the forefront of all listings.  The great regions of the 

world get due attention with an appropriate spotlight given to 

Italy. 

MISS MUSTACHE 🍷 

胡子小姐 
223N Maoming Road, Jingan District, Shanghai 200040 

021-62085357 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Spanish 

Wine list by Steven Jiang 

Wine on list: 25 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 40 - 58 RMB 

 

A list that may be short in number, but they have sourced 

widely for those selections and have some appealing wines, 

such as the New Zealand Pinot Noir from Akarua. There is also 

a small array of sherries, ideal for the cuisine. 

MITHAI 🍷 
2f 195 AnFu Lu（near WuLuMuQi Lu), Shanghai, 200040 

5403 9209 

http://www.mithai.com.cn/mithai/home.aspx 

Cuisine: Thai 

Wine list by Max Haahr 

Wine on list: 48 (5 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 65 - 85 RMB 

 

A tight list which travels far and wide picking up interesting 

wines from many regions, backed by a couple of appealing 

choices for the ‘by the glass’ section. In addition, a good 

offering of cocktails and beers. 



MOONEYS RESTAURANT & BAR, SHANGRI-

LA HOTEL, CHENGDU 🍷🍷 

慕尼斯餐厅酒吧 

No.9, Bin Jiang Dong Road, Jin Jiang District, Chengdu, 

Sichuan 612210 

86 28-88889999 (6896) 

http://www.shangri-la.com/chengdu/shangrila/ 

Cuisine: American 

Wine list by William Liang 

Wine on list: 165 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 68 - 98 RMB 

 

Mooney's has wide appeal, with its mix of affordable well-

known brands and ultra-premium icons.  There is a good 

selection by the glass, which suits the casual diner.  However if 

you are out to impress, head to the 'Limited Selection' of 

Bordeaux and Burgundy where you will find aged classified 

Bordeaux and a set of DRCs.  There is are organic and 

biodynamic wines on offer, as well as a good selection of 

Chinese wine.  Most major wine producing countries are well 

represented. 

MORTONS OF CHICAGO THE STEAKHOUSE 

BEIJING 🍷🍷 

莫尔顿牛排坊 

2/F Regent Hotel, 99 Jinbao Street , Dongcheng District, 

Beijing 100005 

1065237777 

http://www.mortons.com 

Cuisine: American 

Wine list by Alex Li 

Wine on list: 222 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 113 - 199 RMB 

 

Being an American steakhouse, red wines are king at Morton's.  

Yes, there is a lovely selection of quality white wine and a good 

selection of NV Champagne, but red wine is where all the 

action is.  The range of American cabernet sauvignon is wildly 

impressive, with plenty of big names.  There is also a great 

selection of Italian wines, arranged by region, and select 

representatives from famous French regions.  Australian 

blockbusters are out in force, and there is a good selection 

from South America.  If you love steak, and you love red wine, 

you will honestly be in heaven. 

MORTONS STEAK AND SEAFOOD GRILLE 

🍷🍷 

莫尔顿海鲜牛排坊 

L4-403, Iapm Mall, No. 999 Middle Huai Hai Road, Shanghai, 

200031 

8621-60677888 

http://www.mortons.com/shanghaigrille/ 

Cuisine: American Steakhouse 

Wine list by Max Zhang 

Wine on list: 229 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 54 - 168 RMB 

 

The impressive Morton's list is admirably suited to its steak and 

seafood menu, leading with a comprehensive range of 

Californian reds (covering most price points) and continuing 

with thoughtful lists of reds from France, Spain, Italy, Australia 

and more. The white lists offer similar choice while the 

international collection by the glass is wide ranging and 

reasonably priced. It's a pity these don't include vintages. 

MORTONS THE STEAKHOUSE HONG KONG 

🍷🍷 
4/F Sheraton Hotel & Towers, 20 Nathan Road, Tsimshatsui, 

Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

(852) 27322343 

http://www.mortons.com/hongkong/ 

Cuisine: American Steakhouse 

Wine list by Sylvia Lau 

Wine on list: 163 (28 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 105 - 695 HKD 

 

Im seeing red...red wine that is. The red wine selection at 

Morton's Steakhouse, shows depth across a range of the well 

known wine producing countries, along with some lesser 

known, such as Lebanon. The white wine selection is solid, but 

perhaps a little less of the focus, given the style of cuisine. 

American wines reign supreme and the coravin program will 

hopefully give you the chance to try a few of them by the glass. 



MORTONS THE STEAKHOUSE SHANGHAI 🍷 

上海莫尔顿牛排坊 

Level 4, Shanghai IFC Mall, No. 8 Century Avenue, Pudong, 

Shanghai 200120 

8621-60758888 

http://www.mortons.com/shanghai/ 

Cuisine: American Steakhouse 

Wine list by Diego Zhang 

Wine on list: 281 (25 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 98 - 188 RMB 

 

The Morton's wine list flows red. After a quick aperitif - a 

sound selection of mostly non-vintage Champagne - it's straight 

to business with a world-wide listing of red wines, led by 

American and French cabernets. White wines definitely play a 

lesser role here in keeping with the steakhouse theme. Aged 

reds are a feature as is the tight collection of half bottles. 

MR WILLIS 🍷 
3f 195 AnFu Lu（near WuLuMuQi Lu), Shanghai, 20040 

54040200 

http://www.mrwillis.com.cn/willis/home.aspx 

Cuisine: mediterranean 

Wine list by Max Haahr 

Wine on list: 77 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 55 - 95 RMB 

 

This is a refreshingly different small list. The restaurant 

imports many of its own wines and there are many pleasant 

surprises from Australasia, France, Italy and Spain at prices 

that will please. It's a list to enjoy. 

MUSTACHE 🍷 

胡子 
1st Fl, 768 Julu Road, Jingan District, Shanghai 200041 

62085357 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Spanish 

Wine list by Steven Jiang 

Wine on list: 61 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 48 - 68 RMB 

 

This is an interesting, refreshingly different small list 

admirably suited to its Spanish theme and tapas offerings. It's 

international in scope with Spain leading the way to ably 

supported by France, Italy, Australasia and the USA. There's 

some good bubblies, a range of quality sherries, all at 

reasonable everyday prices. 

NADAMAN CENTRAL HK, ISLAND 

SHANGRI-LA HONG KONG 🍷 
Pacific Place, Supreme Court, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

(852) 2820 8590 

http://www.shangri-la.com/hotels/island-shangri-la-hong-kong/ 

Cuisine: Japanese Cuisine 

Wine list by Yohann Jousselin MS / Szabolcs Menesi 

Wine on list: 110 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 90 - 195 HKD 

 

This is a wine list brimming with big name wine producers 

from around the globe. It's a showcase of top end wine 

producers and their best wines, with excellent expressions from 

marquee wine regions. Therefore, you get Cloudy Bay and Dog 

Point Marlborough sauvignon blancs, or Hugel and Trimach 

rieslings, or you can dive into shiraz from Torbreck, Auguste 

Clape or Château de Beaucastel, often with some serious 

cellaring. Indeed, the wine list seems to revel in mature wines, 

with listed with over five years age, in just about all categories. 

Champagne is also outstanding, with a mix of big names and 

some of the outstanding grower-producers like Larmandier 

Bernier and Selosse. Of course, Bordeaux is a serious 

contender for best section of this wine list, with wines 

stretching back to the 1980s. Aromatic whites and an excellent 

collection of chardonnay are also highlights, and likely the best 

matched to the restaurant's Japanese cuisine. A suitably, 

quality wine list. 



NADAMAN SHANGHAI, SHANGRI-LA 

PUDONG 🍷 

滩万 

33 Fu Cheng Road, Pudong, Shanghai 200120 

862168827056 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: Japanese 

Wine list by Gerard Liao 

Wine on list: 48 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 75 - 120 RMB 

 

This small list offers some variations on the Shangri-la Master 

List and is improved by that. As usual, there's a good selection 

by the glass at fair prices. The addition of Grosset, Tyrrell, 

Simon Bize and Clape give a stamp of authority to the list as 

well as the opportunity to try the classics. 

NAPA WINE BAR & KITCHEN 🍷🍷🍷 

上海雨颂餐饮有限公司 

South Bund 22, 2f, 22 Zhongshan Dong Er Lu, Shanghai, 

200002 

862163180057 

http://www.napawinebarandkitchen.com/ 

Cuisine: Modern European 

Wine list by Edward Kok Seng, LEE 

Wine on list: 862 (28 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 75 - 185 RMB 

 

The 2014 winner for Mainland China remains an exemplary 

list and among the great lists of the world. It's impressive by 

the glass even without the stunning group of Bordeaux's finest 

to tempt. Champagne dazzles before giving way to classics 

from Alsace, Burgundy, the Loire and the Rhone. There are 

delights from other parts of Europe, Australasia and the 

Americas. The great red of Napa - and eight vintages of Opus 

One - have a special place here. 

N'JOY, NUO HOTEL BEIJING 🍷 

悦尚 
2A, Jiangtai Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing, 100016 

861059268888 

http://www.nuohotel.com/beijingjiangtai/zh/index.html 

Cuisine: All Day Dining Buffet 

Wine list by David Gong 

Wine on list: 181 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 90 - 180 RMB 

 

The wide-ranging styles of food available all day at N'Joy are 

well-catered for in this 181-strong wine list devoted to quality 

producers from the world's best-known regions. Effort has gone 

into sourcing wines from within China, and searching out some 

of the underrated styles from established makers such as  

Torbreck's roussanne/marsanne/viognier and Feudi di San 

Gregorio's Cutizzi. Many can be found under "Off The Beaten 

Track," while "Drops of the Gods" will delight fans of the cult 

manga wine comic. 

NORTH, THE VENETIAN MACAO 🍷🍷 

北方馆 

Cotai Strip, Estrada da Baia de N. Senhora da Esperanca s/n, 

Taipa, Macau (and SAR) 853 

85381189980 

https://www.venetianmacao.com 

Cuisine: Northern China 

Wine list by Christian Calipusan / Jimmy Valentine 

Wine on list: 645 (11 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 48 - 133 MOP 

 

The North wine list opens with a broad selection of Chinese 

wine and closes with an even move impressive array of Chinese 

spirits.  In between we see a broad range of producers and 

vintages are represented along with a deep dive into the 

regions of Bordeaux and Piedmont - in particular the venerable 

Conterno and Gaja. Lovers of Nebbiolo look no further. 



ON56, GRAND HYATT SHANGHAI 🍷 

食在56 
Jin Mao Tower, 88 Century Avenue, Pudong, Shanghai 200121 

86 21 5047 1234 

https://shanghai.grand.hyatt.com/en/hotel/dining.html 

Cuisine: Italian, American grill and Japanese 

Wine list by N/A 

Wine on list: 159 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 55 - 90 RMB 

 

Starting with a stirring range of liquors and sakes, On56 at 

Shanghai's Grand Hyatt indicates its serious intent early on. It 

then presents a delicious snapshot of wines, primarily from 

Italy and France, that sit well with its food offerings. The 

comprehensive Bin End wine list deserves a look, so, too, the 

Champagne selection and there's a fair range of local Chinese 

wines on offer. Prices are generally fair. 

OPERA BOMBANA 🍷🍷🍷 
No.9 Dongdaqiao Road, Beijing, 100020 

1056907177 

http://www.operabombana.com 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Baron Wang 

Wine on list: 789 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 78 - 398 RMB 

 

A seriously excellent list that focuses on Italian wine but 

delivers an extraordinary journey around the world of fine 

wine, with strong representation from great wine regions. and 

wine producers, of France, Spain, Australia, New Zealand and 

more. Italian wine is the real hero, though, with high end 

producers from all over the country, though the stars come 

from brilliant Barolo and a great collection of vintage, cellar 

releases. While Piedmont and Tuscany might be a focal point, 

intriguing wines from cult producers like Friuli's orange wine 

maestro Gravner, or unusal wines of Sicily, are also found in 

these pages. There's strength in Bordeaux wines at Opera 

Bombana too, with particular interest in choice bottles from 

Chateau Haut-Brion, Cheval Blanc and Petrus. This is a very 

comprehensive wine list, finely chosen, well set out, and 

offering drinkers a high end experience to ably match the tenor 

of the dining. 

OSTERIA 🍷🍷 
JinXian Road 226, Shanghai, 200020 

021 62568998 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Seafood & Italian 

Wine list by Ze Li 

Wine on list: 49 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 50 - 75 RMB 

 

This is such an impressive small list; as vibrant as a freshly 

shucked oyster. Love the section on wines to accompany 

oysters, thoughtful, even daring. The focus is on the drinking 

wines of the world, well-priced, fresh and lively and 

impecciably targetted at the food that Osteria serves. 

OYSTER & WINE BAR, SHERATON HONG 

KONG HOTEL & TOWERS 🍷🍷🍷 

蠔酒吧 
20 Nathan Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

852 23691111 

http://www.sheratonhongkonghotel.com/oysterandwinebar 

Cuisine: International Seafood Cuisine 

Wine list by Roger Fan 

Wine on list: 0 (0 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 120 - 965 HKD 

 

                Winner Best Champagne List 

 

 

 

This is a very well curated list, manicured and managed by a 

sommelier that is keen to showcase, not only the best, but more 

importantly the interesting. A mix of both iconic and eclectic, 

across a broad spectrum of price points means that there is 

something in here for every drinker. Our suggestion would be 

to start with something from their phenomenal selection of 

Champagnes which celebrates both the acclaimed large and 

lesser known small grower producers in perfect balance. Which 

is the key to this list - a wonderful balance. 



PAK LOH CHIU CHOW RESTAURANT, 

GALAXY MACAU 🍷🍷 

百乐潮州酒楼 

G048, Ground Floor, Estrada da Baia de Nossa, Senhora da 

Esperanca, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 

853 8883 2221 

https://www.galaxymacau.com/en/macau-restaurant/restaurant-

directory/chinese/pak-loh-chiu-chow 

Cuisine: Chiu Chow 

Wine list by Han Yew Kong / Jacques Chua 

Wine on list: 798 (6 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 48 - 68 MOP 

 

A large list which is home to a collection of classics from 

around the world. You will find plenty of familiar names to fill 

your glass at Pak Loh Chiu Chow. There are a few original 

listings from lesser known regions or varietals, these offer good 

value and interesting drinking. 

PEACOCK ROOM (THE) 🍷🍷 

孔雀厅 

3 fl, Taikoo Hui, 180 Shemen Yi Lu, Jing'an District, Shanghai 

200040 

52391999 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Modern Sichuan 

Wine list by Eddy Shi 

Wine on list: 207 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 40 - 200 RMB 

 

A new addition to Shanghai, The Peacock Room, is to be 

applauded for its individual approach to presenting wine. It's 

made all the more challenging by being paired with modern, 

spicy Sichuan cooking. The list is anchored in classic wines 

and producers but after that it gets interesting. The Unknown, 

for instance, will delight those in search of alternate or 

indigenous grapes such as Pidemontese arneis, Sardinian 

vermentino or Sicilian frappato. The Chinese Experience is a 

must-try selection from sparklings through to Ningxia and 

Shanxi chardonnays and the emergence of the marselan grape 

as a seriously good quality Chinese wine. 

PELIKAN 🍷 
225 Xikang Lu near Beijing Lu, Shanghai, 200000 

62667909 

http://www.pelikan225.com.cn/pelikan/home.aspx 

Cuisine: Nordic 

Wine list by Max Haahr 

Wine on list: 70 (5 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 70 - 95 RMB 

 

Impressive spirits and juices. It's a small list that offers a range 

of interesting wines from around the world, ordered by country 

which makes ordered complicated. The wine flight of four 

wines by the glass is a good idea. Many of the wines are less 

readily available yet of good quality and prices are fair. 

PETRUS, ISLAND SHANGRI-LA HONG 

KONG 🍷🍷🍷 
Pacific Place, Supreme Court, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

(852) 2820 8590 

http://www.shangri-

la.com/hongkong/islandshangrila/dining/restaurants/restaurant-

petrus/menu-wine/ 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Yohann Jousselin MS / Szabolcs Menesi 

Wine on list: 1800 (50 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 120 - 0 HKD 

 

                Winner Best Wine by the Glass List 

                Winner Best Listing of Californian Wines 

 

An incredible wine list that feels near complete in all its 

elements, from its fifty, extraordinary options by the glass, to its 

namesake collection of Petrus dating back to 1928, this is a 

sublime list that encompasses an amazing 1800 wines. The list 

broadly covers the great wines of the world, the best wine 

regions, wines of utmost significance, and stellar vintages. It is 

a wine list that goes heavy on fine Bordeaux but doesn't 

overlook the emerging wine regions from lesser-sung places. 

That being said, this is a wine collection that pays homage to 

classics, therefore you see superb selections from names like 

Raveneau, Jean-Louis Chave, Trimbach, Lafite-Rothschild, 

Cheval Blanc, and, of course, Romanee Conti. It is a list that is 

so comprehensive that diners will spend long periods of time 

agonising over their choices, though the sommelier team, led 

by Master Sommelier Yohann Jousselin, are some of the 

world's best. A truly outstanding collection, delivered to diners 

at Petrus. 



PHÉNIX, THE PULI HOTEL & SPA 🍷🍷 
1 Changde Road, Shanghai, 200040 

86 21 22166988 

http://www.thepuli.com/en/shanghai-hotel-dining/phenix-

eatery-bar/ 

Cuisine: Modern French 

Wine list by Vincent Alamassé 

Wine on list: 320 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 100 - 170 RMB 

 

Phenix presents a confident, accomplished wine list largely 

devoted to French wines - some from unexpected places such as 

a Corsican vermentino - that delivers value and interest. Great 

to see Alsatian riesling, Beaujolais and Loire Valley white 

wines taken seriously for their food-matching abilities. Outside 

France, expect a smattering of world wines, including unusual 

beauties like the assyrtiko grape from Greece. The cocktail and 

aperitif selection is world-class. Lots to enjoy here. 

PIANO BAR, GRAND HYATT SHANGHAI 🍷 

钢琴吧 

Jin Mao Tower, 88 Century Avenue, Pudong, Shanghai 200121 

86 21 5047 1234 

https://shanghai.grand.hyatt.com/en/hotel/dining.html 

Cuisine: Bar food 

Wine list by N/A 

Wine on list: 46 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 55 - 90 RMB 

 

As the name implies, this is a place for relaxing and hanging 

out before and after dinner. Here is a list that certainly takes its 

role seriously as far as spirits are concerned with a 

comprehensive selection of classic cocktails, vodkas and gins. 

Scotch drinkers will be especially pleased. Wines play a 

smaller role, however those who like some age on their reds, 

will enjoy the Red Wine Cellar Collection. 

PIN YUE, HYATT REGENCY CHONGMING 

🍷 

品悦 
Lane 799, Lan Hai Road, Chenjia Town, Chongming, Shanghai 

202162 

86 6703 1234 

https://chongming.regency.hyatt.com/en/hotel/dining.html 

Cuisine: Shanghainese, Chongming 

Wine list by N/A 

Wine on list: 52 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 50 - 80 RMB 

 

Shanghainese cooking is showcased at Pin Yue which raises 

the question, what wine goes with poached bullfrog? Maybe the 

answer lies in the strong list of Chinese liquors, or maybe on 

the tight selection of international wines. The small Cellar 

Collection will catch many an eye with Josmeyer 

gewurztraminer, Opus One and Henschke Hill of Grace among 

the tempting offerings. Not that this list is just about expensive 

icons, there are also wines more modest and approachable, 

too. 

PINE AT RUI JIN (THE), RUI JIN HOTEL 🍷 

光与盐 瑞金宾馆店 

Buliding 11，118 Rui Jin Er Rd , Shanghai, 200020 

173 2104 3505 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: West meets East 

Wine list by Levi Fu 

Wine on list: 77 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 90 - 150 RMB 

 

Another new restaurant to 2018, The Pine mixes eastern and 

western cuisines while maintaining a distinctive world view of 

wine.  Here you will find a taste of many countries from 

Champagne and the sparkling wines of Spain, to New Zealand 

sauvignon blanc and German rieslings, through to Barolo and 

Argentinian malbec. Equal time and energy is given to each of 

the major wine producing countries - and others such as 

Moravia - so the diner is definitely spoilt for choice. Prices are 

fair. 



PORTOFINO, THE VENETIAN MACAO 🍷🍷 

碧涛意国渔乡 

Cotai Strip, Estrada da Baia de N. Senhora da Esperanca s/n, 

Macau (and SAR) 853 

85381189950 

https://www.venetianmacao.com 

Cuisine: Authentic Italian 

Wine list by Christian Calipusan / Jimmy Valentine 

Wine on list: 645 (19 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 60 - 138 MOP 

 

if you like mature wines, this is a list that excels. Indeed, it is 

quite amazing just how much carefully cellared wine appears 

in these pages, with scarce examples of more recent vintages, 

instead, offering diners a grand opportunity to drink wines in 

excellent drinking windows. The list, of course, covers most 

bases of international fine wine, with a particular focus on 

outstanding Italian wine regions, Bordeaux, Burgundy and a 

surprising number of wines from the United States. The list is 

stacked with boutique wine producers, but there's plenty of 

common ground in wines from famed winemakers like 

Giuseppe Mascarello, Gaja or Mouton Rothschild, but don't 

miss gems from Greece, Australia or New Zealand in the mix 

too. Spirits are also a great feature of this wine list, with a 

tempting collection of single malts a highlight, though those 

inclined will find a Chinese spirits of interest too. A very well 

put together collection 

PREGO, THE WESTIN BUND CENTER 

SHANGHAI 🍷🍷 

上海威斯汀大饭店帕戈意大利餐厅 

88 Henan Central Road, Shanghai, 200002 

86-21-63351888 

http://www.westinshanghai.cn/ 

Cuisine: Italian Cuisine 

Wine list by Danny Stam 

Wine on list: 162 (33 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 68 - 108 RMB 

 

This is a list on the improve. There is a very good list of 

sparkling wines by the glass - including two Chinese bubblies. 

The rest of the wines by the glass are budget priced wines of 

decent quality at good prices. It's an international list with 

good representation from around the globe yet with Italian 

wines clearly the stars. This is a good place to explore the 

world of Italian wines. 

RABBIT 15 🍷 

拾葡餐吧 
Buliding NO’12,A4 Block,WuhanTianDi, Business 

Street,Lugouqiao Road,Jiang’an District,, Wuhan, Hubei 

430000 

027-85889266 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/ 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Kw Xu / Sabrina Lv 

Wine on list: 227 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 28 - 48 RMB 

 

There are many good wines on this international list - 

especially from Australia, France, the USA, Italy, Germany and 

New Zealand - many of which represent good value for money. 

The White Rabbit is obviously the inspiration for the restaurant 

and he has made his mark on the wine list, too. There's plenty 

to choose from and something to satisfy most tastes. 

ROBUCHON AU DÔME, GRAND LISBOA 

HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷 

天巢法國餐廳 
43/F, Grand Lisboa Hotel, Avenida de Lisboa, Macau (and 

SAR) 999078 

853 8803 7878 

https://www.grandlisboahotels.com/en/grandlisboa/dining/robu

chon-au-dome 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Mr. Paul Lo 

Wine on list: 16800 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 300 - 400 MOP 

 

What can one say about a list that feels near complete in terms 

of covering the global highlights of international wine, 

including extensive back vintage collections, rarities, emerging 

wine styles and regions, and a selection of first rate spirits? 

The list at Robuchon Au Dome is epic - over 550 pages 

covering a staggering 16,800 wines. It is an encyclopaedia of 

wine, with a tremendous offering of outstanding Champagne, 

from smallest grower-producer to amazing grand marque back 

vintages, a mesmerising listing of high class Burgundy, 

including Romanee Conti, Coche-Dury and Leflaive, with 

stellar examples listed from top fight Germany riesling 

vignerons and Piedmont's highest rated Barolo. It is near 

impossible to convey the magnitude and depth of this list, safe 

to say that there truly is something for everyone, with high end 

drinking the motif. It must be such a pleasure working with a 

cellar of this magnitude, and the list is a testimony to careful 

but near endless selection. 



SAHARA FINE WINE RESTAURANT 🍷 

撒哈拉葡萄酒文化餐厅 

Degree of quare 12-113, Xiangshan Road, Jiangyin, Jiangsu 

214431 

86 510 86029777 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/ 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Stark Ge 

Wine on list: 123 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 58 - 75 RMB 

 

This is a well-priced international list covering many countries 

around the world and offering fresh, lively current vintage 

wines for its consumer's delight. Prices are modest. Australia, 

France, Italy, the USA, New Zealand are prominent. There's 

also a small section of slightly more expensive wines towards 

the end of each section. 

SAZANKA, OKURA GARDEN HOTEL 🍷 

山茶花铁板烧餐厅 

58 Maoming Road (S.), Shanghai, 200030 

86-21-64151111 

http://www.gardenhotelshanghai.com 

Cuisine: CHinese 

Wine list by Yinhua Liao 

Wine on list: 145 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 90 - 120 RMB 

 

Sazanka, with its mix of Chinese and Japanese rice wines, 

whiskies and Old and New World wines  - including Chinese - 

certainly presents as an exotic and varied wine list.  It will be 

worth a diner's time to find its hidden joys from Dr Loosen, Pio 

Cesare and Ata Rangi, among others. And then there is the 

small grouping of local wines, including chardonnay and 

cabernet sauvignon from Ningxia which might be worth a look. 

SCARPETTA 🍷 
No.33 Mengzi Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200023 

021-33768223 

http://scarpetta.coquille.com.cn/zh/ 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by James Liu 

Wine on list: 59 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 68 - 78 RMB 

 

This is a small, modest yet admirable list. Although it is an 

international list ranging the vineyards of the world, its heart is 

- with its cuisine - in Italy. By the glass, it offers everyday 

Italian wines at good prices. Ultimately, its success lies in the 

quality of the choices it makes throughout. The headings it uses 

are novel and helpful. For anyone wanting to move beyond the 

everyday, examine the last two sections of the red wine list for 

some top wines. 

SCENA, THE RITZ CARLTON SHANGHAI 

PUDONG 🍷🍷🍷 

意味轩 

Shanghai IFC, 8 Century Avenue, Lujiazui, Pudong, Shanghai 

200120 

862120201888 

http://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/shanghai-pudong 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Ernest Ye 

Wine on list: 541 (19 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 100 - 2100 RMB 

 

A ‘by the glass’ collection to be envied and the use of coravin 

for some wines means patrons can enjoy some of the world’s 

finest in this manner – Grange, Ornellaia, Latour and others. 

The focus on the big guns of the world of wine continues 

throughout. Great Bordeaux stars but this is a superb list at 

every level. 



SEAFOOD HOUSE, PARK HYATT NINGBO 

RESORT AND SPA 🍷🍷 

钱湖渔港 

188, Dayan Road, Dong Qian Lake, Ningbo , Zhejiang 315123 

86 574 2888 1234 

https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/china/park-hyatt-ningbo-

resort-and-spa/ninph/dining 

Cuisine: Zhejiang 

Wine list by Jannis Bahr 

Wine on list: 115 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 50 - 128 RMB 

 

This is an impressive international list beautiful laid out and 

easy to follow. It offers wines at a wine range of prices (by the 

glass at the cheaper end of the scale and the Cellar selection at 

the other end). The choice of wines is one of the list's strong 

points. Champagne is well represented.  Not only are the white 

wines ideal for drinking with seafood, the reds have been 

chosen so that they too can sit easily alongside the restaurant 

main dishes. 

SHANG PALACE DALIAN, SHANGRI-LA 

HOTEL, DALIAN 🍷🍷 

香宫 

66 Renmin Road, Dalian, Liaoning 116000 

86-0411-82525000 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: Chinese style 

Wine list by Miles Xu 

Wine on list: 66 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 65 - 115 RMB 

 

This wine list follows a familiar format as seen in many 

Shangri-La restaurants, however with the addition of high-

class, prestigious wines befitting of the fine-dining Chinese 

cuisine.  So alongside the global spread of quality names 

across a range of styles, origins and price points, you will find 

the likes of Taittinger Comte de Champagne, Opus One, 

Wynn's John Riddoch Cabernet Sauvignon and a page of 

Domaine de la Romanée Conti!  It's a great spread of stunning 

wines from around the globe, with prices to suit everyone's 

budget. 

SHANG PALACE KOWLOON, KOWLOON 

SHANGRI-LA 🍷🍷 
64 Mody Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

85227212111 

http://www.shangri-la.com/hongkong/kowloonshangrila/ 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Stephen Raducki 

Wine on list: 120 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$-$$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 295 HKD 

 

A magnificent list!  Shang Palace shows us a concise yet 

luxurious list, packed with exceptional wines from around the 

world.  Napa Valley cabernet, Barossa Valley shiraz, 

Burgundian pinot, German riesling, Champagne, Marlborough 

sauvignon blanc, Japanese cabernet and more.  The list boasts 

multiple vintages of the truly great Krug Clos d'Ambonnay 

blanc de noirs, and a section of the list reserved exclusively for 

Robert Parker 100 point wines.  Shang Palace is a fine dining 

Cantonese restaurant, with a winelist that does the food great 

justice.  A must-visit. 

SHANG PALACE NINGBO, SHANGRI-LA 

HOTEL, NINGBO 🍷 

香宫 

88 Yuyuan Street, Ningbo, Zhejiang 315010 

86 574 87998888 * 23 

http://www.shangri-

la.com/cn/ningbo/shangrila/dining/restaurants/shang-palace/ 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Emma Liang / Eric Qiu 

Wine on list: 165 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 40 - 180 RMB 

 

A well-chosen wine list that travels to all corners of the globe, 

but drops a firm anchor into the extraordinary wines of 

Domaine de la Romanee Conti for good measure. Indeed, the 

wine list seems to be mostly orientated to best value, high end 

wine producers, aside a striking collection of DRC. You can 

drink wine from Austria to Australia, Champagne to China, 

with a scattering of USA, New Zealand and Germany in 

between. Mostly represented are the marquee wine styles of 

highest profile wine regions of the world, with  notable 

producers including Te Mata, Ridge Vineyards, John Duval 

and Joh.Jos.Prüm included. Most wines are from more or less 

current release, but there is a good selection of wines with 

some medium term and longer term cellaring on board. The 

selection of Bordeaux is, of course, lengthy too, with a good 

listing of First Growths, and other Bordeaux wines listed under 

their various growths, which is handy when selecting. A 

thoughtfully done wine list to suit all diners. 



SHANGRI-LA HOTEL GUANGZHOU, 

SHANGRI-LA HOTEL GUANGZHOU 🍷 

RIBS(乐排馆) 

1 Hui Zhan Dong Road, Hai Zhu District, Guangzhou, 

Guangdong 510308 

86 20 89176418 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: Ribs 

Wine list by Kate Lai 

Wine on list: 93 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 78 - 118 RMB 

 

This is the Shangri-la Master List with the addition of a stellar 

collection of the wines of the Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 

and Bordeaux first growths. It also adds tastings notes on all of 

the wines at the end of the wine list. 

SHANGXI, FOURSEASONS HOTEL 

SHANGHAI, PUDONG 🍷🍷 

尚席 
210 Centry Avenue, Pudong, Shanghai 200120 

021-2036 8888 

https://www.fourseasons.com/zh/pudong/dining/restaurants/sha

ng_xi/ 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Andrew Zhang 

Wine on list: 207 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 165 RMB 

 

There's a nice balance to the ShangXi wine list. One minute it's 

top-shelf First Growths and Champagnes and the next it's an 

impressive array of aromatic whites and textural reds; more 

approachable in price and style. This is a world-listing, 

something that allows the sommelier a free hand in matching 

wines to Cantonese food. He rises to the challenge with his very 

own Sommelier Selection, Wines of the Month section and a 

tightly focused Wines by the Glass. The Italians, French and 

Spanish wines are particularly well-chosen. 

SHENG YONG XING 🍷🍷🍷 

晟永兴烤鸭店（三里屯） 

5 Xindong Lu Jia, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100027 

010-64640968 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/ 

Cuisine: Beijing 

Wine list by Meiyu Li 

Wine on list: 98 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 58 - 98 RMB 

 

Highly acclaimed sommelier Meiyu Li is the architect behind 

this stunning international wine list.  The tone is set from the 

very start with a page of regionally diverse, premium Chinese 

wine. The by-the-glass offering is small, yet beautiful, and you 

can sample a range of wines by ordering a wine flight.  There 

are handy symbols to help match wines to the food, as well as 

flagging wines made by organic and biodynamic principles.  

There's an impressive selection of matured wines, with the red 

wines pairing beautifully with the many rich meat dishes on 

offer!  It is a beautifully-crafted, global list that includes an 

astute listing of labels. Bravo! 

SHI JIU RESTAURANT 🍷 

拾久餐厅 

Unit 1, Building 6, No.6, Avenue Guang Qu Men Wai, 

Chaoyang District, Beijing 100022 

86 10 87774188 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/ 

Cuisine: New Beijinese 

Wine list by Qian Zhang 

Wine on list: 38 (0 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 

A succinct and vibrant wine list that complements the 

innovative Beijinese cuisine.  The wines are arranged into 

categories such as 'Acid' and 'Off Dry' for the whites, and 

'Spicy' and 'Cool' for the reds.  Quality 'New World' producers 

such a Valli from New Zealand, and Moss Wood and Jim Barry 

from Australia, pepper the list. There is also a good selection of 

Chinese white spirits and rice wine, plus a few sakes from 

Japan. 



SIR ELLY'S RESTAURANT, THE PENINSULA 

SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷 
No.32 The Bund,32 Zhongshan Dong Yi Road, Shanghai, 

200002 

86(21)23272888 

http://www.peninsula.com/en/default 

Cuisine: Modern French 

Wine list by Stephen Lim 

Wine on list: 338 (23 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 108 - 300 RMB 

 

Sir Elly at the Peninsula has a substantial yet not 

overwhelming list balancing the finest wines in the world with 

impressive yet more modestly priced delights from outstanding 

producers. France is the dominant presence yet other 

European vignerons are well represented. The collection 

explores most corners of the globe always finding the 

established superstars or some of the better emerging 

producers. Thoughtful choice is a key feature and shows in the 

wines by the glass. 

SIRENA, SHANGRI-LA HOTEL HAIKOU 🍷🍷 
256 Binhai Road, Xiuying District, HaiKou, Hainan 570311 

86 898 68707799 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Maximilian Zhang 

Wine on list: 66 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 60 - 150 RMB 

 

While this uses the Shangri-la Master List as its base, this has 

individuality and the guiding hand of a sommelier to make it 

more appropriate to its situation. Naturally enough it is the 

Sommelier's Selection which offers many impressive French 

wines which will give great delight. 

ST REGIS BAR MACAU, THE ST. REGIS 

MACAO, COTAI CENTRAL 🍷🍷 

瑞吉酒吧 
Estrada do Istmo. s/n, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 

853 8113 3700 

http://www.stregismacao.com/the-stregis-bar 

Cuisine: Light fare 

Wine list by Ben Bost 

Wine on list: 114 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $-$$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 148 MOP 

 

St Regis Bar, in Macau boasts a seriously smart spirits 

collection, a strong beer list, and a selection of cocktails so 

detailed, that it would make a New York bartender jealous.  

The wines span almost all of the great international wine 

regions, including Burgundy, Bordeaux, Champagne, 

Australia, America, Portugal, Spain, Italy and Germany.  The 

food menu is modern and exciting - who can say not to pork 

dumplings and a side of pinot?  Not us. 

STREAMING BAR, SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, 

QUFU 🍷 
3 Chunqiu Road, Qufu, Shandong 273100 

86537-5058888 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: Bar 

Wine list by Sunny Xing 

Wine on list: 43 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 60 - 105 RMB 

 

Start with a flute of Veuve Clicquot before continuing with a 

glass of German riesling or red Burgundy.    The main list is 

small, yet well-balanced, with a spread of styles and origins.  

Head to the 'Sommelier Selection' pages for a range of wines 

with age, including a small set of Bordeaux.  There are many 

quality wines to choose from. 



SUMMER PALACE BEIJING, CHINA WORLD 

HOTEL 🍷 
No.1 Jianguomenwai Avenue, Beijing, 100004 

65052266-34 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: Huaiyang Style 

Wine list by Gary Zhang 

Wine on list: 45 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 90 - 160 RMB 

 

Although this is a small list, it covers many bases.  A well-

formed selection by the glass, including wine from China plus 

astute old and new world inclusions.  A good spread of origins 

for the classic varieties, with many quality wines to choose.  

There is also an excellent selection of Chinese liquors. 

SUMMER PALACE HONG KONG, SHANGRI-

LA HONG KONG 🍷🍷 
Pacific Place, Supreme Court, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

(852) 2820 8590 

http://www.shangri-la.com/hotels/island-shangri-la-hong-kong/ 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Yohann Jousselin MS / Szabolcs Menesi 

Wine on list: 140 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 90 - 280 HKD 

 

The Summer Palace list starts with a selection by well known 

wine critic Robert Parker, some of his most highly rated wines, 

can be yours to try. Of course the price tag of these wines, may 

not be suited to everyone, the pages that follow guide you 

through a selection of wines from the classic wine producing 

regions of the world. There are few moments where there 

sommelier has the opportunity to perhaps celebrate something 

a little more left of centre, but these are few and far between. It 

is clear that the intention of this list is to celebrate the iconic 

wines of the world, of which it does well, within a concise well 

manicured selection. 

SUMMER PALACE SHANGHAI, JING AN 

SHANGRI-LA 🍷🍷🍷 

夏宫 

1218 Middle Yan'an Road, West Shanghai, Shanghai 200000 

22038889 

http://www.shangri-

la.com/shanghai/jinganshangrila/dining/restaurants/summer-

palace/ 

Cuisine: South-eastern Chinese with Cantonese flair 

Wine list by Jasper Sun/Lewin Kong 

Wine on list: 267 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 70 - 190 RMB 

 

Sommelier, Jasper Sun, has extended his use of the Shangri-la 

Master List to suit the tastes of his customers with admirable 

skill. The by the glass list offers wines at a much greater range 

of prices than would otherwise be the case. The Domaine de la 

Romanée-Conti collection is much more extensive here than 

elsewhere. The range of wines from countries like Australia, 

the USA, Italy and China includes more of their great wines. 

This is a splendid, carefully thought-out list that will delight 

customers no matter what their tastes. 

SUREÑO, THE OPPOSITE HOUSE 🍷🍷 
Building 1, Taikoo Li Sanlitun North, No 11 Sanlitun Road, 

Chaoyang District, Beijing 100027 

86 10 6417 6688 

http://www.theoppositehouse.com/sc/the-house 

Cuisine: Mediterranean 

Wine list by Ashley Gao 

Wine on list: 296 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$-$$$ 

By the glass: 70 - 140 RMB 

 

The House Collective is a name you should know.  The four 

first class venues: Upper, Middle, Opposite and Temple leave 

no doubt as to the heights that China will scale for luxury and 

prestige.  The Sureno restaurant at Opposite House is further 

example of this.  The wine list is in both Chinese and English.  

It lists expertly selected wines from all across the globe, and 

mainland China, and is an exercise in adventure, elegance and  

variety.  Super Tuscans, American superstars, Bordeaux 

cornerstones, Burgundian beauties, and wines from Australia 

and New Zealand are just the tip of the iceberg here.  There are 

champagnes, old Grange, Guigal (La Mouline by the glass!), 

Chapoutier, Bouchard, Salon, Domaine Leroy and more. We 

are delighted to see a good selection of wines from China here.  

In short, a great list, and everything we would expect from a 

Hotel of this quality.  Salud Sureno! 



SUSHI RAKU 🍷 
Réel Department Store 1E 1601 NanJing Xi Lu (near ChangDe 

Lu), Shanghai, 200040 

3253 0711 

http://www.sushiraku.com.cn/raku/home.aspx 

Cuisine: Japanese 

Wine list by Max Haahr 

Wine on list: 67 (5 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 55 - 85 RMB 

 

The Sushi Raku wine list is curated by Max Haahr who takes 

great pride in sourcing wine direct from some of the world's 

smaller, more interesting wine producers.  The emphasis on 

fresh sushi and sashimi gives the sommelier the opportunity to 

explore a number of highly aromatic and spice-fuelled white 

wine styles such as Loire Valley chenin blanc, German riesling, 

Austrian gruner veltliner and Australian chardonnay. Reds are 

medium-bodied and gentle on oak led by Japan's Grace 

Kayagatake cabernet blend. There's something here for 

everyone and prices are fair. 

SW STEAKHOUSE, WYNN PALACE 🍷🍷🍷 

永利扒房 
Avenida da Nave Desportiva Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 999078 

853 8889 8889 

https://www.wynnpalace.com/en/restaurants-n-bars/fine-

dining/sw-steakhouse 

Cuisine: American Steakhouse 

Wine list by Yuta Nezasa 

Wine on list: 750 (33 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 65 - 390 MOP 

 

A very serious wine list that offers a full complement of 

outstanding, big name, premium wine producers. Indeed, this is 

a list that nearly entirely focuses on prestigious wine, with little 

in the entry level to entice the novice drinker, instead pitching 

squarely at the best-of-the-best level of wines. By the glass is an 

incredible array of top flight wines in itself, with rarely seen 

Lopez de Heredia Viña Tondonia on offer between significant 

names like Loimer, Niepoort and Alion. There's exceptional 

wines listed under Bordeaux, a raft of outstanding Champagne 

including rare wines from Jacques Selosse. Indeed, the 

premium wines here are engrossing, though the real asset is the 

hard-to-select-from, masterful back catalogue of Chablis and 

Burgundy, or, as an example, the collection of mature Léoville 

Las Cases. Quite extraordinary how many collectable, rare 

wines are gathered here. An outstanding collection. 

TABLE NO 1 , THE WATERHOUSE AT 

SOUTH BUND 🍷 

外滩第一台 

Maojiayuan Road No.1-3 (Near Waima Road), Huangpu 

District, Shanghai 200010 

86 21 60802918 

http://tableno-1.com/ 

Cuisine: Modern European 

Wine list by Christophe Capron 

Wine on list: 77 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 55 - 155 RMB 

 

Table No. 1's strength rests in a wine list married to a food 

menu that explores Modern Europe in its many facets. Start 

with a "tasting" trio of Deutz Champagne - brut, blanc de 

blancs, rose - and move into an Hungarian furmint or Chablis. 

Red wines are probably the star here, from tasty Bourgogne 

and barbera d'Asti to a lone Spanish red from Castilla y Leon. 

A range of wine budgets is catered for. 

TANG COURT HONG KONG, THE 

LANGHAM, HONG KONG 🍷🍷 

唐閣 
8 Peking Road, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and 

SAR) 

21327898 

http://www.langhamhotels.com/hongkong 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Lam Chee Tsun Andrew 

Wine on list: 337 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $-$$$ 

By the glass: 90 - 225 HKD 

 

T'ang Court at the Langham is opulent Chinese dining at its 

best.  This heavily awarded and Michelin Starred Cantonese 

restaurant shows us a discerning, cleverly curated list that 

touches on every great wine style in the world.  From the list of 

1st Growth Bordeaux, hard-to-find champagnes, and a 

Burgundy collection that is refined and exciting, T'ang has one 

of the most balanced lists we've seen in a long while.  We love 

the Chinese wines available on the list, so too the Japanese 

Sake selection.  An interesting inclusion to have a whole page 

dedicated to organic wine - a nod to the world trend that is 

sweeping the wine-drinking community at home and abroad. 

T'ang is not to be missed: old world Chinese opulence get a 

modern and fresh twist with this intellectually crafted wine list - 

bravo. 



TANG COURT SHANGHAI, THE LANGHAM, 

SHANGHAI, XINTIANDI 🍷🍷 

唐阁中餐厅 

No. 99, Madang Road, Shanghai, 200021 

86(21)23302288 

http://www.langhamhotels.com/shanghai 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Li Zixuan 

Wine on list: 193 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 115 - 230 RMB 

 

Tang Court's heart may be in Cantonese cooking but its wine 

list shows a definite attachment to Europe. Meursault, Mosel, 

Umbria, Chablis, Piedmont, St.-Estephe, the Loire and Rhone 

Valleys star in the Sommelier Selection. The excellent Wines By 

Glass offerings go further afield, delving into New Zealand, 

Australia and Alsatian aromatic white wines and lighter-bodied 

reds. A highlight on the main list for many visitors will be the 

strong Chinese wine component with five whites and five reds 

represented.  And don't forget to check out the drool-worthy, 

Premium Wine Cellar Selection. Stand outs are to be found in 

the Sommelier Selection  and its great wines. This is on display 

in the Premium Wine Cellar Selection 

TASTE PARADISE 🍷 

乐忻味之楼 

5F, Henglong Plaza, 1266 West Nanjing Rd, Jingan District, 

Shanghai 200040 

021-62920866 

https://www.paradisegp.com/ 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Ada Wo 

Wine on list: 65 (0 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 

This is a small international list which covers most of the major 

wine producing countries of the world; France, Italy, Spain, 

Germany, Australasia, and the Americas. The selection of 

wines from China is most noteworthy. Although there are no 

wines by the glass, there are plenty of wines at all price points. 

Those enjoying luxury wines will enjoy the range which 

includes Gaja, Petrus, Lafite and Penfolds Grange. 

TAVOLA ITALIAN BEIJING 🍷🍷 

塔沃拉意大利餐厅 

2nd Floor, The Grand Summit, Section B, Liangmaqiao 

Diplomatic Mansion, No. 19 Dongfang East Road, Chaoyang 

District, Beijing 100086 

010-85325068 

http://www.Tavola.cn 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Tony Shang 

Wine on list: 350 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $-$$$ 

By the glass: 68 - 108 RMB 

 

Authentic wood fired pizzas, housemate pasta, an extensive 

wine list featuring all of the Italian greats... Tavola Italian is a 

home away from home in Beijing.  The thirteen wines by the 

glass take us on a journey across Italy, from the volcanic 

mountain of Etna, through Tuscany and up into the rolling 

foothills of Piedmont.  It is a thorough representation of what 

we can expect from the main list beyond.  The list itself features 

all of the Italian masters: think Ornellaia, Gaja, Vietti, Pio 

Cesare, Elio Altare, Aldo Conterno, Antinori and La Spinetta, 

to name but a few.  Tucked into the list is an extensive selection 

of premier and grand cru Burgundy, cellared 1st Growths 

dating back to the 70's, and wines from Australia, New 

Zealand, America, Germany, Austria, Argentina and China.  To 

wrap up, there is a good selection of dessert wines, spirits, 

digestifs and beers, plus many other post-dinner delights.  

Bravo Tavola! 

TERRAZZA, GALAXY MACAU 🍷🍷🍷 
201, 2nd Floor, Estrada da Baia de Nossa, Senhora da 

Esperanca, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 

85328880888 

https://www.galaxymacau.com/en/macau-restaurant/restaurant-

directory/recommended/terrazza 

Cuisine: Contemporary Italian 

Wine list by Han Yew Kong / Ervin Ong 

Wine on list: 798 (25 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $-$$$ 

By the glass: 85 - 400 MOP 

 

                Winner Best List Macau SRA 

 

 

 

What a list!  We wouldn't normally start by extolling the virtues 

of the wines available en magnum, however it is necessary 

here.  There is a full selection of 1st Growth Bordeaux, Super 

Tuscans to the tune of Ornellaia, Sassacaia, Brunello di 

Montalcinos, Barolos, Barbarescos and Champagne.  There is 

even a double magnum of Lafite - no doubt purchased en 

primeur and about as flashy as it gets.  The options by the glass 

include premium wines via Coravin, Gaja, Domaine Leroy and 

Amarone del Valpolicella.  The main list is extensive and 

crosses most continents in pursuit of great wines.  From cult 

grower to prestige grand marque Champagne houses, hard to 

find vintages, interestingly curated white wines across a wide 

variety of styles and countries, to a long list of the world's great 

red wines, Terrazza essentially has it all.  Well deserving of 3 

glasses in 2018, a continuation of the high quality its customers 

have come to expect.  A brilliantly curated, 'must-see' wine 

experience. 



THE APRON, GALAXY MACAU 🍷🍷 
G108, Ground Floor, Estrada da Baia de Nossa, Senhora da 

Esperanca, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 

853 8883 2221 

https://www.galaxymacau.com/en/macau-restaurant/restaurant-

directory/international/the-apron 

Cuisine: Oyster & Grill 

Wine list by Han Yew Kong / Sean Chen 

Wine on list: 36 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $-$$ 

By the glass: 55 - 120 MOP 

 

A tiny list, that proves mini, can indeed be mighty.  The Apron 

is an Oyster bar, and as you would expect and hope, at least 

half the wines available are sparkling.  The bubbles available 

cover a surprisingly wide range of styles: blanc de blancs, 

blanc de noir, rose, NV and Cava.  There is a pleasing amount 

of cult grower champagne available, illustrating a verve for 

champagne on the part of the sommelier.  The whites wines are 

perfectly selected for seafood - textured, layered, fresh and 

exciting, showcasing Chablis, New Zealand sauvignon blanc, 

Hunter Valley semillon, muscadet, vermentino and German 

riesling.  Many smiles are induced by this selection.  The reds 

show a penchant for tannin and acidity and come from 8 

different corners of the wine world.  There are craft beers, 

spirits, liqueurs and just as many non-alcoholic options... The 

Apron shows us what wonders can be revealed in a lilliputian 

list of only 36 wines.  A refreshing and exciting corner of 

Macau! 

THE BREW, KERRY HOTEL PUDONG 🍷 

酿餐厅 

1388 Hua Mu Road, Pudong, Shanghai 201204 

(86 21)6169 8888*6318 

http://www.thekerryhotels.com/ 

Cuisine: Craft Beer Bar 

Wine list by Tyler Chen 

Wine on list: 37 (20 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 78 - 198 RMB 

 

Although this is a small list, it benefits by having 13 wines 

available by the glass and also because of some clever choices 

with the wines it offers. This international list touches many 

parts of the globe including China and covers a wide range of 

price points. The Sommelier's Choice will be of particular 

interest to wine lovers. 

THE BRIDGE 🍷🍷 

廊桥 

66 East Binjiang Rd. Jinjiang District, Chengdu, Sichuan 

610000 

028-84446888/84443888 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/ 

Cuisine: Sichuan 

Wine list by Hang Yang 

Wine on list: 157 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 58 - 268 RMB 

 

There is a great deal to like about the wine list at the Bridge 

though thoughtful choices are the key to its success. There's 

balance between the wines from different countries, at different 

price points and between the wines presented and the dishes on 

offer. There's respect for the Chinese wine industry by making 

some excellent local wines available. There are some of the 

great wines of the world as well as some exciting newcomers. 

It's a fine list. 

THE CANNERY 🍷🍷 
1107 Yuyuan Rd Unit 106 Building1, Changning District, 

Shanghai 200050 

021-52760599 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: West Coast Seafood 

Wine list by Joe Tang 

Wine on list: 68 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 65 - 120 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Beer List 

 

 

Not many small wine lists manage to deliver such excitement as 

The Cannery. It bristles with small winemakers on the rise or 

worth discovering for the first time, and pays deference to 

organic, bio-dynamic and "nature" wines in addition to classic 

and alternative grape varieties. It offers a quick visit around 

the world via grapes such as koshu (Japan), nero d'avola 

(Sicily) as well as classic riesling (Germany) and chardonnay 

(Burgundy). The extensive selection of spirits will lift the spirit. 



THE COOK, KERRY HOTEL PUDONG 🍷🍷🍷 
1388 Hua Mu Road, Pudong, Shanghai 201204 

(86 21)6169 8888 

http://www.thekerryhotels.com/ 

Cuisine: Contemporary 

Wine list by Tyler Chen 

Wine on list: 298 (27 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 198 RMB 

 

The Cook offers an intriguing view into the wine world of the 

organic and bio-dynamic wine producer - in keeping with its 

sustainable/ethical restaurant mantra - while also indulging in 

some of the world's great wines. Sommelier, Tyler Chen, 

confidently starts the list with his recommendations by the glass 

before moving enticingly into a separate listing of organic and 

bio-dynamic wines from New Zealand, France, Spain, Italy and 

Australia.  A sophisticated and comprehensive grouping of 

wines awaits the diner, including the wines of China. 

THE EIGHT, GRAND LISBOA HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷 

8 餐廳 
2/F, Grand Lisboa Hotel,Avenida de Lisboa, Macau (and SAR) 

999078 

853 8803 7788 

https://www.grandlisboahotels.com/en/grandlisboa/dining/the-8 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Paul Lo 

Wine on list: 16800 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $-$$$ 

By the glass: 130 - 280 MOP 

 

Is this the largest wine list in the world?  The Eight in Macau 

boasts a gargantuan list - a total of 16,800 wines, it must be 

getting close.  There is not a great wine that is not listed here.  

9 pages of Champagne's greatest cuvees, from vintages that are 

almost impossible to source dating back to the 1950's, plus 

magnums! There are 30+ pages of Burgundy whites - yes this 

includes over 600 grand cru (Montrachet and DRC within) and 

countless premier cru and beyond.  Apply this to the rest of the 

list and you get the idea - almost priceless bottles of 1st 

Growths from great years, Grange, DRC, Screaming Eagle, 

more Gaja than you could poke a stick at, large formats, old 

Italians, wines from far flung places, and a list of d'Yquem that 

brings chuckles of disbelief - back to 1825 if you can believe it.  

An impressive cellar, but bring your reading glasses and your 

wallet, this is a seriously big read. 

THE F. BISTRO 🍷🍷 

法国小酒馆 

No.152 Building 124,No.1 Yundang Road, Siming District, 

Xiamen, Fujian 361000 

0592-2281102 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/ 

Cuisine: French Bistro 

Wine list by Loic Leclerq / WenFeng Zhang 

Wine on list: 135 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $-$$$ 

By the glass: 58 - 98 RMB 

 

                Winner Best List Southern China 

 

 

 

The F. Bistro shows us a concise, tidy little list ordered by 

village/region and consisting purely of French wines, chosen to 

suit the cuisine.    Ranging from good value through to hard to 

find and patiently cellared, The F. Bistro surely has a wine for 

every palate.  Rhone, Burgundy, Champagne, Alsace, 

Beaujolais, Provence, Jura, Savoie, the Loire Valley, the 

Languedoc and more are all explored, and show an excitement 

on the part of the sommelier, in bringing these French wines to 

the people of Xiamen.  AT the end of your evening, there is the 

choice of Cognac, Bas-Armagnac, Calvados,  Pastis and more.  

If beer is more your flavour, there is a good selection of 

artisanal organic Belgian beer on tap.  Sante! 

THE FLYING CATCH RESTAURANT, 

SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, QINGDAO 🍷🍷 

鱼跃地中海餐厅 

9 Xiang Gang Zhong Lu, Shinan District, Qingdao, Shandong 

266071 

0532-83883838 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: Mediterranean 

Wine list by Monica Lu 

Wine on list: 117 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 48 - 128 RMB 

 

An international list with a diverse selection by-the-glass 

catering for all tastes and preferences.  The heart of the 

selection is dependable brands and familiar names.  Though, if 

you are after wines of the highest calibre, you will also find 

plenty on offer, with a set of Domaine de la Romanee Conti and 

classified Bordeaux.  Many quality wines from around the 

globe, spanning a wide range of price points. 



THE KITCHEN, GRAND LISBOA HOTEL 

🍷🍷 

大廚 
3/F, Grand Lisboa Hotel, Avenida de Lisboa, Macau (and SAR) 

999078 

85388037777 

https://www.grandlisboahotels.com/en/grandlisboa/dining/the-

kitchen 

Cuisine: Steakhouse 

Wine list by Paul Lo 

Wine on list: 16800 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $-$$$ 

By the glass: 160 - 280 MOP 

 

The Kitchen in Macau has access to a very grand cellar indeed, 

and boasts a gargantuan list of almost 17,000 wines.  Every 

great wine growing region is represented - there is not a great 

wine that is not listed here. Nine pages of Champagne's 

greatest cuvees, from vintages that are almost impossible to 

source dating back to the 1950's, plus magnums! There are 

well over thirty pages of Burgundian white wines - yes, this 

includes over six hundred grand cru (Montrachet and DRC 

within) and countless premier cru and beyond. Apply this to the 

rest of the list and you are on the right track: almost priceless 

bottles of 1st Growths from great years, Grange, DRC, 

Screaming Eagle, large formats, great Italian wines (not to 

mention a selection of older wines too), wines from far flung 

places, and a list of d'Yquem that is so extensive it brings 

chuckles of disbelief - back to 1825! There are not many places 

in the world one can witness a thing such as this - another 

reason to visit Macau. 

THE LOUNGE MACAU, JW MARRIOTT 

HOTEL MACAU 🍷🍷 
Estrada da Baía da Nossa Senhora da Esperança, s/n, Cotai, 

Macau (and SAR) 999078 

853 8886 6888 

https://www.galaxymacau.com/en/jw-marriott-macau 

Cuisine: International Bar & Lounge 

Wine list by Billy De Leon 

Wine on list: 356 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 68 - 480 MOP 

 

A wine list that embraces the world's best wine regions, and 

some of the world's best known wine producers, with a solid 

back catalogue of cellared gems and some more 'unusual' 

listings from Chile, Lebanon and USA. It's great to see the 

breadth of offering here, from ultra-rare wines like Soldera 

from Tuscany to a swathe of featured Bordeaux all from the 

landmark 1982 vintage. Indeed, Bordeaux is grandly featured 

in the list, with benchmark chateaux showcased across multiple 

vintages. For the enthusiasts of a broader palette, there's a 

seriously good collection of wines from Portugal here, a wine 

growing country that often is sidelined or limited in exposure. 

A scattering of top end, big names from Australia and New 

Zealand round out the offering well,  with a highlight being the 

range of Penfold's wines with some cellaring. This is a list that 

seems carefully considered to give clientele a grand journey 

through global wines and wine styles. 

THE MANOR, THE ST. REGIS MACAO, 

COTAI CENTRAL 🍷🍷 

雅舍 
Estrada do Istmo. s/n, Cotai, Macao, Macau (and SAR) 

853 2882 8898 

http://www.themanormacao.com/ 

Cuisine: Portuguese 

Wine list by Ben Bost 

Wine on list: 133 (99 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$-$$$ 

By the glass: 58 - 0 MOP 

 

The Manor in Macao, combines laid back dining and an 

upmarket setting.  The fine Portuguese cuisine is paired to an 

international winelist, featuring wines from all over the globe.  

With well selected and exciting options from France, Portugal, 

Australia, New Zealand, America, Germany, Alsace, Argentina, 

America and Chile, there is surely something to suit all tastes.  

If wine is not your preferred drink, The Manor plays host to a 

large selection of spirits, cocktails (including the Bloody Mary 

done ten different ways), craft beers, freshly squeezed juices, 

teas and tonics.  A home away from home for those visiting 

Macau. 

THE MEAT, KERRY HOTEL PUDONG 🍷🍷🍷 

扒餐厅 
1388 Hua Mu Road, Pudong, Shanghai 201204 

(86 21)6169 8888*6318 

http://www.thekerryhotels.com/ 

Cuisine: Steak house 

Wine list by Tyler Chen 

Wine on list: 298 (27 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 198 RMB 

 

Dry-aged, Australian wagyu takes centre stage at The Meat 

and diners can expect some excellent accompanying medium 

and full-bodied reds from around the world on the wine list. 

But this list offers so much more, from the organic and the bio-

dynamic to classic, super premium French wines, to emerging 

stars from New World regions. The section on Domaine de la 

Romanee-Conti is 26-wines strong from multiple vintages and 

is highly tempting, while there's a look at the wines of the first 

generation of Chinese winemakers. 



TIAN XIANG GE, SHANGRI-LA HOTEL 

XIAN 🍷 

天香阁 

38B Keji Road, Xian, Shaanxi 710075 

86 29 8875 8888 

http://www.shangri-la.com/xian/shangrila/ 

Cuisine: Cantonese;Shaanxi 

Wine list by Terry Yang 

Wine on list: 60 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 68 - 150 RMB 

 

Wine lovers will enjoy hunting through this diverse list, which 

contains a solid selection of moderately priced wines, as well 

as a sweep of prestige labels.  A good by-the-glass offering, 

including reds with age.  Keep an eye on vintage when 

ordering, especially with wines from the new world. 

TIN LUNG HEEN, THE RITZ-CARLTON, 

HONG KONG 🍷🍷🍷 

天龍軒 
Level 102, The Ritz-Carlton, International Commerce Centre, 1 

Austin Road West, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

852-22632270 

http://www.ritzcarlton.com/zh-cn/hotels/china/hong-

kong/dining/tin-lung-heen 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Benson Yan 

Wine on list: 800 (22 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 135 - 710 HKD 

 

                Winner Best Hotel Restaurant List 

 

 

A very serious wine list that celebrates a wealth of global wines 

across some 800 listings, this is a very well put together 

collection that highlights top flight producers alongside those 

from emerging wine regions. Therefore, diners can enjoy wines 

from marquee regions like Bordeaux, Burgundy, Piedmont, 

Champagne, but likewise explore some unique examples from 

Switzerland or Turkey, though it is amusing to see things like 

Hunter Valley semillon or chenin blanc from Stellenbosch 

listed under 'indigenous and curiosities'! Champagne is 

particularly well-considered amongst the breadth of selection 

here, with a range that covers prestigious 'big name' houses to 

smaller, grower producers. Wine aficionados will appreciate 

the modest but well-selected collection of mature wines too, 

particularly in the Italian reds selections, with Piedmont and 

Tuscany allowing enthusiasts to drink back to the 1990s. 

TIVANO, THE TEMPLE HOUSE 🍷🍷🍷 
No.81 Bitieshi Street, Jinjiang District, Chengdu, Sichuan 

610021 

86 286636 9999 

http://www.thetemplehousehotel.com/ 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Cassie Hu 

Wine on list: 256 (28 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 85 - 4888 RMB 

 

                Winner Best List Western China 

 

 

 

Except for the spirits, his is the same list as Jing Bar which is 

also located in the Temple House. This is an impressive 

international list covering most parts of the world. The 

excellent selection by the glass has been considerably expanded 

by the use of Coravin. Five wine flights offer the opportunity to 

taste more widely while many will find the Sommelier's Choice 

useful. The Spotlight on Chinese Wines is a significant 

innovation 

UMI 🍷🍷 
L321 & L401, Taikoo Hui, 288 Shimen Yi Lu, Jing'an District, 

Shanghai 200040 

86 21 5220 3082 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Modern Japanese 

Wine list by Kobe Hou 

Wine on list: 38 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 78 - 188 RMB 

 

For such a small wine list of just 38 wines, Umi covers a lot of 

wine ground. The listing is adventurous and daring in 

conception with the odd rare gem such as Terres Dorees 

sparkling gamay from Beaujolais, the small family Champagne 

house of Chartogne-Taillet and Japanese sweet plum wines.   

As well as the eclectic, there are also long-time favourites from 

established producers. The list of sake confirms its Japanese 

credentials, as does the highly imaginative cocktail list. Matcha 

Sour or Wasabi Daiquiri, anyone? 



URBAN KITCHEN, JW MARRIOTT HOTEL 

MACAU 🍷🍷 
JW Marriott Hotel Macau, Galaxy Macau, Estrada da Baía da 

Nossa Senhora da Esperança, s/n, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 

999078 

853 8886 6888 

https://www.galaxymacau.com/en/jw-marriott-macau 

Cuisine: International All Day Dining 

Wine list by Billy De Leon 

Wine on list: 356 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 68 - 480 MOP 

 

Urban Kitchen provides a comprehensive wine list that 

showcases many varieties from many major wine producing 

regions. The list includes classic signature wines and vintages 

from high quality producers as well as less well known styles 

and varieties from quality producers around the globe. 

Whether a wine by the glass for a more casual lunch or an 

aged Bordeaux wine for a special occasion, there is plenty of 

choice here and at a range of prices. The list also provides a 

wonderful choice of non-wine beverages including a gorgeous 

selection of tea options to complete the experience. 

VIA ROMA, KEMPINSKI HOTEL BEIJING 

🍷🍷 

花样罗马 

Lufthansa Centre, 50 Liangmaqiao Road, Beijing, 100125 

861064653388 

https://www.kempinski.com/en/beijing/hotel-lufthansa-center/ 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Jacky Lu 

Wine on list: 100 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 87 - 204 RMB 

 

Get your dose of pasta and pizza with excellent wines to match.  

Start with an extra-dry Prosecco of perhaps a glass of 

Champagne.  There is a balanced international selection by-

the-glass, with plenty of recognisable names.  The main list has 

100 wines from around the globe, with a spread of prices to 

suit all budgets.  Those with a keen eye will see that there are 

many gems to be found, particularly in the Italian offering. 

VINOTHEQUE, KERRY HOTEL, BEIJING 

🍷🍷🍷 

一酒香 
1 Guanghua Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020 

86 10 6561 8833 

http://www.shangri-la.com/en/kerry/ 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Berry Zhong 

Wine on list: 241 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 76 - 233 RMB 

 

A world class list which reflects both thought and creativity. 

Fine compilation of quality examples by the glass. A discerning 

New World section cherry picks stars from top regions. The 

Old World is more extensive but incorporates many great 

names from Bordeaux and Burgundy. Excellent collection of 

spirits supports this exemplary wine list. 

VUE BAR, HYATT ON THE BUND 🍷 

非常时髦酒吧 

No. 199 Huangpu Road, Shanghai, 200080 

86 21 63931234 

https://shanghaithebund.hyatt.com/en/hotel/dining/VueBar.html 

Cuisine: Bar Snacks 

Wine list by Tony Shen 

Wine on list: 65 (24 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 60 - 160 RMB 

 

The wine shoot smoked Canadian beef steak at the Vue Bar is 

certainly a cut above the usual bar snacks offered. Luckily, 

there is a red wine just waiting to be matched on the wine list. 

Maybe a Guigal Rhone syrah, a Gaja merlot-syrah-sangiovese 

or, for those, lashing out, a Chateau Palmer 2009 cabernet 

sauvignon. The wine list isn't the biggest but it does serve the 

snack menu well. This is also the place for a classic cocktail, 

martini or whisky. 



VUE RESTAURANT, HYATT ON THE BUND 

🍷🍷 

非常时髦餐厅 

No. 199 Huangpu Road, Shanghai, 200080 

86 21 63931234 

https://shanghaithebund.hyatt.com/en/hotel/dining/VueRestaura

nt.html 

Cuisine: European 

Wine list by Tony Shen 

Wine on list: 219 (24 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 65 - 160 RMB 

 

There's depth and diversity in this listing of international wines 

with plenty of vinous high points to excite. The collection of fine 

Bordeaux cabernets and merlot-based reds is particularly 

striking and appealing, as are the reds from Tuscany, the 

Veneto, Piedmont and Australian shirazes. This is also a well-

balanced list between the Old and New Worlds. There's lots to 

explore with plenty of food-friendly wines to consider. 

WATERSIDE TERRACE, ISLAND SHANGRI-

LA 🍷🍷 
Pacific Place, Supreme Court, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) 

(852) 2820 8590 

http://www.shangri-la.com/hotels/island-shangri-la-hong-kong/ 

Cuisine: Thai 

Wine list by Yohann Jousselin MS / Szabolcs Menesi 

Wine on list: 33 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 80 - 195 HKD 

 

Its often these short, more edgy lists that excite us most. Its easy 

to tell that this is where the sommelier of the Shangri La gets to 

list the wines that he or she would like to drink - what really 

excites them at the moment. Which means that this style of list 

would always be evolving, everytime you visit the Waterside 

Terrace, there would be something new and exciting for you to 

try. Within a very concise selection you can find everything 

from delicious dry Furmint to top Burgundy, all selected 

perfectly to accompany the aromatic and fresh food of 

Thailand. Bravo! 

WEST LAKE BISTRO, FOUR SEASONS 

HOTEL HANGZHOU AT WEST LAKE 🍷🍷 

西湖餐厅 

5 Lingyin Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310013 

86(571)8113-1760 

http://www.fourseasons.com/hangzhou 

Cuisine: Bistro 

Wine list by Simon Li 

Wine on list: 21 (246 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 120 - 1280 RMB 

 

The bistro-style flavours, including local Hangzhou 

specialities, meet their match in this sophisticated and diverse 

wine list. Many diners won't go past the opportunity to taste 

super-premium wines such as Opus One, Sassacaia, Gaja 

Barbaresco and Domaine Leflaive by the 75ml "taste" or glass. 

A rare privilege. Flights are also offered. The international 

cast of top producers is also very tantalising, or you can place 

your taste buds in the hands of the sommelier, Simon Li, and 

his Sommelier Recommendation selection. 

XIAMEN AIRLINES 🍷 
22 Dailiao Road, Xiamen, Fujian 361006 

86-592-5739888 

https://www.xiamenair.com/en-cn/ 

Cuisine: N/A 

Wine list by N/A 

Wine on list: 15 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 

The offering on Xiamen Airlines is a mix of treasures and 

surprises.  If travelling in first class, you will be treated to 

classic and prestigious wines such as Champagne, fine Mosel 

riesling, stylish Burgundy and aged Sauternes. The business 

class selection has more of a global flavour, including organic 

Chinese wine and aged Rioja.  There is a range of styles and 

vintages on offer. 



XIN CAFE, SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, HUHHOT 

🍷 

馨咖啡 
5 Xi Lin Guo Le South Road, Huhhot, Inner Mongolia 10020 

0471-3366888 

http://www.shangri-la.com 

Cuisine: ADD-Western Food 

Wine list by Martin Shi 

Wine on list: 33 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 58 - 128 RMB 

 

There is an excellent varietal mix in the wines by the glass, 

particularly of the red wines.  There are some high-quality 

wines in the Sommelier Selection, including a couple of classed 

Bordeaux, and there is a nice spread of old and new world 

options in the main list.  Quality brands are listed throughout. 

XINRONGJI BEIJING FINANCIAL STREET 

🍷🍷🍷 

新荣记北京金融街店 

Basement 1, Intercontinental Hotel & Resort, 11 Financial 

Street, Xicheng District, Beijing 100034 

010-66180576 

http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/ 

Cuisine: Zhejiang 

Wine list by Meiyu Li 

Wine on list: 208 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 88 - 280 RMB 

 

This is an outstanding list: modest in size so it doesn't 

overwhelm but stunning in its presentation of the finest of wines 

at a range of price points. So in Margaux, it offers a third 

growth, the second wine of Chateau Margaux, and Margaux 

itself. Its focus is on the finest of producers from around the 

world but not just their top wines. China itself is represented. 

XINRONGJI BUND 🍷🍷 

新荣记 外滩店 

558 Zhong Shan Dong Er Road, 1N L3, HuangPu, Shanghai 

200120 

86 021 63037727 

http://www.winelistofthetear.cn 

Cuisine: TaiZhou+Cantonese 

Wine list by Oni Zhou 

Wine on list: 550 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 75 - 115 RMB 

 

                Winner Best New List 

 

 

 

As with others in the group, there is a focus on the reds of 

Burgundy and Bordeaux, although with a wonderful range of 

champagnes, some pleasing whites and a serious 

representation of reds from some of the finest producers 

around the world. 

XINRONGJI JIN AN 🍷 

新荣记 南阳路店 

170 Nanyang Road, Jing An, Shanghai 200120 

86 021 62891717 

http://www.winelistofthetear.cn 

Cuisine: TaiZhou 

Wine list by Oni Zhou 

Wine on list: 100 (0 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 

The list features a stunning array of the greatest reds of 

France, at appropriate prices. The range of whites and wines 

from other parts of the globe is not extensive and there are no 

wines available by the glass. Clearly focused and very 

impressive. 



XINRONGJI SHANGHAI 🍷 

新荣记 南京西路店 

688Road Nanjing West Road, Jing an, Shanghai, 200120 

86 021 53861717 

http://www.winelistofthetear.cn 

Cuisine: TaiZhou 

Wine list by Oni Zhou 

Wine on list: 133 (0 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 

The list is dominated by red wines with a strong selection of the 

great wines of Bordeaux and Burgundy and a decent range of 

reds at different price points from around the world. There is 

no list by the glass, a small number of whites and a tiny 

selection of sparkling wines. 

XINRONGJI SHANGHAI PLAZA 🍷 

新荣记 淮海路店 

138 Huaihai Middle Road, Shanghai Plaza L5 , HuangPu, 

Shanghai 200120 

86 021 53861717 

http://www.winelistofthetear.cn 

Cuisine: TaiZhou 

Wine list by Oni Zhou 

Wine on list: 133 (0 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 

This list is dominated by red wines with an impressive selection 

of the great wines of Bordeaux and Burgundy and a reasonable 

range of reds from around the world at a different price points. 

There is no list by the glass, only a small number of whites and 

a tiny selection of sparkling wines. 

YAMAZATO, OKURA GARDEN HOTEL 🍷 

山里日餐厅 

58 Maoming Road (S.), Shanghai, 20030 

86-21-64151111 

http://www.gardenhotelshanghai.com 

Cuisine: Japanese 

Wine list by Yinhua Liao 

Wine on list: 145 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 90 - 120 RMB 

 

There's a brilliant list of spirits, a small list by the glass and 

carafe at modest prices, and a wide range of wines from 

around the world at all price points as well as some of the 

finest from Bordeaux and Burgundy. 

YI LONG COURT, THE PENINSULA 

SHANGHAI 🍷 

逸龍阁 

No.32 The Bund, 32 Zhong Shan Dong Yi Road, Shanghai, 

200002 

86(21)23272888 

http://www.peninsula.com/en/default 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Stephen Lim 

Wine on list: 53 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 108 - 300 RMB 

 

Yi Long Court offers Cantonese delicacies on its menu and a 

world of wine on its wine list, including locally-sourced 

chardonnay from Ningxia and a cabernet sauvignon from 

Shanxi. It's a small list, each wine chosen to represent the best 

matching of grape variety to region from well-established 

producers with names for quality such as Egly-Ouriet 

Champagne, Loosen riesling and Clonakilla shiraz. The 

Peninsula Hotel's own wines sourced from well-known 

producers offer good value. 



YONG FOO ELITE 🍷🍷 

雍福会 
200 Yongfu Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200000 

2154662727 

http://www.yongfooelite.com/index1.php 

Cuisine: Shanghai 

Wine list by Lori Lee 

Wine on list: 164 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 100 - 200 RMB 

 

                Winner Best Club List 

 

 

 

Shanghai specialties are on the menu at Yong Foo Elite, but the 

wine list is wide open to many a vinous interpretation with 

wines from France, Italy, Spain, Australasia and beyond 

putting their best wines forward. Bio-dynamic and organic 

wines can be found, aromatic white grape varieties, too, and 

medium-bodied red grapes well-suited to many of the dishes 

presented. Bordeaux and Burgundy star. 

YONG YI TING , MANDARIN ORIENTAL 

PUDONG, SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷 

雍颐庭 

Mandarin Oriental Pudong, Shanghai, No. 111 South Pudong 

Road, Lu Jiazui, Pudong, Shanghai 200000 

20201888 

https://www.mandarinoriental.com/shanghai/pudong 

Cuisine: Jiang Nan 

Wine list by Delphin Duan 

Wine on list: 420 (26 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 68 - 1080 RMB 

 

Here is an impressive collection of feted wines from around the 

world, France and Italy dominating. Many diners won't wish to 

go further than the Luxury Wines by the Glass, served under 

Coravin, with the rare chance to try Domaine de Chevalier, 

Chateau Pichon-Longueville and Ornellaia. For others, a 

world of good wine awaits whether its classic Old World or 

daring New World, including China. The selection of half 

bottles is definitely worth a look, and followers of biodynamic 

winemaking will be pleased to see so many entries. 

ZI YAT HEEN, FOUR SEASONS HOTEL 

MACAU 🍷🍷 

紫逸軒 
Four Seasons Hotel Macao, Cotai Strip, Estrada da Baia de N. 

Senhora da Esperanca, s/n, Taipa, Macau (and SAR) 999078 

8112 8888 

https://www.fourseasons.com/macau/dining/restaurants/zi_yat_

heen/ 

Cuisine: Cantonese Cuisine 

Wine list by Kaleb Paw 

Wine on list: 747 (23 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 888 MOP 

 

A top class wine list that showcases some of the world's biggest 

names in premium wine. This is a list that is stuffed full of 

extraordinary producers from marquee wine regions, with a 

strong focus on Burgundy, Bordeaux, Rhone Valley, 

Champagne and various Australian prestige wine growing 

areas. There's a very good addition of Chinese wine and rice 

wines too. Diners should find the collection of Didier 

Dagueneau and Coche Dury tantalising from the white wine 

selections, while red wine producers like Haut Brion, 

Chapoutier, Gaja and Vega Sicilia are found across multiple 

vintages, in some cases dating back to the 1980s. Portugal has 

an unusually strong showing too, with top end winemakers like 

Quinta do Vale Dona Maria, Quinta do Vale Meão and 

Herdade do Mouchão having a good showing in this list. Top 

end wines dominate the offering, giving diners a big night out 

experience while dining at Zi Yat Heen. It's a well-chosen list 

here. 
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